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The objective of this research is to shed light on the phenomenon of independent

volunteer traveling. It represents a form of tourism in which travelers independently organize

their own volunteer efforts and typically provide assistance to local people in return for room and

board. Travelers operate outside the confines of formal service organizations and various tourist

groups, in conditions of close crosscultural contact, often teaching and providing manual labor.

They live with locals, speak the local language, use the same amounts of economic and natural

resources that locals use, and eat, sleep, bathe and work in the same fashion as the local people

do. Because this type of tourism takes place in remote Himalayan villages that are not in touristed

areas, social arrangements are based on local tradition and culture, rather than on external forces.

This research specifically links independent volunteer traveling with sustainable tourism

development by examining its impacts. For instance, the majority of travelers in the study helped

to create additional sources of income for local people by donating animals and land to families,

which helped hosts to improve their living standards and boosted local economies in remote

Himalayan regions, contributing towards the development of Nepal's rural communities. In

addition, because of the many opportunities offered by this type of tourism, Nepali women were

encouraged to eat with their families, get married at a later age, get an education and be treated

more fairly in family situations, which contributed towards improving the status of women.

The evidence of this research also indicates that there is a complex dynamic present in

the interaction between hosts and guests when giving and receiving activities are examined. In

particular, a sense of mutual interdependence and equality were maintained between hosts and

guests, because no matter who was giving and who was receiving, both parties continued to feel

they received more than they were able to give. Because of the joy and meaning it added to their

lives, this aspect of the experience had the most profound effect on both hosts and guests, and

made this form of tourism stand out against comparable cross-cultural encounters.

In an era searching for improved forms of international relations, this kind of travel poses

an interesting alternative, because it depends solely on the opportunity for travelers to contribute

to the host culture and on the development of meaningful cross-cultural relationships.
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INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS IN NEPAL

CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

On a planet ever more divided between first and third world, there is an everwidening

gap of understanding concomitant with this economic chasm. While developed countries generate

international aid programs aimed to improve the standard of living for those in developing

countries, they often only peripherally serve to link different cultures through shallow

communication, exacerbating the problems between the disparate cultures involved through short,

unidirectional communication from aidgiver to recipient. Along these lines, qualitative data

results parallel Hancock's (1989:113) biting, critical observation that

.for increasing numbers in the third world, development organizations, volunteer
agencies and international aid in general have come to mean little more than loss,
danger and alienation.. .Today, as a result, we are seeing an emergence of a new
phenomenonpoor people who no longer want to be 'helped,' who mistrust and reject
the poisoned gifts thrust upon them by outsiders.

Alternative types of tourism have also been established to foster environmental

conservation and crosscultural understanding between visitors and hosts. In addition, these

alternative efforts have sought ways to directly benefit the local people who need it the most,

financially and otherwise, through activities such as supporting native crafts, staying in locally

run accommodations and purchasing travel packages directly from locals in the visited

destination. However, in spite of good intentions, not all alternative types of travel reflect the

positive crosscultural relations they seek, or can be construed as financially beneficial or

ecologically sound for the destination areas or the hosts themselves. Specifically, there is ample

evidence reflecting negative impacts regarding these and other issues of both international

volunteerism and alternative tourism in the country of Nepal.

Of course, Nepali people have also had positive experiences with international aid

organizations and favorable, constructive encounters with a variety of tourists. They have

benefited from foreign aid and alternative tourism in a number of ways, from medical care,

technical training, and the establishment of protected areas supported by international volunteer



and aid giving efforts, to exposure to new ideas and the ability to earn extra income derived from

trekking tourism.

Environmental, Socio-Cultural and Economic Impacts of Tourism

Environmental Impacts

Despite having been established for more than 50 years, the tourism industry of Nepal

attracts a relatively small number of visitorscurrently around 320,000 per year (KMTNC in

Shackley 1999) but they cause disproportionate environmental damage (Shackley 1999). Over

half the visitors that now come to Nepal follow one of the many incredible and beautiful trekking

trails in the Himalayas, which have now been dubbed the " Kleenex Trails" (and worse) because

of the tons of trash that trekkers, and even alternative and ecotourists, leave behind (Croall

1995). Travelers visiting and trekking in the Himalayas have created a variety of negative impacts

in their wake, impacts that seemed particularly apparent during the research journey on

Annapurna during 1999 and 2000. One of the worst environmental problems created by foreign

visitors has been the impact on Nepal's forests, the source of 86% of the country's energy

Jonathan Croall (1995:10), writing on trekking in Nepal, notes that

thousands of trees have been felled in order to build the lodges that the trekkers use for
accommodation, and provide the hot water, heating and cooking facilities that trekkers
demand. . . and local conservationists claim that a million acres of forest are cleared
every year, that a single trekking lodge may consume a hectare of virgin forest in year
to cater to the needs of trekker tourists, and that one foreign trekker consumes between
five and ten times more wood then a Nepali does on a weekly basis.

According to Shackley (1999), a trekking tourist in Nepal burns about 14 lbs. of wood

per dayand other reports claim that a U.S. citizen devours on the average the same amount of

energy as 900 Nepalis (Strahm in Mader 1988:274). Though adverse affects on the environment

come from several aspects of tourism, first and foremost is the introduction of people, and in most

cases too many people, into a formerly remote landscape. "In Nepal, one village has had to cut

down a hectare of virgin rhododendron forest each year in order to heat the meals and baths of

ecotourists" (Herbig in Wheeler 1997:45) Practices such as this have led to soil erosion,

landslides and floods in Nepal and other parts of the world (Croall 1995:10).



SocioCultural Impacts

The commercialization of hostguest relations, changes in traditional cultural values,

homogenization, negative crosscultural relations and damaging acculturative effects (including

loss of cultural distinctiveness) are some of the noted experiences that reflect the potential of

tourism's undesirable effects in third world destinations. Probably the most pronounced effects of

these phenomena are noted when visitors from "First World" countries travel in developing

countries (Smith 1989). They are considered to be damaging, corrupting effects of hosts'

exposure to foreigners, even when those foreigners care about the host culture and environment

(Butler 1992). Increased contact can often reinforce negative stereotypical attitudes of both hosts

and guests rather than diminish them (Meethan 2001:153-154, Butcher 1997).

Unfortunately, Nepal's touristic system usually requires local people to adopt an

externally driven service economy that relies heavily on the importation of goods, the use of local

natural resources, and the formation of new social arrangements (Zurick 1992:618). Nash (1989)

suggests that when such events are the norm, tourism in any form may be damaging to the host

culture. Also, the way visitors conduct themselves and their personal relationships with citizens

of the host country often have a profound effect upon the mode of life and the attitudes of local

people (Greenwood 1976, Mathieson and Wall 1982, Smith 1992). Tourism critics argue that the

relationships between hosts and guests have also become commercialized. Due to the financial

and economic nature of the average touristic encounter, many locals see tourists as a means to

generate income, and consider them potential customers, rather than potential friends. Gunn (in

Nolan 1978:2) argues that "The shift from accepting tourists as guests to catering to them as

consumers has changed the entire face of the land."

Economic Impacts

In Nepal, tourism provides the single largest source of foreign exchange for the country's

development plans and the largest source of employment besides agriculture (Meisegeier 1995).

In particular, the Himalayas receive more than two and a half million visitors each year (Shackley

1999:108). Tourism is also the major source of employment for Nepalis who live on or near

trekking routes, although work is seasonal as a result of the weather. Most Nepalis employed by

the tourism industry work about four or five months a year, in lodges and restaurants, although

this varies in different communities depending on the popularity and location of the village.
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Current estimates also report that there are around 150,000 guides, porters, cooks, and other

support staff who are currently traveling with trekkers (Meisegeier 1995).

Deardon (in Zurick 1992:625) notes that "a good measure of sustainable development is

the degree to which earnings from development are distributed through the involved population."

Proponents of sustainable development have emphasized the necessity to focus on this topic, and

it represents a growing concern over who actually benefits economically from tourism,

particularly in developing countries. For instance, in Nepal, most tourism earnings come from

adventure tourists, and since the majority of the earnings of adventure tourism never leave the

generating areas where tour packages are created, the transfer of wealth to the destinations is

unclear (Zurick 1992:625). Zurick adds,

Moreover, much of what reaches the host country remains in the national gateways, and
the income that is eventually captured by local rural economies is prone to "leakages"
since villagers must import costly items to support tourists. Consequently, they may
profit little, if at all, from their enterprises.

The World Bank estimates that 55% of tourist dollars "leak out" of developing countries

via foreignowned tour operators, airline, hotels and locally owned operators paying for imported

food, drinks, and other supplies (Mathieson 1982:148).

However, in spite of these concerns, many experts agree that tourism generally provides

an important diversification for local economies, and offers additional livelihood opportunities for

developing communities. Wilkinson (in E. de Kadt 1992:75) notes that most developing countries

"cannot hope to create acceptable living conditions for the majority of their people without

continued economic growth, and for many of them, tourism represents one of the few viable

routes for such growth." Pigram (1992:86) points out that in times of economic crisis, even the

most developed nations "seek tourism as a primary 'export activity' worthy of subvention."

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Using comparative hostguest encounters as a contextual focal point, it is the

purpose of this study to explore the value of independent volunteer travelers as

instruments for crosscultural understanding. In addition, the study addresses issues of

adaptation and acculturation, and takes into account both positive and negative

acculturative influences, the ability of participants to adapt to one another, and the

impacts these experiences have on Nepali hosts and their corresponding guests. The



research also assesses the potential that independent volunteer travelers have on a small

scale for alleviating environmental, economic and sociocultural problems rampant in

Nepal, in the context of the impact of comparable groups of informants. But do these

travelers make better crosscultural contacts in their hosts' eyes? Has the experience

really helped both hosts and guests improve the quality of their lives? How significant

and farreaching are the impacts of this encounter on both hosts and guests?

To test these questions, 98 individuals from Nepal and around the world were

selected. These individuals were either local people who had worked with alternative

travelers, international volunteers, or independent volunteer travelers, or were foreigners

who had traveled in one of these capacities. All the informants that were selected for the

study had intense and/or prolonged experiences with hosts or guests.

Overwhelmed and inspired by the heartwarming stories of the informants, this

research aims to shed light on the questions that they stimulated. While a qualitative

review of their subjective reporting will disclose personal traits and styles which might

suggest who will have a positive and successful crosscultural encounter, a quantitative

analysis complements the data and suggests the strength of the relationships between

motivation, communication, and the acculturation and adaptation of both hosts and

guests.

In order to explore the independent volunteer traveling phenomenon in the most

comprehensive way, the scope of inquiry is necessarily focused upon both hosts and

guests. Their interviews raised these additional questions and concerns, which must also

be considered in each analysis if one is to look at the holistic picture of crossing cultures,

including the context in which it occurs:

Have independent volunteer travelers truly achieved a more significant level of
communication than if they were only traveling or volunteering?
What are the differences between the relationships that independent volunteer
travelers and their hosts have with each other compared to hosts and guests
participating in only tourism or volunteerism?
What factors affect adaptation and acculturation within this type of cross-cultural
experience?
Can independent volunteer traveling be considered alternative and sustainable,
based on the data examined in the study?
How does this cross-cultural encounter relate to touristic traditions in the
literature?



What aspects of independent volunteer traveling are unique to this crosscultural
encounter?

ABOUT THE STUDY POPULATION

In terms of defining and describing the target group, the research attempts to provide

relevant variables by reviewing the literature on alternative forms of tourism and alternative

tourism typologies. In order to further identify this population, the research draws on comparisons

among alternative types of travelers and official overseas volunteers. Nash (1996:7-8) argues that

"In regards to the anthropological study of tourism, a touristic phenomena must be able to be put

into context or compared, otherwise its study will not be considered to make a great contribution

to the anthropological enterprise." Therefore, comparable hostguest groups are utilized as a basis

through which independent volunteer travelers can be identified, and their actions and impacts

compared. The research also focuses on the Nepali people who have hosted foreigners in one of

these three groups; their experiences, memories, beliefs, attitudes and feelings about the

encounter are used to validate (or not) the stories and experiences presented by the visitors.

Host's perspectives were especially valuable in describing the volunteer traveling phenomenon.

International volunteers and alternative travelers were chosen as comparative groups

because of their similarities to independent volunteer travelers. First, alternative types of travelers

exhibit many of the same characteristics as the target population: They often travel alone or in

small groups, they desire to go off the beaten path, they have greater levels of interaction with

local people than many other kinds of tourists, and they care about and respect the people and

country they are visiting. Official international volunteers were chosen because, in addition to

these characteristics, such individuals generally desire to explore the country and people of Nepal

while at the same time offering some type of valuable assistance. Although official volunteers

may be considered a type of "volunteer tourist," they were chosen over this particular group as a

comparable category of visitors because they participate for longer time periods than the average

volunteer tourist, who normally participates in a program between two weeks and four weeks

(Ellis 1990). In general, the two comparative groups of travelers were chosen because both

attempt to help and not harm the culture and environment of the countries they visit.



CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF TOURISM

The literature contains accounts of both positive and negative impacts of tourism, but

negative accounts dominate hostguest relations (Shaw and Williams 1994). However, there are

anthropologists who argue that many of the negative effects of tourism are due to the massive

numbers of people involved, and that when examining hostguest encounters, there are other

salient factors which are often overlooked, or simply not considered, which lead to more positive

conclusions regarding tourism outcomes.

One common point of view in the literature has addressed tourism "as a fact of

acculturation, in which people of different cultures come into contact and change" (Berry 1980,

Greenwood 1982, Lanfant 1995, MacCannell 1984, Nash 1996). One example of this is a study

conducted by Gyanu Chhetri (1989), a Nepali anthropologist, in which he posits that the growing

exposure of Indian tourists and their preferences regarding where they are willing to spend their

tourist dollars (or where they are not willing to spend their money) has influenced Hill

Occupational Caste peoples (such as Kami, Damai and Sarki) to abandon their traditional skills

for more "modern" occupations, due to the situation in which he claims that the prejudices of the

Indian tourists have heightened an already growing social prejudice towards the "untouchables"

and their associated traditional occupations. His research focuses on the younger generations that

belong to these castes, as they have come into more frequent contact with tourists from India, and

have consequently become reluctant to adopt the traditional occupations of their families, desiring

instead to take more "modern" jobs that are not associated with their castes.

In a recent publication, Nash (1996:9) points out that tourism is an almost impossible

field to unify in terms of an area of study. He notes that "the best ecumenical projection would

seem to be for some overview of touristic phenomena that could lend a measure of coherence to

investigations by researchers within and between disciplines." The research on independent

volunteer traveling tourism is aligned with this approach. Nash also claims that the scientific

project for studying tourism is to describe it as objectively as possible in all of its manifestations

and to order these descriptions in some kind of comparative way (Nash 1996: 84). In addition, a

great deal of the literature notes the importance of the study of tourism, not only because of the

sheer numbers of people involved, but also due to its role in development, change, and cross

cultural contact. Anthropologists may differ in their studies of tourism, but most anthropologists



agree that all aspects of socioculmral systems are interrelated, and that anthropological theories

should be applicable to as many people, places and times as possible (Nash 1996:6).

DEFINITIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF TOURISM

Tourism Typologies

Cultural Tourism

Most cultures are fascinating and interesting to tourists, who tend to be attracted to a

number of overlapping elements. Shaw and Williams (1994:91) note that of particular importance

to tourists are "those forms of culture which are based around physical objects and folk culture as

reflected in the daily life of the hosts." Cultural tourism is considered to cover all those aspects of

travel whereby people learn each other's ways of life and thought. The concept of cultural

tourism emerged in the 1970's, and a joint World Bank and UNESCO study of the social and

cultural impacts of tourism endorsed this approach to tourism development; E. de Kadt (1979)

notes that this approach is most important in small or developing countries. The literature also

notes that cultural attractions may motivate locals to preserve them and keep traditions alive.

Ecological/Ecotourism

Ecological tourism is defined as a form of specialty travel inspired by an area's natural

history were the visitor has the opportunity to study and admire the natural environment while

directly benefiting the economic wellbeing of local communities (Cater 1994). This is a kind of

small scale tourism which is based on natural and cultural conditions and does not destroy the

resources which tourism builds on. In the purest sense, it is nature travel that advances

conservation and sustainable development efforts. Ecotourism is a form of low impact tourism

that is designed to work with the surrounding environment, rather than harm it. It is one of the

fastest growing segments of the tourism industry (Boo 1990). The Ecotourism Association (EA

in Boo 1990) defines ecotourism as "ecologically sustainable tourism with a primary focus on

experiencing natural areas that fosters environmental and cultural understanding, appreciation and

conservation."



Rural Tourism

As a concept, rurality is connected with low population densities and open space, with

small scale settlements (generally of less than 10,000 inhabitants). Land use is dominated by

farming and forestry, and societies tend toward traditionalism; the influence of the past is often

strong. Government policies tend to lean towards conservation rather than rapid or radical change

(Lane 1993:9). While considering the "supply" side of the concept, Greffe (1993:23) writes that

there are three possible ways of understanding the term rural tourism. First, the concept is

understood as "staying with a local resident in a rural area." A second approach to rural tourism

associates a particular form of accommodation with the undertaking of specific activities,

including hiking, discovering country life, getting in shape, etc. The third approach is the most

recent, and consists of a type of holiday based in principle on being housed in a farm setting, and

organized around activities connected with the farm (Lane 1993).

Village Tourism

Village Tourism refers to tourists staying in or near traditional villages in remote areas,

and learning about the village way of life. The village may also serve as a base from which

tourists explore nearby areas (McIntyre 1993: 59). This kind of tourism includes provision of

local style accommodation, locally produced food items on tourist menus and the organization of

tourist participation in village activities. The villagers typically build inns and operate tourist

facilities and services, and receive direct economic benefits from tourist expenditures. Successful

village tourism does not require large capital investments but does (ideally) need to be carefully

planned. Perhaps one of the best examples of village tourism can be found on "cultural treks" in

Nepal. Trekking companies who are intimately familiar with the area and its people may work

with local communities to expose tourists to traditional village life, providing for spontaneous

interaction between trekkers and residents. This experience can encourage a sense of cultural

pride for the local people.

Mass Tourism

Another term that requires some attention is "mass" tourism. Generally, the expression

"mass" implies a large number of people, and large numbers of tourists in particular areas have

brought about a number of concerning circumstances. There is a need to establish the difference

between the aforementioned types of tourism, which directly relate to the volunteer traveling
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research, and the concept of "mass tourism," which is an example of what independent volunteer

traveling tourism is not. In the concern for greater sustainable tourism development, "mass"

tourism is often criticized and used as a means of describing the opposite of what is currently

desired form tourism development today. Greenwood (in Smith 1989) and E. de Kadt (1992:52)

contend that the mass tourism model, which has characterized tourist flows since the l950s, is a

clearly unsustainable model for at least four reasons: First, it has not considered the importance of

the conservation of the natural systems or of the rational use of natural resources as a value.

Second, it has emphasized growth over the qualitative aspects of growth. Third, it has generally

distributed the benefits of development very unfairly. Finally, it has not included the surrounding

area and its special features within the tourist offer, thus favoring homogenization and

depersonalization.

Tourist Typologies

There are many approaches in the literature which attempt to define and describe the

process of the touristic experience, based on frameworks built upon the motivations and general

characteristics of tourists. Shaw and Williams (1994:75) point out that such tourist typology

models are useful for three reasons.

First, they highlight the broad diversity of tourists, their demands and consumption.
Second, they provide insight into the motivations of tourists and their behavior. Finally,
such perspectives provide a platform from which to explore the relationships between
tourist consumption and the sociocultural fabric of destination areas.

Furthermore, these models focus on examining the different preferences tourists have regarding

seeking the strange or exotic verses preferring the safety and comfort of the familiar. The classic

tourist typologies developed by Cohen (1972) and Smith (1977) identify categories of tourists

which concentrate on relationships between tourists and their destination areas. Other research

approaches are based on tourist's travel motivations.

In addition, Plog (in Shaw and Williams 1994:7 1) has examined tourist's attitudes

towards travel destinations and itineraries, and American Express (in Shaw and Williams

1994:73) has explored the ways travelers perceive their vacation and travel experiences. These

tourist typologies are considered valid sources for predicting tourism impacts and travel plans

(Mathieson and Wall in Shaw and Williams 1994:84). However, researchers have called for

further studies involving more detailed approaches in order to allow for a greater understanding
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of tourists and their motivations (MacCannel! 1989, Pearce 1982). The characteristics of different

types of tourists noted in the literature are presented in Appendix H and are discussed in relation

to independent volunteer travelers in the Explanation section of the study.

ALTERNATIVE TOURISM

In terms of this study, it is important to review the concepts in the literature regarding the

identification of alternative and sustainable tourism. It is also valuable for contextualizing

independent volunteer traveling, in order to ascertain how this model fits within the frameworks

of the alternative and sustainable. In essence, this also provides a basis for distinguishing between

independent volunteer traveling and other forms of tourism.

In recent years, there has been a rapid rise in interest in alternative forms of tourism,

which are frequently presented as alternatives to traditional mass tourism (Hunter 1995:52). In

general, tourists seeking these alternative forms of travel have become increasingly concerned

about the environmental, cultural and economic impacts of tourism, and have increased their

demands for newer and more authentic tourism experiences. The literature on 'adventure'

tourism is commonly reviewed within the broader concept of 'alternative tourism', which is

generally defined as "an alternative to mass tourism, which avoids the negative impacts of large

scale tourism and is respectful of the host, natural, built and cultural environment" (Butler

1992:31). Among other things, alternative tourism is identified as tourism that: does not damage

the environment, promotes environmental conservation, is ecologically sound, consists of low key

and small scale developments, is not exploitative of local people because the benefits flow to

local residents or in general to poorer communities, promotes a more equitable distribution of

tourism earnings, does not damage the culture of the host community, actively encourages a

respect for different cultural realities and fosters meaningful cross cultural relationships (Nielsen

1984, McKean 1989, Pearce 1992, and E. de Kadt 1992). Pearce (1992) has created a specific

model for addressing potential variables in order to distinguish alternative and sustainable tourism

from other types of tourism by asking a series of seven basic questions, which are addressed in

the conclusion of the study.

Alternative tourism generally emphasizes small-scale activity, and focuses on options and

strategies considered preferable to mass tourism, particularly in areas where mass tourism may be

considered harmful (Pearce 1992). The literature describes alternative tourists as people who: try
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to avoid the beaten track, go places nobody has set foot on before, desire a sense of adventure,

seek to forget civilization for a while, establish more contact with local people, try to do without

tourist infrastructure, get more information before and during trips, travel alone or in small

groups, are generally well educated, have an above average income, and try to remain in the

country for more days than more traditional tourists (Laarman and Durst in Hunter and Green

1995:53). A defining role of alternative tourism may be seen in the scale of activity it involves;

rather than large groups or large hotel chains, tourists are generally individuals, who prefer small

scale local accommodation. Butler (1992:31) identifies the term as "an alternative to: mass

tourism, large numbers of people, tasteless and ubiquitous development, environmental and social

alienation, and homogenization."

In general, within a country like Nepal, opportunities exist for both positive and negative

alternative tourism impacts. New economic opportunities associated with tourism provide

additional jobs and services, but may also "promote a dependency upon externallydriven

tourism forces that undermines the resiliency of local production and exchange systems" (Zurick

1992:61 8). Butler(1992:39) argues that "potentially, alternative forms of tourism penetrate

further into the personal space of residents, involve them on a more intimate level, expose often

fragile resources to greater visitation, and expose the genuine article to tourism to a greater

degree." However, Butler later concedes that based on the research, numerous authorities would

bemoan the lack of contacts between tourists and locals and complain of tourist ghettos, while

others would see such developments as alienating the locals of valuable resources, as well as

missed opportunities for crosscultural communication, enrichment, and much needed

employment (Brougham and Butler in Butler 1992:39, Butler 1990).

Hunter and Green (1995:84) and Cohen (1987) comment that one problem with

alternative types of tourism is that as they continue to become more popular, increasing numbers

of backpackers and other alternative types of travelers strive to reach untouched and remote

destinations, which can potentially create damaging situations. However, in general, the literature

favors alternative tourism to mass tourism and points to a number of its positive characteristics.

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable tourism development, like sustainable tourism or ecotourism, is a term

which has emerged into common vocabulary in the last two decades, with the advent of attention
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to environmental awareness during the late 1980's. As with many of the other terms addressed in

the research, there does not appear to be a universally accepted definition of the concept of

"sustainable tourism development." However, the most widely cited definition is found in the

1987 World Commission and Development Report, which brought the term into common usage.

According to the World Commission, sustainable development is "development that meets the

needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own

needs" (WCED 1987:43). This definition contains two key aspects that also make tourism

development sustainable: human needs and environmental limitations. For the purposes of this

research, the definition is expanded to specifically focus on current development that does not

compromise the ability of future generations to meet their own economic, cultural and

environmental needs. The literature contends that ultimately, tourism should be based on the

criteria of sustainability; implying that it should be ecologically bearable, economically viable,

and ethically and socially equitable for local communities (WCED 1987).

Such a definition seems valuable and reasonable, but the literature argues that the reality

of actually implementing the concept is more difficult, particularly in developing countries.

However, proponents of sustainable tourism do have specific suggestions for accomplishing this

goal. For instance, some point out that general scaling down of tourism operations is necessary if

development is to become sustainable. It is also considered an important step to take in order to

change development so that it is more "peopleoriented" (E. de Kadt 1992:49). Brundtland (in E.

de Kadt 1992:49) argues that such development needs to focus on the maintenance of economic

growth in ecological and social terms, especially with regard to the essential needs of the world's

poor. In order to accomplish this goal, sustainable efforts must involve "encouraging smaller

enterprises at the local level, a greater focus on the informal economy, and the promotion of local,

self reliant communities" (Hettne and Ekins in E. de Kadt 1992:49).

The literature notes that there are three important aspects of sustainability: environmental,

sociocultural and economic. Environmental sustainability ensures that development is

compatible with the maintenance of essential ecological processes and biological resources.

Socialcultural sustainability ensures that development increases the control people have over

their lives, that development is compatible with the culture and values of the people affected by it,

and that it maintains and strengthens community identity (E. de Kadt 1992). Economic

sustainability ensures that development is economically efficient and that resources are managed

so that they can support future generations.



Critical Perspectives Regarding the Sustainabil ity Paradigm

Some writers agree that tourism development has some destructive impacts, but argue

that the sustainability paradigm may be destructive as well. For example, Butcher (1997:28)

considers the sustainability school's argument against tourism numbers, noting that the increasing

numbers of tourists are considered "a heavy burden on cultures, environments and economies."

Butcher then points out that while there has been massive growth in the number of annual tourists

worldwide (over 500 million in 1995, compared to 25 million in 1950), this growth only

represents less than one in ten of the world's population, reflecting "a bleak prospect for the 90

percent who are not tourists" Butcher (1997). Butcher also addresses the concept of 'respect for

native cultures' as an argument against too many tourists. This perspective is strongly presented

by Croall (in Butcher 1997:28) who believes that tourism has had a negative impact on cultural

distinctiveness and local traditions. Addressing this viewpoint, Butcher argues that proponents of

sustainable tourism consider the needs of native people as being best met by preserving the status

quo, and comments,

The sort of changes that Western societies have undergone, those leading to vastly
better living standards, are considered neither realistic nor desirable in developing
nations. He adds, the championing of authentic culture in the face of commercialism
reflects a lack of an expectation of growth, and implicitly accepts that certain societies
are going nowhere (1997:28).

The literature presents ample evidence that supports this perspective. For instance,

Butcher comments on a recent work written by Gurung and De Coursey (1994:179) which

focuses on tourism impacts in Nepal and which exemplifies this view. These writers comment

that "village youths are easy prey to the seductiveness of Western consumer culture as tourists are

laden with expensive trappings such as hightech hiking gear, flashy clothes, cameras and a

variety of electronic gadgetry." Butcher is critical of such comments and asks, "But what is really

so wrong in aspiring to own a camera and wear fashionable clothes?" He proposes that

indigenous people sometimes have less respect for their own culture than tourism academics

would wish (Butcher 1997:29). For Butcher, the assumption here is that the Nepali culture is to be

sustained. He contends that this presumably means that Nepal will remain outside of the 20

countries from which 80 percent of tourism is generated. In other words, it will remain poor.

Furthermore, Butcher writes that "by elevating cultural difference to a determinant of

development, an acceptance of underdevelopment, in perpetuity, is reinforced." Finally, in
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defense of indigenous culture, he argues that although "static" conceptions of culture would not

be acceptable if related to Western cultures, they are common in regards to the analysis of

developing countries; consequently, Butcher proposes that "in effect, the concept of development

has become culture specific" (Butcher 1997:29). Kevin Meethan (2001:165) agrees with

Butcher's perspective, and argues that "within this context, concepts such as appropriate

development and sustainable development only reinforce an acceptance of the divide between

developed and less developed countries."

In addition, Butcher (1997:31) argues that sustainable development "points the finger at

unplanned economic growth, but provides no prospect of liberating people from their poverty." In

light of this opinion, he questions why sustainability "has become such a key concept in

contemporary thought," and concludes that "the answer has little to do with any given limits

natural, cultural, economic or environmental, but has a lot to do with the broader trends in

modern society." Along these lines, Butcher (1997:29-30) contends that "both critics and

proponents of sustainable tourism seem to be focused on conserving what exists, rather than on

transforming economies and societies." Relatedly, Butcher notes that many critics emphasize

"appropriate technology or growth, rather than none," and he proposes that this is a useful idea

for less developed countries.

However, he points out that it also involves "the denial of society's scientific advances

many of which are taken for granted in the West, to people in less developed countries." He

claims that, "as such, the concept serves to recreate the divide between the developed and less

developed world, not in the language of colonialism, but in the politically correct language of

sustainability." Again, Butcher questions why technology enjoyed in the developed countries

should be deemed inappropriate to people in othei' parts of the world; the question brings this

discussion back to his original observation, which is that "this can only be the case if it is

accepted that culture is a determinant of the most appropriate level of economic activity"

(1997:29-30).

On a related topic, Meethan (200 1:165) points out that "discussions and analyses of

tourism have often adopted a 'censorious moral tone' condemning the corruption and imminent

collapse of tradition in relation to 'other' people and cultures, and view modern society as

depthless." Yet McDowell (in Meethan 2001:165) points out that appeals to tradition are also

appeals against change, and suggests it is important to consider the fact that "traditional forms of
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social organization may be perceived by some living within them as unpleasant or oppressive,

rather than being a cause for celebration." Meethan believes that the problem stems from seeing

modernity "as an end product or a steady state, as being that which we have and others should

avoid" (Meethan 2001:165).

TOURISTIC TRADITIONS AND THEORIES

PseudoEvents, Authenticity, and Ritual

For the purpose of this study, an interdisciplinary approach is helpful to fully understand

anthropological tourism research, One such area of study focuses on three main theoretical

"traditions" developed by Boorstin, MacCannel! and Turner, who come from three different

backgrounds (anthropology, sociology and history). First, Boorstin focuses on what he terms

"pseudoevents," which are 'contrived experiences of the modem mass tourist.' He argues that

there are tourists who do not experience true reality, but thrive on "contrived attractions."

Boorstin further argued that all modern tourists are interested in "illusory" rather than realistic

experiences (in Cohen 1988:30).

Second, MacCannell looks for the ways in which modem man seeks to have meaningful

experiences beyond the superficial; consequently, his image of a tourist contrasts sharply with

that of Boorstin's. In MacCannell's view (in Cohen 1988:33) the tourist is concerned with the

authenticity of attractions and experiences. The quest for authenticity (rather than the quest for

contrived illusions) is considered to be the fundamental motivation of modem tourists.

MacCannell argues that since modern man is alienated from his own inauthentic and shallow

world, he seeks authenticity elsewhere in other times and other places, although he does not strive

to abandon his modernity.

Finally, Turner's work is different than Boorstin's and MacCannell's because his

discussions about "pilgrims" have provided valuable theoretical approaches to modem touristic

phenomena. His approach (Turner in Cohen 1988:37-8) is based on the assumption that people in

ordinary life live in social, economic and political structures, but in "ritual," the individual is

separated from this structural context. In brief, he maintains that an individual typically goes

through a threestage process: First is "spatial and social separation," where he is taken to an

unfamiliar place and separated from his ordinary social group. Second is the "liminal stage,"

where through his separation, his ordinary roles and obligations are suspended and general human

(rather than social) bonds are emphasized. He experiences "communitas," an intense bond with
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others undergoing the same ritual. In this stage, he undergoes a "direct experience of the sacred."

Third is the reintegration stage, when an individual is reintegrated into his ordinary social group,

usually at a higher status. The tourist, like the pilgrim, also moves from a familiar place to a "far"

place and returns to a familiar one (Turner in Cohen 1988).

Tourism as Personal Transition

First, it is valuable to mention the major components of the personal transition theory,

which include: the experiences and reactions of travelers, what motivates them in the first place

(indicating factors that assume prominence in shaping volunteer tourists experiences and actions)

the consequences for them and their home societies, the contact situation and tourist responses,

the effects of the sojourn on the traveler, and any changes in attitudes that occur from the

encounter (Turner in Nash 1996:43). Nash (1996:60) writes that within the personal transition

approach, significant figures who might be perceived differently as a result of traveling are the

hosts, the home society, and the self. He adds that "research into the personal consequences of

touring ought to take changes in the tourist's perception of these important figures as a priority."

In this view, people everywhere need the opportunity to renew themselves, and tourism is

considered one way of accomplishing this goal.

For instance, Graburn (in Nash 1996:42) argues that tourism constitutes "structurally

necessary ritualized breaks in routine that define and relieve the ordinary." He also proposes

tourism is "a way in which humans need for recreation (recreation) can be fulfilled." Proponents

of this theory argue that tourism can be seen as the secular and universal equivalent of religion.

It is also important to take into account that individuals experience and respond to their travel

experiences in various ways. Nash (1996:44) notes that anthropologists who support Turner's

concepts commonly emphasize the "transcendent quality of the touristic experience." Along

these lines, tourism can be considered an activity "capable of generating some kind of

extraordinary experience that may be hard to duplicate at home" (Nash 1996:44).

Anthropological inquiry also takes into consideration the ways in which tourists are

affected by their travel experiences, and how farreaching the impacts of the sojourn actually are.

Nash argues that "the claims that tourism will promote a broader, more tolerant world view or

more relaxed way of living ought to be taken with a large grain of salt" (Nash 1996:50). His

opinion rests on the fact that "too many visits are too short, too superficial and have qualities too

much like home to result in enduring personal transformations." However, he does concede that it
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is possible for there to be tourists who have changed because of a profound travel experience, but

he is skeptical that such people are very numerous among the millions of contemporary tourists

traveling today. In the final analysis, he notes that "At the very least, the changes brought about

by tourism or any other form of travel might be expected to produce less ethnocentrism" (Nash

(1996: 52).

The literature discusses a number of contemporary studies that provide evidence of

attitude changes resulting from travel experiences. For example, Pearce (1 982b in Nash 1996)

discovered that groups of travelers positively changed how they perceived destination locations,

and viewed their home countries differently when they returned. Nash discusses a study he

presented in 1976 which used a group of students studying overseas in France, and a control

group which stayed at home. He writes, "This study showed that the overseas group showed a

significant increase in autonomy of self, an expansion and increased differentiation of self, and a

decrease in alienation from their feelings and from their bodies" (Nash 1996:53).

In addition, Wilson (1993) conducted a study in which he found that international

exchange students, through interacting on an intimate and constant basis with their host

communities, developed an "intercultural identity." Wilson notes that these students did not "go

native" or abandon their original culture, but incorporated the host culture into their personal

identities. Wilson found that this type of intercultural identity development was applicable across

a wide variety of nationalities, and suggested that the concept could successfully be applied to

many crosscultural encounters.

ACCULTURATION

The view of "tourism as an acculturative process" focuses upon the effects that tourists

have on their hosts. The concept of volunteer traveling can be seen as a mechanism that has

potential to operate successfully within the acculturation paradigm because through the discovery

of acculturative effects (from the perspectives of both hosts and guests), this type of independent

travel and its impacts can begin to be more fully understood. Acculturation is identified as

comprehending those phenomena which result when groups of individuals having
different cultures come into continuous firsthand contact, with subsequent changes in
the original cultural patterns of either or both groups" (Redfield, Linton, & Herskovits
1936 in Berry 1990:233).
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More recently, Dennison Nash has defined acculturation as "soclocultural change, desirable

or not, that results from culture contact" (Nash 1996:26) and further suggests a broad conceptual

scheme that expands the acculturation paradigm. The acculturation theory considers that tourism

involves social contact between people from different cultures, and involves various social

transactions between them ((Nash 1996:91).

Psychological Acculturation

Graves (in Berry 1990:234) created the term "psychological acculturation" to refer to the

changes that an individual experiences as a result of being in contact with other cultures. John

Berry (1990:234) writes that on the individual level, these kinds of changes are seen in behaviors

and attitudes. The examination of independent volunteer traveling attempts to gain a greater

understanding of the relationship between culture contact and psychological outcomes for

individuals; thus, there is a need to assess the psychological consequences of acculturation on an

individual level.

In response to Berry's suggestion, in order to assess the success or failure of

communicating across cultures, the research will examine these relationships, first to understand

them, and then to attempt to find systematic features in order to produce some generalizations

about the processes involved in culture contact and change relative to individual, psychological

responses observed in the communication process (Berry 1990:234).

As part of a general system of acculturation, a framework has been proposed (Beny, et al.

1986) that depicts two cultures in contact. It relates to activity during and after contact, resulting

in a process that is relatively stable. This outcome includes changes in existing phenomena, as

well as some novel phenomena that are later generated by the process of cultural interaction

(Berry 1990). h addition, Berry (1990:238-9) has created another type of framework that can

serve as an example of the kinds of cultural variables that may contribute to the ways in which

acculturation takes place. By asking specific questions, Berry obtains information regarding the

essential characteristics of both hosts and guests which he considers the most important to

examine. These queries include information regarding: purpose, length, population size, policy

and cultural qualities of either acculturating group. Based on Berry's research, it becomes evident

that the assessment of the individual experience of acculturation is an important aspect of the

study of crosscultural communication between Nepali hosts and their independent volunteer

traveling guests.
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YOUNG YUN KIM'S THEORY OF COMMUNICATION AND CROSSCULTURAL
ADAPTATION

Young Yun Kim's "Theory of Communication and CrossCultural Adaptation" views

crosscultural adaptation essentially as a communication process which places adaptation at the

intersection of the person and the environment (Yun Kim 2001:32). The theory asserts that in

order for adaptation to occur, communication must exist between the individual and the host

environment. The concepts of crosscultural adaptation, communication, and the stranger are

considered key elements in the process of crosscultural adaptation. The theory assumes that the

adaptation of an individual to a given cultural environment occurs in and through communication.

Finally, the theory states that adaptation is a complex and dynamic process that brings about a

qualitative transformation of the individual (Yun Kim 2001: 36-37). Individuals and the

environment are considered to be continually interacting and mutually influencing one another.

Three Facets of Internal Change

The main concern for the whether individuals adapt, but

how and why they adapt (Yun Kim 2001: 38). Given this focus, the theory seeks to present a

comprehensive description and explanation of the process through which individual strangers

"gradually transform themselves from outsiders alternately to fully functioning insiders."

Specifically, the theory contends that within the process of intercultural transformation, there are

three interrelated facets of internal change in strangers: increased functional fitness in carrying

out daily transactions, improved psychological health in dealing with the environment, and a

movement from the original cultural identity to a broader, "intercultural identity" (Yun Kim

2001:61-2).

In the same way that cultural identity connects an individual to a particular cultural

group, the 'emerging' identity, which develops through the challenges of operating in a new

cultural environment, connects the individual to more than one cultural group. The theory

contends that "through prolonged experiences of trial and error, the stranger begins to 'earn' a

new, expanded identity that is more than either the original cultural identity or the identity of the

host culture." Strangers' identities become more flexible as elements of the host culture continue

to become a part of their self concept (Yun Kim 2001:66, Wilson 1993). Many traditional

theoretical viewpoints tend to focus mainly on the negative consequences of cross-cultural
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contact, such as marginalization, homogenization and other negative perspectives regarding the

original or acculturating group. However, Young Yun Kim's acculturation theory challenges

conventional conceptions that do not take into account the dynamic nature of the formation of

intercultural identities or leave room for the perspective that it is possible for those who cross

cultures to maintain or enhance their ties with both groups (Yun Kim 2001, Berry 1980, Brislin et

al., 1986).

Host Communication Competence, Social and Ethnic Social Communication

The theory addresses the varying rates at which different strangers attain greater levels of

functional fitness, psychological health, and intercultural identity. It questions why some

strangers adapt faster than others, and why some strangers attain higher levels of adaptation than

others do. In order to answer these queries, a number of key factors are presented that help to

form a kind of structure in the dynamic process of crosscultural adaptation. For instance, one

factor that is identified is the ability to relate to the host environment, defined in the theory as

"host communication competence" (Yun Kim 2001:73). The key elements that constitute the

concept of host communication competence include "language competence, knowledge about the

norms of the host culture and the ability to act in ways that are effective and appropriate and host

environment" (Yun Kim 2001). Social communication activities (occurring in places like homes,

work environments or classrooms) also affect adaptation.

In addition to host social communication activities, strangers' social communication

activities may also involve their conationals or coethnics and the experiences of their home

cultures. The theory contends that "To the extent that strangers communicate with coethnics,

they are more likely to maintain perspectives different from the host culture and to experience

difficulty in understanding and relating to the host environment "(Yun Kim 2001:77).

The theory also focuses on three environmental conditions of crosscultural adaptation:

host receptivity, host conformity pressure, and ethnic group strength. Host receptivity is reflected

in the degree to which a given environment is open to accepting strangers into social

communication networks (Yun Kim 2001:79). Host conformity pressure is the extent to which the

environment challenges strangers to adopt normative patterns of the host culture and

communication system. It is often reflected in the level of intolerance or prejudice aimed at

strangers. Ethnic group strength is commonly identified by assessing the status of a language in a

community, including the number of users and its institutional support. The theory contends that
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an optimal environment is one in which the native population welcomes and supports strangers

while expecting them to conform to local norms (Yun Kim 2001: 80).

Preparedness for Change, Factors of Ethnicity and Personality Characteristics

Furthermore, the theory argues that strangers' internal conditions affect the process of

crosscultural adaptation. Every stranger begins the process of adapting to a new culture with

unique characteristics. Some intensely desire to develop meaningful relationships and become

insiders as much as possible, whereas others may not connect as deeply to the host culture, and

stand out, or even reject it. The disposition of each stranger as he or she is introduced into the

new culture helps to predict what may occur in the new environment. The theory organizes pre

existing conditions into three categories: preparedness for change, factors of ethnicity, and

personality characteristics. Together, these concepts help define the degree of strangers' adaptive

potential (Yun Kim 2001: 82). The theory argues that strangers are often positively affected by

past cultural learning experiences that they may have had before arriving in the new environment.

Defining the Adaptive Personality: Openness, Strength, and Positivity

In addition to ethnicity, individuals enter new cultural environments with unique

personalities that tend to remain a part of them throughout their lives. First, the theory contends

that "openness" is such a personality trait (Yun Kim 2001:84). It is defined in the theory as "an

internal posture that is receptive to new information, which enables strangers to perceive and

interpret the new environment without making ethnocentric judgments.

Strength is another personality trait that is believed to facilitate cross-cultural adaptation.

Personality strength is also considered a function of a positive and optimistic perspective on life.

The theory argues that "Together, openness, strength, and positivity help define the inner

resources with which strangers can facilitate their own adaptation process" (Yun Kim 2001:85)

The present structural model offers an overall description of the reasons for differential rates or

levels of intercultural transformation within a given time period. For instance, an individual's

adaptive success may be attributed to positive and open personality characteristics, enabling them

to make friends and enjoy the experience, even in a "closed" cultural group. Other strangers may

have a hard time adapting because their "fellow coethnics" insulate them almost completely

from having to face the host cultural challenges. Successful adaptation may be due to the

willingness of strangers to spend a great deal of time and effort learning the new language, while
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failure to adapt may be due to the opposite response to cultural learning. This adaptive theoretical

concept is especially relevant to the present study of independent volunteer traveling, since it

incorporates comparative groups, rather than traditional control groups, in order to ascertain data

regarding acculturation and crosscultural adaptation pertaining to both hosts and guests involved

in crosscultural communication (Yun Kim 2001).

The Role of Motivation in Relation to Communication and Adaptation

Young Yun Kim (2001) proposes that an individual's motivations are conscious

phenomena which directly affect behavior and communication across cultures. I generalize this

conceptual framework to the research. Within this approach, cross-cultural adaptation is viewed

in terms of its multidimensional structure, in which social motivation and individual personality

traits are facets which encourage or discourage adaptation, and are treated as layers that interact

with one another in complex ways. Thus, the study utilizes theory which views crosscultural

adaptation as a dynamic, interactive, and multifacetedmulti dimensional phenomenon, in which

motivation plays an integral role (Yun Kim 2001).

(Berry, 1990:237) argues that it is important to focus on the ways in which motivations

affect communication between hosts and guests, because "in effect, the definition of

communication is virtually the same as the definition of motivation... Communication is the

arrangement of environmental stimuli to produce certain desired behavior on the part of the

organism" Thus, it can be stated that both motivation and communication are parallel in terms of

their goals.

Motivations are considered to be an underlying force of behavior, attitudes and beliefs of

tourists, and motivational aspects are those factors that cause a person to act or perform in a

certain way (Berry 1990). Herskovits (1966) argued that strong motivation to participate in a new

culture contributes to the overall internal capacity to take on the challenges of the host

environment, and this is generalized to independent volunteer travelers. This kind of study, as

opposed to the macroanalysis of destination images, has the advantage of beginning to inter

relate independent volunteer traveler characteristics, thus providing a more complete picture of

this target group. Greater knowledge of such travelers' motivations may be helpful to travel and

trekking companies in Nepal, should they desire to become involved in this type of travel.



CHAPTER 3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON NEPAL

At once a time machine and a magic carpet, which sweeps you along crooked,
timeworn streets flanked by irregular, multiroofed pagodas, stupas and stone
sculptures, and into rooms cluttered with honoreyed masks, spinning prayer wheels,
trippy thangka scrolls and Tibetan carpets Muttered chants, esoteric tantric hymns
and Nepali music hang in the air, whether it be the twang of a fourstringed saringhi or
the plaintive notes of a flute... (Finlay, et al. 1996:130)

FIGURE 1: DHURBAR SQUARE AT SUNRISE IN PATAN (Photo by Sushil Chettri)

When Nepal finally opened its doors to the world in the 1950's, visitors experienced for

the first time the unparalleled variety and beauty of the country and its people. Incense, music,

animals, mountains, and curry overwhelm the senses as soon as one arrives. History has so far

spared Nepal from a culture of resentment towards foreigners, which is part of its appeal; locals

are friendly, guests are honored, and the usual greeting "Namaste," (said with hands in a prayer

like position), literally means, "I bow to the god in you."

In addition, there is no question that Nepal offers some of the most spectacular scenery

on earth. In the land of Hinduism and Buddhism, there is a daily celebration of life, despite the

harsh realities that most locals experience on a constant basis. In a recent article in National

Geographic, Nepal was described as the country that went from the Middle Ages to the 2ls

century in one lifetime (Allman 2000:98). The reporter's Nepali friend Bishnu says, "My parents

were born in the Middle Ages, my son belongs to the 2l century and only my life spans both."



FIGURE 2: HOLY MEN AT A
TEMPLE IN KATHMANDU

FIGURE 3: BHAKTAPUR
(Photo by Sushil Chettri)
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Another interesting point the article makes is that Nepal was "an advanced medieval

society into which modern times intruded as if from nowhere... creating a country where

technology starts with the airplane and only later advances to the tractor, the telephone and the

road" (Allman 2000:98). On the other hand, in regards to modernization and development (or

lack thereof) there have been numerous articles written in recent years that discuss poverty in the

kingdom, and most describe Nepal as an extremely diverse, highly complex and very poor Third

World country.

Many contemporary journalists are reporting that the Nepal once regarded as 'Shangra

La' is "disappearing" or "gone." In its place: A murdered royal family; Maoist guerrillas who are

killing police, extorting "protection" money from trekkers and Katmandu businesses and forcing

non-supporters to leave their villages (The Nepali Times 2002); spontaneous strikes and

indiscriminate bombings; the unsuccessful search for more arable land; increasing deforestation;

a general lack of basic human rights (especially for women); a majority of the population living in

absolute poverty, which has tripled since the 1950's (11MG 1995); pollution in the cities, and

government corruption (Symmes 2001:132-133). In addition, at the time of this writing,

Gyanendra (the current Nepali King) has "proclaimed a new 'National Security Act,' permitting

the arrest of anyone, anywhere, without any explanation" (Symmes 2001:56, US Embassy in

Kathmandu Travel Advisory, August 2001). One journalist went so far as to say that "When King

Birendra, his skin painted pink with tikka paste, was cremated on a funeral pyre, the old Nepal

went up in flames with him" (Symmes 2001:54)



Indeed, Nepal is a country that has been photographed, written about, dreamed of,

studied, pitied and loved. It has been described as everything from "dirty and backwards" to

"compelling and enlightening."

FIGURE 4: SELLING SPICES IN
KATHMANDU
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FIGURE 5: NEPALI TAXI DRIVER
NEGOTIATES A PRICE FOR A RIDE

Either way, I believe it is one of the most fascinating and beautiful countries on earth.

Although population growth and increasing competition for scarce natural resources has

exterminated many species and cost valuable forests, Nepal's unique history and sense of peace

can still be found everywhere. Many claim it is impossible to visit Nepal only once. It is a

magical country, and the spectacular scenery and friendly people undeniably leave one wanting

more. It is a place that can only be comprehended first hand, and even then, when the trip is over,

it may still seem like it was all a dream.

Nearly every person [talked to that had been in Nepal and spent their time independently

volunteering while traveling remarked that, things like "living in a remote, medieval Himalayan

village, with the kindest people on earth, working shoulderto--shoulder under the sun and

literally singing under the stars, simply has to be experienced to be believed." I realize that, like a

photograph, no written account can do the experience the justice it deserves. Yet I feel compelled

to try, because it is one way that some of us can help, if only for a while, to ease burdens,

improve lives (theirs and ours) and maybe make the world a little better for the effort.

Nepalis believe that guests are gods in disguise, in a literal sense, and travelers can

always count on their famous hospitality. Speaking from experience, I know it is true that the

Nepali people are very serious about honoring their guests in every way possible.
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FIGURE 6: INTRICATE WOOD-CARVED DOORWAY

In fact, it is one of the reasons this research takes place in this country, although

independent volunteer travelers can be found in many places in the world. In Nepal, it is not

uncommon for foreigners to be invited to come live with a local family invited to stay as a

friend and an honored guest, rather than a paying tourist. Things may be changing in the

Kingdom of the gods, and Nepal's admirers can only hope 'change' means progress in a forward

direction Yet Nepal's admirers can only hope, too, that some things will always stay the same.

Challenging Problems in Nepal

Poverty

A recent joint study by the World Bank and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)

reported that desperate poverty in Nepal is a chronic condition, and argued that Nepal's solutions

lie in productivity growth coupled with population control. Meanwhile, there will remain a large

number of absolute poor. Therefore, this study proposes that it is legitimate to consider an

alternative means of supporting and empowering the poor through international efforts. While

there is no easy solution to poverty in Nepal, the potential contribution of the alternative efforts of

independent volunteer travelers can be significant for the participants involved in the encounter.

Gender Imbalance

There is a pronounced gender imbalance in Nepal. Although females on average are

responsible for 25 40% more of the daily workload than males, they are still considered
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"liabilities," while sons are always considered "assets" (GuruGharana 1998). In addition,

particularly in rural mountain areas, the education of females is a much lower priority than it is

for males. During school hours, daughters usually have to assist their parents with a variety of

chores. In the village, girls marry in the early teenage years, and start bearing children shortly

thereafter. They are relegated to domestic work, and are generally expected to perform more

work than men, including cooking meals, cleaning and washing, collecting water, tending

livestock, collecting firewood and fodder, as well as planting, harvesting, weeding, and

processing agricultural products. Anthropological studies report that boys receive preferential

care and feeding when resources are low. For instance, in most families, daughterinlaws

receive a lower food share than other family members, and cultural practices prescribe less food

for women during pregnancy (World Bank 1991:48)

Education

Furthermore, Nepal is among the lowest spenders on education in the world, both as a

proportion of GDP, and in absolute terms (The Library of Congress Federal Research Division,

Nepal 1999). Nepal's education system as a whole suffers from poor facilities, inadequate teacher

training, and a curriculum that is often irrelevant and promotes excessive reliance on rote learning

(World Bank 1991). There are many villages that have no schools, and many students have to

walk at least two hours to get to one; however, most families can not afford to lose this amount of

time to be taken away from household chores normally performed by schoolaged children.

While the extent to which microeconomic and social constraints prevent the poor from

increasing their incomes is beyond the scope of this study, it is important to mention that the role

that independent volunteer travelers play may be seen to alleviate some of these constraints and

provide locals with opportunities to increase their incomes, such as contributing to the acquisition

of land, animals, new small businesses and basic education. Since the majority of independent

volunteer travelers in this study spent their time in remote Himalayan villages on Annapurna,

their activities can be considered especially helpful to the Nepalis that are the least likely to have

opportunities to increase their incomes, or receive educational or other benefits, because they live

in areas which are accessible only on foot, where the costs of bringing anything in or out for sale

is prohibitive, and where it is infeasible to deliver developmental or social services at affordable

rates.
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Religion

Nepali religion is generally based on the traditions of Buddhism and Hinduism. Hinduism

is rooted in the text of the ancient Vedas dating to 2000 B.C. Three deities are the focus of

believers; Brahman the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Shiva the destroyer. The caste system

is a fundamental aspect of Hinduism. It is believed that an individual who aspires to be born again

into a higher caste must live a proper life in their present cast. Although caste laws in Nepal have

now been repealed, they still govern local behavior. Officially Nepal is a Hindu country, but in

practice, the religion is a blend of both Hindu and Buddhist beliefs.

Buddhism is often considered more a philosophy than a religion (Bista 2000). It is based

on the Four Noble Truths: existence is suffering, craving and attachment cause suffering, the

attainment of nirvana is an end to this suffering, and there is a path to Nirvana, the Eightfold Path,

which is: right views, right resolve, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right

mindfulness, and right concentration. Buddhism depends on the institution of a monastery and

observance of the Eightfold Path is the foundation of Buddhist practice.

FIGURE 7: BUDDHIST MONKS (Photo by Mohanicd A miii and Duncan Willetts,)

The Caste System

One integral aspect of Nepali society is the existence of the Hindu caste system. It has

become the basis of the feudalistic economic structure of Nepal, and was developed when the

highcaste Hindus began to appropriate lands, (including those belonging to the existing tribal

people) and introduced the system of individual land ownership. The introduction of the caste

system into Nepal has been one of the most significant influences stemming from the migration

of the IndoAryan people into the hills, even though at the time of this writing, the cultural and
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religious rigidity of the caste system is slowly beginning to erode (The Library of Congress

Federal Research Division, Nepal 1999).

Ethnic and Caste Groups that Participated in the Study

Sherpas are one of the most famous ethnic groups in Nepal and have attracted worldwide

attention as superior mountain guides and porters. The most well known Sherpas live in the

Mount Everest region. Sherpas are relatively recent immigrants to Nepal. They speak a Tibetan

dialect, dress like their Tibetan neighbors (or often like Western trekkers) and live as traders and

farmers, herding yak and sheep and harvesting mostly potatoes, wheat and barley. Their religion

gives Sherpas a unique concern for all living things and they are famous for their warm and

friendly personalities (Bista 2000:167-176).

Originating along the Kali Gandaki Valley in central Nepal, the Thakalis are a Tibeto

Berman people who are considered very successful entrepreneurs. In the past, they played an

important part in the salt trade between the subcontinent and Tibet, but now they are found in

many areas of modem commercial life in Nepal. Most Thakalis have adopted both Buddhism and

Hinduism. Many of the Thakalis are farmers, but travelers will commonly find them in their

adopted roles as hoteliers. The Pokhara to Johnson trek along the Kali Gandaki Valley is the most

renowned village trek in Nepal, because of the many high quality Thakali lodges along this route

(Bista 2000:97-105).

The Newars number about 600,000 and speak Newari, a language distinct from Tibetan,

Nepali or Hindi, and follow a version of Hinduism with many Buddhist characteristics (Bista

2000). The oldest community in the Katmandu valley belongs to the Newars. They commonly

practice carpentry, sculpture and stonework. Together with their extended families, the Newars

observe a constant round of rituals worshiping many deities, daily celebrating aspects of both life

and death (Bista 2000:17-34).

The Magars are found in many parts of the midlands of western and central Nepal. They

practice Hinduism and are considered excellent farmers, and although they do not typically own

large parcels of land, the country they farm is most often very productive. The Magars are mainly

recognized for their role as soldiers, and have been a part of both the British and Indian armies.

The Magars are considered the single largest caste group in Nepal in the Gurkha regiments. The

earnings of Gurkha soldiers have a great deal of positive influence in Nepal; their earnings help to



improve the living standards in many villages, and their pensions also help boost the Nepali

economy as a whole (Bista 2000:64-69).

The Gurungs tend to live in higher regions of the Himalaya and are similar to the Magar

caste in many ways. They typically live between the central Midlands to highest altitudes on the

southern slopes of Annapuma. They are farmers and raise rice, wheat, maize and millet. Gurungs

also practice sheep husbandry and village families usually contribute five or six sheep to a larger

village flock. They live as nomads during the summer months as they move their sheep to higher

climes, until the end of the monsoon season, when they bring them back down to their villages.

Like the Magars, the Gurungs often work as Gurkha soldiers (Bista 2000:85-96).

Brahmans and Chhetris form the majority of influential and wealthy people in the Nepal,

and are the two highest castes in the country. Most individuals belonging to the Bráhman or

Chhetri castes live in the western Hills. Both castes have played an important role in the court and

armies of Prithvi Narayan Shah, and soon after Nepal became a unified country they were

rewarded with widely distributed lands. Their position as the highest castes then became

religiously, culturally and legally enforced. Ever since, they have played the dominant roles as

government officials in Kathmandu. However, outside the Kathmandu valley, they are simple

peasant farmers, indistinguishable in most respects from their neighboring castes. Brahmans and

Chhetris commonly had roles as tax collectors under the Shah and Rana regimes, and many are

currently moneylenders who have a great deal of power and prestige (Bista 2000:1-16).

The Chepangs are one of the least known groups in Nepal, and little formal study has

been made of them. Their native language is a TibetanBurman dialect which is different from

the language used by any other castes. Chepangs are economically at a disadvantage compared to

the people living around them, and it is not uncommon for them to be indebted to neighboring

castes. Many members of the Chepang caste own some farming property, but in general, due to

their economic situation, their lands are mortgaged as security against what is borrowed from

moneylenders; Chepangs are typically considered to be ultrapoor and very shy. (Bista

2000:108-118).
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CHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY

WHY NEPAL: CONSIDERATION OF SPATIAL PATTERNS OF INDEPENDENT
VOLUNTEER TRAVELER BEHAVIOR

The research was conducted in Nepal, due to my contacts there, made during several

extended sojourns in 1990, 1999 and 2000. My past experience of volunteering while traveling in

the country helped facilitate the location of hosts and independent volunteer travelers to

interview, and allowed for a deeper breadth of coverage in a shorter amount of time than would

have been possible elsewhere. Nepal was also chosen because it has a long history of attracting

independent volunteer travelers, another factor mitigating the time required to locate and

interview informants. In addition, the location is considered suitable in terms of its economy. The

cost of living (and helping locals financially or otherwise) is more affordable in Nepal than in

many other parts of the world. Of the factors that generate and maintain "independent volunteer

touristic" patterns in Nepal, the affordability of helping others is of significant consideration for

those individuals who travel and develop their own volunteer efforts.

Nepal was also an excellent location in which to conduct the research for the simple

reason that independent volunteer travelers, although willing and desiring to work hard and help

local people, are also seeking enjoyment during the experience, and there are attractive

environmental settings in Nepal in which these individuals desire to pursue their interests. There

is no doubt that rural mountain communities are one of Nepal's greatest resources for tourism.

Many other resources can be found elsewhere, but it is only in rural Nepal that certain unique

natural and human features can be found, which make up the essence of Himalayan village

communities. The government is considered friendly towards independent travelers. The Nepali

language is not tonal and so is easier to learn than many other languages, and villages are

considered very friendly, safe, incredibly beautiful and little developed. Volunteering while

visiting them may constitute reciprocation for the use of such desirable resources.

Finally, like alternative tourists, independent volunteer travelers are largely involved in

"pushing" the tourism frontier farther into the world's periphery; because Nepal occupies such a

peripheral position, it serves well to illustrate the processes that underlie the existence of this

form of alternative travel, both in terms of its impacts and in regards to the promotion of its

unique form of crosscultural communication.
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Independent Volunteer Travelers and the Nepalis Hosting Them

Twentysix individuals were interviewed that had been identified as those who had

initiated their own volunteer efforts while traveling, and eighteen individuals were identified as

locals hosting such travelers. In order to be considered in either of these groups, certain

qualifications were required. First, individuals needed to be independently operating on their own

accord. They could not be affiliated with any organization, official or otherwise. In addition, any

assistance provided or accepted must have been the idea of the locals, the independent volunteer

travelers, or a combination of these two. Even if they were not affiliated with it, if any outside

agency had networked the experience, the individuals were not considered. The experience must

have come about because of a relationship developed between these hosts and guests.

The majority of informants spent between 4-9 months together. Furthermore, a variety of

originating countries existed among the independent volunteer travelers' sampling. It may be

considered advantageous to have such a crosscultural population in the study, which allows for

greater heterogeneity across the sample, despite its size. Six informants were from the United

States. Aside from the U.S., the majority of the informants were from Canada, England, New

Zealand and Europe, although several were from the East as well. In addition, there were a

variety of castes that participated in the study. Table I (below) describes the general profiles of

each of the three groups in the study population.

INTERVIEWS, SURVEYS AND PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION

Overview/Structure for Analysis

This research took place over a period of two years. The first year, research was

conducted in Nepal in the spring of 1999, during which time I located and interviewed

informants, and participated in a number of volunteer and tourist activities. In addition, through

contacts and general networking between locals and travelers, ten individuals were connected

with different locals, who desired to move beyond the tourist or volunteer experience, to live in a

local community and independently volunteer. The following year I returned in the fall of 2000,

and interviewed six of the ten Nepali people who had hosted those travelers. During both trips,

three sets of groups were interviewed: Alternative travelers and Nepalis who worked with these

types of tourists, official volunteers and locals who worked with volunteers on recognized

projects, and independent volunteer travelers and the Nepali people who hosted these individuals.
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Alternative Nepalis Official Nepalis Independent Nepalis
Travelers working Volunteers working Volunteer hosting

with with Official Travelers
j

Independent
Alternative Volunteers Volunteer
Travelers Travelers

j5__JJLJ±__i
____________j

__J _J !L_
Number Interviewed 1999

9 J6 4JJ 10 JJJ
Number Interviewed 2000:

8

GENDER:

M=9/F=6j M=l0/F=4 j M=3/F=6 IJL!L!.iLU!LLJ
IDENTIFICATION / QUALIFICATIONS:

Hosts and guests affiliated Hosts and guests affiliated Hosts and guests operating on
with alternative types of with recognized an independent basis I NOT
tourism activities organization or agency affiliated with organization or

agency

Activity comes about Activity comes about Activity comes about because
because hosts work with because hosts and guests of friendship and host and
tourists in professional belong to organization guest personal ideas / Hosts
setting and guests wish to and guests give or receive help
participate directly from each other

Both hosts and guests Both hosts and guests Both hosts and guests
participate in activity at participate in activity at participate in activity 4-6
least one month least two months months

Activity must be charged Participants may receive Assistance provided or given
for and paid for within benefits such as small for free or for room and board

stipend, but no salary

RELATIONSHIP DIFFERENCES

BusinessClient Institutionalized
Ij

Traditional and

j Jon-Cornmercialized

FIGURE 8: TABLE 1: PROFILES OF THE STUDY POPULATION

During this time, data was gathered on the similarities and differences found in the three sets of

groups, focusing on the guest's and host's attitudes and impacts that were created as a result of

the crosscultural experience. A translator was needed throughout the interview process, because

many local people who did not speak English were encountered.

Several areas in and near the capital of Nepal are hotbeds of tourism, which made them

an excellent source for locating interviewees. These areas included Thamel (in Kathmandu),
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Bhaktapur, and Pokhara. Interviews with several alternative types of travelers were conducted

while on jungle safari in Chitwan in the Terai region, and while river rafting on the Trisuli river.

The actual data collection took place in a bifurcated process. On the one hand, I spent time

observing the target populations, which allowed me to study and identify key components of the

communication between hosts and guests, evaluate its success, and hypothesize critical factors

within the crosscultural exchange. Additionally, I interviewed the participants to find out how

well they felt they were achieving crosscultural contact and what had influenced this outcome.

However, the majority of the interviews took place in western Nepal, in the upper areas

of Annapurna; some informants were encountered on or near the Annapurna Sanctuary area, but

most were found on or near the Annapuma circuit. The volunteers and alternative travelers were

also examined and queried for the purpose of isolating which factors contributed to their decision

to become involved with this form of aid or travel. Anonymity was assured to all participants.

Names of villages were also omitted from the study, in order to assure the privacy of local

communities. Photos of individuals are presented in the paper only if requested by the informants,

who will receive a final copy of the thesis. (Unless otherwise noted, photos have been taken by

the author.)

Another goal of the interviews and participant observation was to engender weighted

values for identified variables impacting the quality of cross-cultural contact. Binary data

concerning whether the contact was successful, whether the host or guest would undergo it again,

and whether they would recommend it were also obtained. In addition to the participant

observation and interviews, I distributed surveys which focused on the motivation to volunteer.

(See Appendix G.) A sense of weighted variables important to the success of cross-cultural

contact between independent volunteer travelers and their hosts has resulted from the data

presented, along with an overall picture of the success of the venture. The resulting analysis will

be of value to individuals on both sides of the host/volunteertraveler scenario.

Finally, the number of people surveyed and interviewed reflects two primary

considerations. First, the number is small enough that the duration of my stays during the two

trips to Nepal allowed adequate time to canvass the respondents. Second, the number is large

enough to allow for an appropriate range of responses regarding independent volunteer travel,

reflected in the number of similar responses and the anomalous data generated.
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FIGURE 9: AUTHOR WITH NEPALIS WHO HAVE HOSTED INDEPENDENT

VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS (Photos by Sue Mani)

PROCEDURES

This study included in its research procedures (1) selecting arid locating the sample of

travelers and hosts to be surveyed and interviewed, (2) developing the instrumentation,

(3) training additional interviewers, (4) distributing the surveys, (5) conducting the interviews,

and (6) coding and analyzing the data gathered. These six areas are described below:

Selecting Hosts and Guests to be Surveyed and Interviewed

Purposive sampling was utilized because it is sampling with a purpose in mind, which

seeks specific predefined groups (Trochim 2001). Criteria were established among groups and

respondents were verified as meeting study qualifications. Since sampling for proportionality was

not the primary concern of the research and opinions of the target population were required, the

purposive sampling method was determined to be the most effective sampling strategy. In

addition, a subsample of purposive sampling, called snowball sampling, was also utilized. I

began by identifying individuals who met the criteria for inclusion in the study. After

interviewing these informants, I asked them to recommend others they knew who also met the

criteria. At times, this was the best method available, since it is useful for reaching populations

that are inaccessible and hard to find (Trochim 2001). Several Nepali individuals who had hosted

independent volunteer travelers were identified in this manner. After locating potential

informants, the study and their role were explained to them, and they agreed to participate.
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FIGURE 10: AUTHOR AND LOCALS WHO WORKED BOTH WITH ALTERNATIVE
TRAVELERS AND INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS (Photos by Sue Mani)

Locating Informants for Surveys and Interviews

Surveys were given oniy to official volunteers and independent volunteer traveler

informants; for comparative purposes, only those who had offered some kind of assistance to

locals were chosen to participate. Surveys were provided remotely. I had a team of Nepali people

helping me, and they put up notices in places considered by Nepalis and other volunteers to be the

most popular spots for volunteers to frequent. Since it was perceived that volunteers, in general,

were not considered wealthy, the notices offered a free non-alcoholic beverage in return for

filling out a survey. Local business owners also assisted in the research by making certain only

one person filled out each survey. I paid the locals as I collected the surveys for the drinks. In

general, the surveys were answered remotely because I was rarely staying in Katmandu; I spent

most of my time in more remote areas seeking other informants.

However, there were times when I was in the capital city, and the waiters of these

establishments would call me or have a friend come get me, and I would run to the restaurant and

look for the individuals filling out the surveys, to ask if they would be interested in participating

in an interview. This scenario occurred at all hours. I had rented an apartment in the heart of

Thamel, and had a telephone. Places of business were open very early and very late. It was

common for me to get a phone call (or more commonly, a knock on the door) at 6:00 a.m., or

12:00 in the evening, at which time I would throw on clothes and run out the door and go look for

the potential informants, who were never expecting me.



FIGURE 11: INTERVIEWING INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS

Many times, the waiters and owners of the establishments would slow down the service

and wait to cook food, serving only drinks to these customers until I could arrive.

Alternative travelers were the easiest informants to locate. Nepal is a popular destination

for these types of traveJers, and they were present, even in remote areas. They were identified

mainly for the type of activity they were participating in. For instance, I went river rafting and

went on jungle safaris, and asked those also participating in the activity if they would consider

being interviewed. Most of these travelers agreed willingly to participate.

FIGURE 12: AUTHOR AND LOCAL FIGURE 13: AUTHOR AND TWO
TREKKING GUIDE (Photo by Dhruba) VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS AT

THE ANNAPURNA BASECAMP
(Photo by Chet Douglas)



At the highest altitudes and in the most remote regions on Annapurna, I approached

potential informants at guest houses and in restaurants, and simply introduced myself and the

research. The majority of individuals asked agreed to participate, even while in the middle of an

adventurous activity.

Nepalis working with alternative types of travelers were also easy to locate, and many

interviews took place in the same location as the tourists', although not usually with the exact

corresponding tourists and hosts (see below). Interviews with these informants tended to last two

or more hours, even though many informants spoke English and required very little translating.

Commonly, after the interview, these informants expressed that the interview had been an outlet

for them to explain frustrations to a foreigner, and hoped that foreign travelers could become

aware of some disturbing situations. In an effort to please their clients (and for cultural reasons),

it was deemed inappropriate to explain to the tourists any mistakes they made.

Volunteers (both foreign and local) were generally (but not always) the least receptive

category of informants. They were usually located near Katmandu and near trekking routes in the

lower regions of Annapurna. Most of the time there was no way of communicating with anyone

beforehand, so I had to appear unexpected, and first try and contact a director to ask permission to

speak with volunteers, or locals working with them. In general, participants were very polite and I

was well received, although not many people desired to be interviewed. Those that represented

the most institutionalized form of volunteering were the least inclined to participate, while those

in more relaxed atmospheres were much more receptive.

When I first arrived in Nepal, my Nepali assistants tried to help me schedule interviews

with volunteers that were in or near Kathmandu. However, whenever my Nepali counterparts

called or contacted those involved in recognized volunteer organizations, the volunteers (and

directors) refused to meet with me. When I mentioned the situation to other Nepali people, I was

invariably given the answer that "You can not trust aid organizations, they are taking money that

is supposed to go to Nepali people, and they think you will find out and report them." The

Nepalis who worked with international aid organizations also expressed this sentiment. For

instance, they pointed to vehicles that directors and volunteers had at their disposal, which cost

more than all the Nepalis in the project could ever make in one lifetime. They also pointed out

that the foreigners lived in better housing than the locals. The phrase I heard the most was, "Why

(do) they come here to help us but keep all the money for themselves?"



FIGURE 14: INTERVIEWING AN
INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER
TRAVELER
(Photo by Sue Mani)
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FIGURE 15: AUTHOR WITH DHRUBA,
THE LOCAL TRANSLATOR AND
GUIDE
(Photo by Sue Mani)

It is important to point out that this was not the case in smaller volunteer organizations,

but seemed prevalent within some larger agencies. In addition, several volunteers and Nepalis

working with them claimed that perceptions regarding financial issues were hampering

communication between the two groups. Nepalis working with volunteers, in general (but not

always) tended to become the shortest interviews. Much of the time, they were still involved with

a project and were hesitant to give many details about the experience. They expressed concern for

"not wanting to cause any trouble," even when questions focused specifically on the positive

elements of the experience.

Independent volunteer travelers were the most difficult informants to locate, which was

unfortunate since they constituted the main study population. I decided to look for them on

Annapurna, in villages not very far from trekking routes. Because of the hazy weather both times

I traveled to Nepal, I was in luck, because when the majority of other tourists are least likely to be

trekking, it is the same time that most independent volunteer travelers prefer to do so. Generally,

more serious climbers and sport trekkers prefer to climb Everest, and those in less of a hurry,

interested in the culture as much as the environment, generally prefer to trek on Annapurna, so I

thought I would have better chances there. In addition, locals and travelers recommended this

location.

Most of the informants were located near trekking routes on the Annapurna circuit and

the Annapurna Sanctuary trek. The majority of the interviews took place in these trekking regions

and the outlaying areas within a few days walk from the normal trekking routes. There was no
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way to call anyone ahead of time (or know if there would even be anyone to interview), and I

elicited the help of local guest house managers and owners, as well as restaurant owners and

waiters along the trekking routes.
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I offered small gifts of rice, tea and candles (bought in Katmandu and along trails) in

return for the help with locating informants. Most of the time, waiters would be the ones to

discover individuals who had lived with a family and done some volunteering, as they waited on

foreigners who were fluent in Nepalese and often dressed like a Nepali person. Dhruba would

also constantly ask locals everywhere if they had heard of a foreigner living anywhere near a

village. I also asked everyone constantly, in restaurants and guesthouses, in stores and on trails.

Again, as in Kathmandu (and also in Pokhara), waiters would come run and get me at all hours,

often it would be the very individual waiting on the volunteer traveler, and he would explain that

they "already have coffee but no food cook yet," so I would have time to run back with him to the

restaurant and ask the unsuspecting traveler if I might conduct an interview with him (or her).

Independent volunteer travelers were very kind to me and always agreed to be interviewed. Many

were excited to talk about their experiences. It was often very emotional, because most of the

time they were on their way home (or leaving Nepal due to visa dates) and already missed their

"adopted" families and communities. Many informants cried during the interviews. They also

laughed and talked extensively, and attracted crowds who wanted to listen to their stories.
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However, interviews with Nepalis who had hosted independent volunteer travelers

attracted the biggest crowds. Most of the time, it was because my assistants and I were in a rural

village, and community members were curious to know if we were going to stay (like the

independent volunteer travelers had). Invariably, we were invited to stay with many families,

many times along the way. These interviews took many hours, mostly because of the need to have

everything translated, but also because of the fascination with the small tape recorders. A great

deal of time was spent allowing everyone interested to speak into the tape recorder and then hear

their voices. This amused people greatly, and often became more important than the interview.

Another reason these interviews took longer was that other family and community members were

interested in telling of their experience with the independent volunteer traveler, and one interview

often took place with six or seven people chiming in.

Translator and Assistants

In addition to all the constant help from locals in all the cities, towns and villages that

were visited, there were three main assistants to the research. The first year the research was

conducted, in the spring of 1999, my husband Chet Douglas traveled to Nepal with me, and

assisted in locating and interviewing informants. The second year, in the fall of 2000, Dr. Susan

Mani, a practicing medical doctor, traveled with me to Nepal, also assisting in locating and

interviewing informants. Finally, a trekking company in Katmandu also assisted with these two

tasks. My main assistant from this company was my close friend Dhruba, who accompanied me

with my foreign assistants to travel throughout Nepal extensively and not only helped me to

locate and interview informants, but also patiently translated for me during many interviews with

local people.

In addition, no interviews were conducted with "exact matching" hosts and guests, to get

around the problem of the concern not to offend anyone (especially prevalent with locals working

with alternative type of travelers), which affected the interview greatly if it was an issue. Perhaps

an advantage of this situation may be that it could have eliminated a bias from having the host or

guest counterpart still near to the informant. In general, the majority of local informants were

more than willing to talk with me, in part because I often wore long skirts, and was traveling with

another local and either my husband, or with an older female friend (many Nepalis assumed Dr.

Mani was my older sister). In the end, eight individuals that were interviewed in person were

eliminated from the research findings because they were determined to be noncomparable to the
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main study population, since their involvement also constituted careers and paid positions, rather

than "volunteer" positions.
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Training Interviewers

The research required that interviewers had a common understanding of the questions to

be asked, the manner in which rapport could be established with an informant, and how to

effectively use followup questions for probing answers. Roleplaying was undertaken to

practice interviewing informants. When I judged that a common level of interviewing expertise
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was evident among my assistants (mainly Chet, Dhruba and Dr. Mani), the individual interviews

were conducted.

Ethnography and Participant Observation

The case studies are presented in an ethnographic manner. Interviews were conducted

while in the field, photographs were taken, the interviews were audiotaped, and observations

were recorded while participating and observing the informants' environments. Simply observing

informants allowed for a deeper understanding of their experiences, while becoming temporarily

immersed in their activities helped even more to gain a greater knowledge and understanding of

their attitudes, actions and beliefs.

DEVELOPING THE INSTRUMENTATION

Participant observation was generally employed with informants who were identified as

foreign volunteers, locals working with foreign volunteers, alternative travelers and locals

working with alternative travelers, and not the independent volunteer travelers or locals hosting

them, for reasons mentioned above. However, there were several cases in which it was possible to

spend time with independent volunteer travelers and their corresponding hosts, but this was not

generally the case. Although some knowledge was acquired by observation, it was difficult to get

the depth I was looking for from that detached perspective. Some involvement helped me to

discover the meanings which informants gave to their social environment and behavior. This

technique was utilized to present the case studies primarily because ethnography produces

descriptive information that is culturallycontexted and focused, which allowed the data to be

presented in a descriptive manner (Trochim 2001).

InDepth OpenEnded Interviews

The openended interview technique was selected as the primary approach to collect field data

because of its flexibility and adaptability. It allowed the freedom to probe into and to adapt to

different informant answers like a nonstructured interview does, but it also provided a structure

for the interview. As with more formal techniques, it can be replicated fairly easily, although the

data it produces can be significantly more difficult to analyze and compare (Trochim 2001).

However, the technique assured that the constructs were relevant and natural from the perspective

of both hosts and travelers.



FIGURE 19: A NEPAL! FAMILY WHO
SAYS THEY LOVE AND MISS THEIR
CANADIAN SISTER
(Photo by Chet Douglas)
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FIGURE 20: AN ALL DAY INTERVIEW
WITH AN OLD FRIEND
(Photo by Chet Douglas)

In general, many of the informants were either still participating in or had very recently

ended their experience, which allowed for more accurate recall of data than would have been

possible otherwise. The interviews employed a conversationlike technique. The majority of the

interviews were spontaneous, occurring only minutes after I (or my assistants) had been

introduced to the individual. Since respondents did not have any time to think about the questions

until they were asked, additional probing in a conversationlike manner was able to reveal other

relevant data that occurred during the experience. "Free listing" was another specific interview

technique that was employed, which is generally used to study a cultural domain (Bernard

1994:239). This technique relies on asking the informant to list all items that are associated with a

'particular' domain. The interviews were recorded on tape (with the informant's permission) for

later transcription and coding. Several hundred crosscultural communication strategies were

described by the informants.

Interview and Survey Design

The interviews were divided into several categories and tailored to each group. Those that

had volunteered were also asked the survey questions, regarding the respondent's motivation to

volunteer. Each informant was asked to describe experiences that had the most impact on their

crosscultural encounter. The intent of the questions asked was to gain as much description as

possible about the experience and to obtain specific examples to capture what happened and what



the hosts and guests were thinking and feeling during the experience. The ultimate goal was to

gain an understanding of how this experience had affected communication between cultures and

how successful communication techniques and positive crosscultural interaction resulting from

the experience might be replicated for others who wish to undertake the experience in the future.

The survey and second half of the interview focused specifically on the motivation to

volunteer, and, as mentioned above, only applied to those who volunteered, independently or with

an organization. Finally, it is helpful to mention that informant responses represent a multi

motive account of behavior; there were a variety of motivations that could only be considered in

concert for those individuals represented in the study population. However, there were

predominant categories of motivations which represent the greatest number of similar responses

within the target group, which allow for connections and patterns to be established between the

motivations of independent volunteer travelers, and the outcome of their sojourns.

CODING AND ANALYZING DATA

This section describes the procedures used to code and analyze information collected

from interviews. It should be noted that analysis was not always a separate phase of the study

following completion of the interviews. Analysis during data collection often enabled the

interview process to grow through the experience and helped me to formulate a meaningful

thematic structure for the final text from the collection of informants' communication

experiences.

Each interview was recorded and transcripts of the interview tapes were prepared. The

transcripts were written up in the language of the interviewee, reading in the first person. These

transcripts provided meaningful information that had been carefully organized to better facilitate

coding and analysis. hiformation contained in the transcripts was organized into sections which

paralleled the indepth openended interview procedures described earlier. Transcripts for each

group were then combined, and similar responses were organized and counted. Transcripts were

typed word for word from the original tapes of the interviews in order to assure their accuracy

and completeness. After a few interviews had been completed, a coding sheet was prepared that

integrated the potential characteristics of successful communication strategies among hosts and

guests, depending on the informant category. This coding scheme helped to organize the way in

which interviews should be assessed in order to determine the presence or absence of a particular

characteristic.
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While communication strategies were the starting points for the code list, other items

were added so that all aspects of the interviews could be placed into a logical category. Several

questions were reworded and asked more than once, because many different responses to the

same types of queries were given during the interview process, as informants began to think more

about their experiences. The coded interviews were entered into the Simstat (Provalis Research,

1995) software package in order to obtain summary data about the frequency of each type of code

and listings of the passages for each code type. In addition, Simstat was used to calculate a series

of correlation matrices and crosstabulations in order to further analyze the data. First,

correlations were carried out between communication and acculturation/adaptation code

categories to examine relationships between types of communication strategies, and the

acculturation and adaptation incidents experienced by independent volunteer travelers and

Nepalis who had hosted them.



CHAPTER 5 INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELING

INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVEL IN NEPAL

It is useful to present a general framework of the independent volunteer traveling process.

The first chart presented below (Chart 1) describes the interests of both independent volunteer

travelers and the Nepalis hosting them. These interests affect and help define the characteristics

of these hosts and their guests. Both the interests and the characteristics of hosts and guests affect

the country of Nepal, which in turn impacts and is impacted by sustainability issues. Independent

volunteer travelers have the desire to travel off the beaten path and explore native life in non-

touristed areas. They are primarily interested in developing meaningful friendships with their

hosts. They typically learn the local language, do without tourist infrastructure, and volunteer

their services in return for room and board. In turn, these local individuals are interested in

hosting a foreign traveler, mainly out of curiosity and need for village teachers. They offer room

and board in exchange for services provided by the traveler. Most independent volunteer travelers

typically stay in a village between 4-9 months, although many stay longer. Nepalis hosting

independent volunteer travelers typically live in rural Himalayan villages. Most depend on

agriculture to survive, but many have other creative ways of supporting themselves. They are

generally educated as a group and many individuals who initially met the volunteer traveler were

able to speak English. In general, they receive satisfaction from developing meaningful

relationships with travelers, and enjoy the benefits of the assistance the foreigners provide.

The second chart presented below (Chart 2) briefly explores the general components that

comprise the independent volunteer traveling sojourn in Nepal: First, while all the independent

volunteer travelers interviewed were extensive world travelers, not all of them had been to Nepal

before, although from their past experiences, they still arrived in Nepal with the desire to do

something different than "just be a tourist or work for an institutionalized volunteer

organization." However, the majority of independent volunteer travelers had been to Nepal and

went trekking on their previous trips, which turned out to be a major motivation to volunteer

while traveling in Nepal when they returned. The majority of these informants took formal

Nepalese language lessons. This perspective helps explain the first set of arrows on the flow

chart. (Travel history was influenced by independent volunteer traveler's past and present

experiences, as well as their personalities, which are seen to be a part of their general life

decisions and activities.)
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(45hart I: Framework of the Volunteer Traveling Process
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Figure 21: CHART I - FRAMEWORK OF THE INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER
TRAVELING PROCESS

Continuing to move downward on the chart, it is also valuable to point out that

independent volunteer travelers generally report spending between 4-6 weeks learning Nepalese,

and many live with families for short periods of time and tutor family members in English in

return for help practicing the Nepali language. Most of the independent volunteer travelers make

local friends while learning the language, and use this time to familiarize themselves as much as

possible with the culture. Next, the chart illustrates three patterns which emerged, which led to

actual volunteer efforts taking place. The most common scenarios involved situations in which

independent volunteer travelers went trekking (always with a guide or local friend) and through a

variety of ways during the trek, they met locals who invited them to visit their village.
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FIGURE 22: CHART II- GENERAL COMPONENTS OF INDEPENDENT
VOLUNTEER TRAVELING
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FIGURE 22 (Continued)
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FIGURE 22: CHART H GENERAL COMPONENTS OF INDEPENDENT
VOLUNTEER TRAVELING
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FIGURE 22 (Continued)
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FIGURE 22: CHART II GENERAL COMPONENTS OF INDEPENDENT
VOLUNTEER TRAVELING

During this visit, they were invited to stay. Many typically started out living in villages

near trekking routes, and later, through connections and friendships, moved to more remote areas.

In addition, it is important to note that communities were generally responsive to the possibility

of a visitor and foreign teacher, especially since many rural villages have a large number of

children but no school, or lack a teacher because the community can not afford a teacher's salary.
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Next, through work activities and community projects, these travelers start to become a

part of the local community and at this point begin to develop relationships with community

members. Also at this point, the independent volunteer traveler is fully dependent on Nepali

friends and family for guidance on functioning successfully in the local community. They are

exposed to many unfamiliar customs and require assistance in order to learn to adapt to local life,

and operate efficiently within Nepali culture. Learning how to act, eat, work, bath, wash clothes,

stay healthy and communicate effectively are all things that these travelers learn from their hosts.

As independent volunteer travelers successfully adapt, they begin to more fully understand local

customs, make more friends, and is able to help out in a greater variety of ways. From this point

in the chart, one can move down to the right, down to the left, or both. Typically, everything in

the square is a part of the experience at this point, especially the fact that at this time, these

travelers play a more integrated role in the community and are invited to participate in

community events and are included in local efforts to improve lives. Throughout these

experiences, meaningful relationships are created between these guests and their Nepaii hosts.

At this point in the chart, there are two routes to take. First, one can follow the arrow that

bypasses "financial contributions" to the point where the volunteer travelers leave the village, and

their contributions continue to benefit their hosts even after they have gone. Then one can follow

the arrow to the end of the chart, where the lives of the volunteer travelers and Nepali hosts are

changed in positive ways. Second, although not all the volunteer travelers contributed financially

to their Nepali hosts, over 80% did make this kind of contribution and the chart reflects this

general trend. In this case, through experience, the volunteer traveler comes to learn what

community, friends and family need, and what kinds of assistance could be helpful. Volunteer

travelers typically waited until the middle to the end of their sojourn, after sincere relationships

had been established, to help their local families, friends and communities in a variety of ways in

addition to the volunteer work performed. Some kind of contribution was commonly made, and it

is genuinely believed that all financially based assistance will help the locals to support

themselves when the volunteer travelers leave. In general, although over 80% of the informants

usually helped several families and friends in particular, many contributions of this nature also

benefited the entire community.
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Tourism and Tourist Typologies: Independent Volunteer Traveling in Context

Types of Tourisms in Relation to Independent Volunteer Traveling

Independent volunteer traveling tourism can also be considered as a combination of many

of the different kinds of tourisms discussed in the literature review. For example, independent

volunteer traveling can also be considered a form of cultural, eco, rural and village tourism. For

instance, this type of travel can be compared with cultural tourism because the cultural aspects of

independent volunteer traveling include the learning of other ways of life and thought, and

applying that knowledge to live in remote mountain villages and communicate with and assist

host communities, while becoming an integral part of them, and vice versa. It may be considered

a form of ecotourism because independent volunteer traveling is a low key, low impact activity

by virtue of its small numbers and the fact that no additional facilities or goods of any kind are

required for this type of tourist, as he or she desires to live like the locals in all respects. Also,

these independent volunteer travelers eat and bathe the local way, utilizing less than a third of the

resources per individual as compared to trekkers and other alternative types of tourists.

In addition, it has aspects in common with rural tourism because independent volunteer

traveling is also based on traditional societies and practices, generally through connections with

rural families and communities. Finally, it can also be compared with village tourism because

independent volunteer travelers stay in local style accommodation, consume locally produced

food items and participate in village activities. In addition, as with village tourism, locals receive

direct economic benefits, not from tourist expenditures, but from a more personalized form of the

traveler's financial assistance tailored to the specific needs of the locals they are living with, as

guests and as functioning members of a local household.

Types of Tourists Compared and Contrasted with Independent Volunteer Travelers

Independent volunteer traveling tourism can also be compared and contrasted to the

different tourist typologies mentioned in the literature review (and presented in Appendix H). The

different tourist characteristics are useful in terms of the study in that they help to define and put

in context independent volunteer travelers and their touristic processes. For example, independent

volunteer travelers have the most in common with Cohen's original drifter; because both the

demands and destination impacts of each type of traveler are similar. Cohen notes that eager as

these tourists may have been for participating in an authentic experience, few of them were

prepared physically and psychologically for the hardships and dangers of living like the locals.
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Most of them were not truly intrepid adventures. However, Cohen's original drifter types were

described as individuals who roamed the jungle by themselves, living with tribal people for

extended periods of time, and working with them in the fields (Cohen 1989:36). This was one of

the few places in the literature where independent volunteer traveling tourism was actually

mentioned (albeit indirectly) and reflects the similarity between independent volunteer travelers

and Cohen's original drifter. Similarly, independent volunteer travelers live with local people for

extended periods of time, not only working with them in the fields, but also in a variety of

positions, from building toilets to teaching languages.

Next to Cohen's drifter, "foreign individual travelers" (referred to as F.I.T.S. in Appendix

H) may be considered to have the most similar characteristics to independent volunteer travelers:

Neither type of traveler likes to be identified as a 'tourist,' and travel for both types is considered

a (temporary) way of life, not simply a means for arriving at a tourist destination. Both types are

accustomed to depending on their own skills and on the skills of other travelers, rather than on

officials and travel professionals. Self-confidence and the ability to deal with the unforeseen are

prerequisites to both types of travel style. Both types of travelers typically travel for months or

even years at a time; they both make travel part of their lifestyle and organize their work lives to

allow extended periods of travel. Unlike group tourists, travel for both types is not confined

within the limited concept of a "vacation." Both types also have in common the lack of

commitment to family and children, which means they are both relatively free to take risks.

Despite the many similarities, the main difference is a big one: Independent volunteer travelers

spend their time living with local people and volunteering with them in some capacity, and

F.I.T.S. spend their time moving around, exploring a variety of locations. In addition,

independent volunteer travelers tend to depend on locals (rather than on other tourists as the

foreign individual travelers typically do) for information once engaged in their chosen traveling

experience.

INTER VIEW DATA

Informants were asked to describe different facets of the experience, including various

characteristics of the encounters they participated in and identification of communication

strategies they considered most helpful in creating positive cross cultural communication.

(Complete interview and survey questions are listed in appendices A-G).
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Mutual Interdependence Variables

The question "in what ways did you depend on each other" was asked in order to

determine perceived mutual interdependence variables within and between groups. The responses

to this question turned out to be very important in terms of contrasting and comparing

experiences across groups. They also reflected the kinds of relationships developed between

participants and suggested power differentials between hosts and guests. Originally, I expected

that there would be greater power differentials between the two categories of guests who

volunteered and their corresponding hosts, but responses did not always indicate that this was the

case. The majority of official volunteers claimed that through their Nepali hosts, they were able to

"gain a nonWestern perspective about life, and give a different perspective to the Nepalis who

needed it most," and 78% also commented that "through their experience of the culture, they

were changed by it." However, there were several other common responses that reflected less

positive feelings.

Many of the official volunteers gave comments such as, "Locals ask you for things a lot

of the time. If you go to Katmandu for a weekend, they always ask you to bring them back gifts,

and I really can't afford to bring thirty people gifts, and can't bring back only a few, so I don't

bring back any." One European volunteer said, "The thing I enjoyed the least was always being

asked for something, mostly money, and then being made to feel guilty when I couldn't give it.

All the Nepalis think if you have white skin, that you're rich, no matter what you tell them."

Another informant said, "I'm tired of feeling like I should give all my money to the Nepalis I'm

working with. They never stop asking, and it really puts a damper on things." Yet another

respondent was frustrated with the same issue, saying,

I used to feel so guilty all the time in the beginning, but now it just makes me irritated
that so many locals always have their hands out. It takes the fun out of trying to help
them, because they make you feel like your help doesn't count, you're supposed to give
them money as well. You get invited to local's homes all the time, but sometimes it's
hard to know if someone really wants your friendship, or if it's just that you're a rich
Westerner, and they want your money.

These variables were perceived a little differently by the alternative types of travelers, but still

had much in common with the official volunteers' responses. For instance, 80% of the alternative

types of travelers said that, "It takes both locals and travelers to make the experience enjoyable

and meaningful," and 67% focused on responses such as, "I help locals out financially, and they

help me to travel in Nepal." Many also said,
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I'm more than happy to give porters and guides extra money, on top of the cost of the
trek, especially since we had such a great time. We couldn't have done it without them!
Also, you can tell they need warm clothes and shoes, and it's fine to provide them. But
you have to be careful not to give them any of that stuff until they really need it,
otherwise they'll sell it all beforehand.

In both cases official volunteers and alternative travelers express positive sentiments

regarding tradeoffs that appear to be reasonable and beneficial. However, some responses also

reflect frustrations regarding attitudes about financial resources. I asked independent volunteer

travelers if they could also relate to these opinions, and in general, they considered these

responses condescending. However, many also said that the scenarios were familiar in terms of

locals who were used to tourists and were exposed to constant contact with foreigners.

From the local's point of view, those working with official volunteers said, "Both the

Nepali people and the volunteers must work harder to try to become friends." The general

perception can be summed up by the response, "We depend on them for the money and for their

help, and they depend on us for everything else." However, many informants who worked with

official volunteers also felt that the volunteers "had many more advantages and privileges than

the locals did" and that "the volunteers benefit more than the people they are supposed to be

helping." There was also a pervasive feeling that the money that was supposed to go to the locals

was being spent on the comfort and entertainment of the volunteers (especially on the foreign

volunteer directors), and this affected how locals felt about working on the projects with these

foreigners. One local said that he felt "the volunteers should be more generous, because they are

so rich, and they are supposed to be helping us." Another Nepali informant summed her feelings

up when she said, "They (the volunteers) care more about the (foreign) director's approval than

about ours."

Nepali people working with alternative tourists also said, "We can learn about the world

from each other," although the majority of similar responses were expressed in terms such as "If I

give good service, then the tourists will tell others and increase my business in this way we help

each other and depend on one another." One local guide said,

You must please the people. If you make certain you understand what they want, and
provide it, then the tourists will be happy, and when the tourists are happy, they will
give bigger tips and be more generous. But it is up to us to make sure they are happy.
If you work very hard, and the tourists you work for are pleased, you will make the
money.
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This type of response was the most common, and the majority of locals working with alternative

travelers expressed similar ideas. I later look to communication strategies to more fully explore

these responses. Finally, 83% of the Nepalis working with the independent volunteer travelers

said, "We depend on each other to make the life good" and 77% commented, "We are here to

help each other." In addition, the hosts in this category said they felt that their guests depended

heavily on them for help, general knowledge and advice about everything, including making

friends, learning to belong in the community, and how to perform basic tasks like washing clothes

and bathing. While describing their relationship with their guest, many said, "It was like having a

younger brother or sister around, except you had to help them with everything that even little

children know how to do."

Another common comment was, "In the beginning, they were always sick, and we had to

spend a lot of time taking care of them until they became used to Nepali life." It is apparent that

these guests were indeed dependent on their hosts in many ways. In general, the guests could not

even come and go from their villages without assistance at the beginning of the experience, and

were dependent on their hosts for directions as well as personal safety from danger on the trails

(usually not from other people, but from the local environment). Until nearly the end of the

experience, the informants hosting independent volunteer travelers felt that they were taking care

of their guests, and not the other way around. This is not to say that the work the guests

performed was not highly valued; it was, but in general, the hosts felt the guests needed them to

get along in the community. They believed their guests depended on them not only for their well

being and happiness, but in many ways for their very survival.

In turn, the independent volunteer travelers interviewed described similar circumstances

of dependency on their hosts. However, they also felt their hosts depended on them as well, for

the knowledge they were able to share, and for the additional assistance provided in the way of

daily chores. This mutual dependency lasted throughout the encounter, and even as both

participants were learning from each other, and becoming more independent, they were also

developing closer relationships, and as time went on, they became more and more comfortable

with this situation. 96% of the independent volunteer travelers perceived that they and their

Nepali hosts needed each other, and stated, "Because it is a trade, we are on equal ground

together; we are doing something for each other, no one is working for someone else, we are only

working for each other." 84% said, "Developing friendships helps us both understand the world

more, and we expand each other's minds," while 88% responded, "Together we each take
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personal responsibility to make the experience enjoyable and meaningful." The majority of the

independent volunteer travelers described scenarios in which they depended on their hosts on a

daily, sometimes hourly, basis.

In addition, there were other cultural factors which enhanced this "equality of exchange"

between participants. As previously mentioned, the independent volunteer travelers had extensive

world travel experience prior to deciding to organize their own volunteering efforts while

traveling in Nepal. When asked why they chose Nepal, the majority of informants responded that

one important reason was the way that Nepali people were different from people in other third

world cultures in one major respect: The attitude of Nepali people towards financial assistance

was considered preferable to attitudes of those in other countries. One informant said,

In a lot of other third world countries, they have this attitude that you "owe" them if you
have more money than they do. This creates uncomfortable feelings for me, and
actually, it makes me not want to give them anything. A lot of my friends who have
volunteered in other places get letters from the people they worked for, asking them to
send money. It's the whole 'do you give money to beggars' thing all over again. But in
rural areas in Nepal, it's different. Nobody ever asks, and it makes you want to give
them everything.

This contrasts with situations experienced by both travelers and official volunteers, although the

main reason appears to be that the Nepali people hosting independent volunteer travelers have not

been "exposed" to many foreigners and are not used to tourists. Still, independent volunteer

travelers compare Nepali people with those in other developing countries, and the general

perception seems to be that Nepalis don't have that "you owe me" attitude (Personal Interviews,

2000). An informant from Canada said,

It seems like other third world countries have received so much aid over the years from
Western countries, and so there's this mentality of "what have you brought me"... I
don't like that "you're the donor, I'm the donee" kind of attitude and so it makes it hard
to feel like you're really making friends with locals in other countries, cause you know
it's about money and not your friendship and the whole "I'm poor and you're rich" kind
of thing...

Most of the informants who discussed this issue did not express bitterness or resentment,

although it was apparent that a great deal of thought had gone into the subject. Another very

common discussion on the subject went like this, presented by a European informant, who said,

On the one hand, I can't give that much money, but I could give some, but what are
they going to do with it? It's not going to change anything and I think a big problem
with third world countries in general is that they've gotten so much aid that they're not
interested in working themselvesthey're just interested in getting an angle, and not



everybody's like that but so many of them are, and it's just a horrible conclusion you
come to in so many countries.., it sounds bad, but it's true... and it varies from country
to country, to me, Nepal is so different than that once you get away from touristy areas,
but other places that receive so much foreign aid, it's like they're huge welfare states
people get used to that, and why wouldn't they...but it makes it really hard then to get
past that, if you're coming in and you have "donor" written all over your skin.

Other informants had similar opinions about monetary support. A young but experienced
informant said,

Well, a lot of poor countries have a lot of tourism, and you get all these people just
indiscriminately giving cash to kids, or whoever, and at some point, people just sort of
expect that from a Westerner and they aren't interested in your personal assistance, they
just want your money... You see all these people, and you really want to help. But then
again, in Africa and India, kids get maimed to make more money begging, so you never
know. In those places, there's always, always this pressure of a hand out, but I chose to
come here because you can get away from that in Nepal. And that changes everything.

Finally, an older informant further described the situation. He said,

Even though Nepali villagers are extremely poor (especially by our standards) they
would never dream of asking you for money. They aren't like Nepalis who have
become used to foreigners. My Nepali family shared everything with me, and in the
end, I shared all I had with them as well. I never really planned on buying them the
things I did, but by the time my visa was running out, and I had to leave, I felt I had to
do everything I could to try and give back something for all that was given to me. Even
then, it was a difficult experience. I really had to learn how to give without insulting
anyone, although my time there taught me what people in my village really needed. At
first, my family and friends were a little upset with me, and a lot of people told me they
were uncomfortable about accepting the things I wanted to give. But they also didn't
want to insult me, and there was no doubt how excited they were about receiving what I
had to offer... But of course, in the end, I know I received more than it would ever be
possible for me to give, and they changed my life forever, too, in more ways than
they'll ever know.

In addition, although working on a joint project was an especially critical point of

connection for these categories of hosts and guests, this was only one of many variables that

helped to create positive crosscultural relationships, and in itself alone, can not be considered

enough to encourage the kind of relationships developed between the independent volunteer

travelers and their hosts. For instance, official volunteers also worked on joint projects with local

people. However, due to perceived power differentials that affected the relationship between the

two cultures, as well as lack of trust issues resulting from the perception that official volunteers

were the advantaged participants in the situation (an issue not present between the independent
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volunteer travelers and their hosts), the act of working on projects together in itself did not

necessarily provide for personal connections.

The same can also be said of the relations between locals and alternative travelers.

Mainly, the differences in the wealth of the participants largely affects the interaction between

these hosts and guests, as do the roles played by the alternative travelers and the Nepalis

interacting with them. In this case, the local people are generally working for the foreigners, in

return for monetary payment, not on a joint project with them. Thus, in a comparative sense,

independent volunteer traveling may suggest a more equal means of exchange between

individuals, without bureaucratic or institutionalized influences, providing a mechanism for

greater levels of personal exchange through unique and extensive interaction between

independent volunteer travelers and members of the Nepali community.

The tables below provide examples of comparisons regarding the daily activities of

informants across categories, how participants came to be a part of this experience, language

skills and relationship descriptions. Percentages indicate the number of similar responses within

and among groups (identified in the tables as #SR).

FIGURE 23: TABLE 2 OFFICIAL VOLUNTEERS' DAILY ACTIVITIES'VoIunsJ #sRI %of 9)
jpchooltu9rl after _3_J LJ

edandracticedspeakis
Taught school and took care of children I J
Taught teachers and tutored individually 1

Provided medical care all day
1

2 J________

Provided medical care supplies and instruction } 1

Planted trees or worked in fields aljgy orkin onn esttechiue 1
J________

FIGURE 24: TABLE 3 ALTERNATIVE TRAVELERS' DAILY ACTIVITIES

AUernaVeTraVerS__
Read JJ _80%

ournals, leflers Sent time thinkin about life

Trekked hiked climbed JJ
__ __ _j-

°'
i

Spent time meeting and talkin th!r travelers ma eriendLJ 12 1
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FIGURE 25: TABLE 4 INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS' DAILY
ACTIVITIES

Volunteer Travelers J__J % of 26

Basically whatever my family/friends did JL__J 69%

fyuch _J 80%

Worked getting crop out

Taught and tutored both Nepali and English __j 92%

Taught and tutored the teacher in the village 24 j 92%

Helped villagers study for SLC __J_ _J
Worked in the fields

1
14

FIGURE 26: TABLE 5 HOSTS PERSPECTIVES REGARDING OFFICIAL
VOLUNTEERS' DAILY ACTIVITIES

Nepalis Working with official Volunteers _J ___J _j

Teach students _j 7___J 7_J
Teach in the homes of all the people who wanted to try and learn I ___J___i
Taught and played with the children _____J .__J _________rnslanttree_i_iI
They spend a lot of time with each other talking I __J__J

FIGURE 27: TABLE 6 HOSTS PERSPECTIVES REGARDING ALTERNATIVE
TRAVELERS' DAILY ACTIVITIES

Nepalis Working with Alternative Travelers I JJ %°i_____j
They spent time trekking, walking, climbing

1
9

12 j85% j
They talked to each other all day, and made new friends __j
Flirted with other tourists _J __________________

FIGURE 28: TABLE 7 HOSTS PERSPECTIVES REGARDING INDEPENDENT
VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS' DAILY ACTIVITIES

Nepalis Hosting Independent Volunteer Travelers __j #SR
J

% of 18

Helped with daily chores __j 83% I

mJ
Taught and tutored both Nepali and Eng_____J 16

I

Worked with the other teacher in the village __J ii_J ____J
Helped students study __J lU 94%_J



FIGURE 29: TABLE 8 HOW ALTERNATIVE TRAVELERS CAME TO BE
INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIENCE

Afternativelrav&ers _J iJj_j
Decided to take this type of vacation due to vacation/break '9 60%
from work/in between jpbs __j _J ___J
Desire for adventure/to ex2 cesornethinne _j 11

FIGURE 30: TABLE 9 HOW OFFICIAL VOLUNTEERS CAME TO BE
INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIENCE

Official Vohinteers

Applied in home country and got accepted 3

pd over the internet açpd
J

1 j _J5j J

FIGURE 31: TABLE 10 HOW INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS
CAME TO BE INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIENCE

independent VolunteerTravelers JJ9J
Its hard to say how really starts its one of those things that just happens you 26 100%maknnved
I made a new friend and he invited me to come up to his village--while there I was 5

tedtosta Ion er and teach....

I went to a Trekking Company and talked to a guide- I requested to travel to a 3

invited me to the villghe was from to teach

While I was learning NJepalese at the University, I met friends who invited me to 3

and then I got invited to stay longer

FIGURE 32: TABLE 11 HOW NEPALIS WORKING WITH VOLUNTEERS
CAME TO BE INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIENCE

Nepalis Working with Official Volunteers #SR

The teacher came to our village to teach the students and my son was a
student

We found out about the idea that we could get medicine and treatment for free, 2

and we walked to the vilg where the vointeers were _______j
We had a meeting and the foreigners came and explained about what was 3 37%
going to happen and offered us the jobs, and we decided to do the work,
because it was for us_________
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FIGURE 33: TABLE 12 HOW NEPALIS WORKING WITH ALTERNATIVE
TRAVELERS BECOME INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIENCE

ahsWorkingwithAflernaveTraveIers_J #SJ% oH4l
lmrtrainedme___ J J_J 5J

1

I had formalggudi i edtoworkwhtounsts 2

FIGURE 34: TABLE 13 HOW NEPALIS HOSTING INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER
TRAVELERS BECAME INVOLVED IN THIS EXPERIENCE

#SR j9tij
We became friends, and they helped in many ways. At holiday I invited them to my

j

2

vilgyjy invited them to stay to teach and help with village projects ______ _______

I met trekkers while they were trekking while was guiding we became friends I took 6 33%

thevfflae and rnyjamiHnvited him/her to stay _J J.3J J

FIGURE 35: TABLE 14 LANGUAGE SKILLS: FOREIGN PARTICIPANTS

Official % Independent #S % of Alternative #S
Volunteers S

j
of Volunteer R 26 Travelers

j
R ofjj 9 Travelers _J _J _J 15

Learned Basic
j

1 55 Learned Basic 21
}

80% Learned Basic 0 0%
gese J % ese j J___ Npse j_J

Fluent in 0ps_J J Fluent in 0
jJ p_j Fluent in 0

Ne alese

Still Learning 1
f

_J
Still Learning 4 j

___J
Still Learning

J
0

Ne alese Npaiese J jpalese J J
Learned only t 3 Learned only 10 1 1 Learned only 10

J

9 60
10 20 words to9undJj___ 20 words to get

J
1 20 words to get
jaround JJJ% I

Hired Translator 0 Hired Translator 7 Hired Translator 6

at some oint J ______ at some oint at some point

Did not learn 0
j

Did not learn any 0 Did not learn any 6

an Ne alese L:______ Ne alese j Ne alesg J J _____
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FIGURE 36: TABLE 15 LANGUAGE SKILLS: LOCAL PARTICIPANTS

LanguageSkills

_j j_]I
NT NJ_J

NV= Nepalis Working with Official Volunteers #SR % of
j

% of # % of

NT= Nepalis Working with Alternative Travelers 8 SR 14 SR 18

NVT=NepahsHoshngVolunteer Travelers ______J____ J _J _J _J
Learned Basic English orotherforeinlanguags j3 ] 2 5 j__
Fluent in Enghsh or other fonlangua9s) __J 3 4J J _P_J .i2LJ2] J sJ J _J
Hed or used a transtor at sompoict

J
0 _J LJ J J

tInanIish or othei nlang es)J 0 __J _LJ I __J

FIGURE 37: TABLE 16 GUESTS' DESCRIPTIONS OF RELATIONSHIPS
WITH HOSTS

V= Official Volunteers VJTJJ_y[J]
T= Alternative Travelers

SR % of SR % of SR % of
VT= Volunteer Travelers

9 15 26

Clesefriend 4 JiJ___
Acc1uauitance 1 JJJ_J

I J iJ ?iJ J
Business and/or Customer_relaopJ Q_J J JJ J
Part of the fam J_JJ 3

I LliJ
Hove and/or m eahfnends/family J _22% OJ QJ 23J j

FIGURE 38: TABLE 17 HOSTS' DESCRIPTIONS OF RELATIONSHIPS
WITH GUESTS

NV= Nepalis Working with Official Volunteers
NT= Nepalis Working with Alternative Travelers

NV j N NV

I_J _J__J
#SR % of

NVT= Nepalis Hosting Independent Volunteer Travelers
# %çf % of

I

8 5 14 SR 18

Acgaice 3 11 0 J
Teacher _______j 5 JJJ 100%

I

Mentor
]

0 0% jj 0% j 100%

yçlose friend j 4 jJ j jjJ ________

Part of the farnIlyJke2jymembers j 1 JJ QJ 9J JjJ JJ
We love huiilher J 2 25%J J 9j 16j J
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Communication between Hosts and Guests

Communication Variables that Enhanced Positive CrossCultural Communication

Of the qualitative variables derived from the interview, the answers to questions relating

to communication offer an important key to understanding how individuals within and across

groups perceive successful communication to be created. Relationships that were developed and

experiences that were encountered differed widely in this particular category of responses, based

on different strategies perceived to enhance understanding across cultures. The variation in how

people communicate can be explored in several ways. Certainly, prior experience and intense

preparation seemed to contribute to an individual's ability to communicate crossculturally.

Foreign informants' preparations were varied; although alternative types of travelers read

guidebooks and prepared physically for their sojourn, official volunteers and independent

volunteer travelers prepared the most for the experience.

Informants were asked a number of times what kind of personal advice they had to give

regarding a variety of subjects. Specifically, one query focused on "What advice would you give

to other foreigners about how to enhance communication with Nepali people" and responses

suggested additional applications these informants had used to communicate with their hosts. In

addition, they illustrated successful communication techniques and presented suggestions that

could be utilized by others in the future:

FIGURE 39: TABLE 18 ADVICE FROM FOREIGN INFORMANTS TO OTHER
FOREIGNERS ABOUT COMMUNICATING WITH LOCALS

Advice for other foreigners to enhance V T VT
communication with Nepali people

V= Official Volunteers SR % SR % SR %
T= Alternative Travelers 9 15 26
VT= Independent Volunteer Travelers

Travel alone- you will be able to meet more people 5 55% 10 1 66% 25 96%

Be open to anything 7 77% 10 66% 2076%
Slip into their skn 7 0 19 73%

Dress appropriately 8 7 21

!ntroduce fun games 8 88% 0 O%?388%
Singsongsandteachthem 8 88% 0 1 0% 2388%
Give up your comforts and be comfortable 1 11% 0 0% 19 73%

Don't show off or be aggressive 3 33% 9 60% 24 96%

It's not always what you say but also HOW you say 0 0% 0 0% 25 96%



FIGURE 40: TABLE 19 ADVICE TO LOCALS FROM FOREIGN INFORMANTS
ABOUT COMMUNICATING WITH FOREIGNERS

V= Official Volunteers jJ _J TJ J jJ _J
T Alternative Travelers

#SR % 9 # % # %
VT= Volunteer Travelers

S 15 S 26

A

Be friendly and smile 5
j__. .1L 73% j 25 96CYo

Try to find something in common, and build on that
J

0 j 0%1 0 0% J26 100
1

Be Yourself 0 ] 0%l oj 0%
J

26 J9cL]
Don't assume that all foreigners are rich 9

J

100 11 73%

j
Respect foreigners needs to be alone or have privacy 9 15 ;oo 0%

Don'tbe"pushy" j9jjQj15Ij9QJ

In addition, advice for foreigners to enhance communication with their Nepali hosts was

requested from the local informants. The majority of those working with official volunteers said:

"Don't just stick with the other foreigners also spend time with a Nepali person, don't be so

harsh and just say "no" to people we don't use the word "no" like you do, be more patient and

speak more slowly, take more time to be with us, and request to be alone less." The majority of

Nepalis working with alternative travelers said: "Learn more about Nepali culture, be more

respectful of Nepali people even though we are not rich like you, be more polite, do not complain

so much all the time and do not expect things to be just like they are in your country if you

wanted everything to be the same, why are you here?" They also responded, "Just because we did

not go to a university and can not speak your language perfectly, this does not mean we are not

intelligent." Finally, a common response was "do not yell when you have a problem."

The Nepalis hosting independent volunteer travelers gave very different kinds of advice

to foreigners. It became apparent that the type of advice informants provided was based on the

specific kinds of relationships that were created with specific travelers, based on different types

of crosscultural encounters. For instance, the majority of informants in this category responded

"Just be yourself, please accept invitations to visit us, it is not rude to stay with us and not offer

anything in return," and "let us treat you as a guest, you do not need to do anything but just be

with us and be our friends." It is interesting and culturally informative to note that these types of

queries were often the only way that any "negative" comments could be elicited from Nepali

informants who had hosted independent volunteer travelers. This made comparisons more

complicated across groups.



The majority of the independent volunteer travelers participating in the study were

Westerners, although there were exceptions. However, in general, there were cultural adjustments

that were not easy for many of these informants to make. The independent volunteer travelers

generally grew up in societies that favored individualism rather than communalism; learning to

live without privacy and always sharing every item they owned were especially difficult to get

used to. But one of the biggest adjustments they made was learning how to communicate

differently. Independent volunteer travelers' abilities to recognize the necessity of paying

attention to cues other than spoken words demonstrates an effort to truly communicate with their

hosts on a meaningful level. In addition, this understanding represents an awareness of their host

culture, and an ability to communicate effectively within it. One informant commented:

It's not so much what you say, but how you say it that sometimes counts the most
you have to learn how to say things the right way. You have to learn how to ask a
question the right way, in order to find out how a Nepali really feels. For example, you
can't ask someone if what you're wearing looks okay, or is this appropriate to wear for
this event. You have to say something like, would you wear this today for this event,
and then you would get a more honest answer. You have to pay attention to your tone of
voice, too. You have to get in tune with the local way of communicating, or else you
can hear what your friends are saying, but you're not really listening. It's not just about
learning the language...

In addition, 96% of the independent volunteer travelers spoke at length about adjusting

and changing basic cultural habits during their sojourn. For instance, going to the bathroom

differently (squatting on the ground), not using toilet paper (using left hand and water), eating

with right hand, washing clothes by hand, sharing everything and bathing in public while wearing

clothes and/or being covered while bathing. These adjustments suggest the capacity to cope with

varied cultural and environmental challenges. In addition to learning how to communicate, the

independent volunteer travelers were able to apply their knowledge of the host culture in order to

act in ways that were effective and appropriate in rural Himalayan village environments.

Based on interview data results, I believe these hosts and guests had more at stake in the

outcome of the encounter, than those primarily volunteering or traveling did, for the obvious

reason that official volunteers and alternative travelers have other agendas in addition to

developing meaningful relationships with their hosts. For these individuals, the sojourn could still

be considered a success without the development of crosscultural relationships; for independent

volunteer travelers, it could not. Without the development of meaningful relations across cultures,

volunteer traveling would not be possible.



CHAPTER 6 CASE STUDIES

INTRODUCTION

From the forty-four interviews that generated case studies, the following six were chosen

because they help to describe the general realities of independent volunteer traveling from the

perspectives of both hosts and guests. Although they vary in subject, content and focus, together

they illustrate the crosscultural communication and crosscultural adaptation currently taking

place between the individuallyorganized volunteer travelers and their Nepali hosts interviewed

in the study. Some of the cases simply describe actual events, while others tell mainly of the

perspectives about communicating across cultures and feelings regarding personal experiences.

They are offered in order to demonstrate the effect of prolonged exposure and intense contact

between hosts and guests within this particular crosscultural context. The case studies also

explore some of the beneficial impacts of independent volunteer traveling.

In addition, these specific case studies are included in the paper because they represent

very common experiences and themes that were found in the majority of the interviews within the

two target groups. Finally, the stories of these informants help to explore some of the positive

psychological effects of giving to others and helping people, in relation to the development of

meaningful relationships across cultural boundaries. Specific village names have been omitted,

and the names of the informants have been changed to protect their privacy. It is also important to

mention that my Nepali interpreter, Dhruba, was needed for all the Nepali interviews presented

below, and therefore the local case studies represent his NepalitoEnglish translation. His frank

and open nature, intuition and ability to encourage local informants to express their honest

feelings greatly influenced the final work presented in this chapter. In addition, I asked Dhruba

and the other local guides that were assisting in the research project about the validity of these

stories that are so common but seem so uncommon, and I was assured that they are honest and

unexaggerated. In fact, he said his village still has no electricity or running water, and that some

friends he met from New Zealand on a trek are coming next year to help his village "become

more modem." He says they fit my definition of independent volunteer travelers and wants to add

them to my stories after they have visited his village.
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INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELER CASE STUDY 1

Lance is a European male who was born and raised in Belgium. He is thirty years old and

single. He is well educated and has an advanced university degree. He is a graphic design artist

who has always been interested in different kinds of art. He said that he grew up poor but now

considers himself middleclass in his own country. He spent five months in Nepal and is planning

on traveling for two years. During his time in Nepal, he has predominantly lived with local

people. He has traveled extensively in eleven other countries and knows four languages,

including Nepalese. Lance said that when he travels, his greatest interest is in meeting local

people, making new friends and becoming part of a local community.

Lance told me about his perspectives on developing relationships with local people and

offered his thoughts on independently volunteering in Nepal. He said,

I feel that it's very important to have some kind of positive impact, I need to know I
came here and did something good, that the people I had the privilege to work with
really enjoyed my presence, that they know how much they helped me and that they
feel good about it, and I need to know that I helped them, and that they needed and
wanted my assistance. For me, it means everything to know that the local people who
became my friends when I was traveling in their country would welcome me back with
open arms any time. I enjoy knowing that I have close friends all over the world, and all
those friends always know they can always count on me if they ever need anything, and
I appreciate the feeling that I always have a home in any of the places I've visited.

Lance also said that he loves helping people but not belonging to a formal organization, so that he

has the freedom to develop friendships in a more natural way. He feels the best thing about

traveling this way is that

You can know that you did wonderful things while you were in the country you
visited, and gave back and didn't just take, and that your contribution goes beyond the
surface or superficial, that you helped lesson someone's burden and made people smile
on a regular basis... it's great to know that you came far enough to share a joke and
laugh together with the local people, especially when the culture is really different from
your own.

Lance said he often has the opportunity to meet a lot of volunteers, and they often share

their experiences with each other. Lance says that for him, volunteering without an organization

"feels more like a people to people kind of thing," and that the dynamics seem completely

different on an individual level. For instance, he said,

It's always better for meeting local people in any part of the world if you're not with a
big group of other foreigners... I know a lot of people who have come here in that
capacity, and they all say if they could do it over again, the one thing they'd do
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different is do what I'm doing, just come alone and have more individual interaction
than anyone would naturally get with a big group... on an individual basis you learn a
lot more about where you've been, each day you learn more about the culture through
your personal interaction and friendships and relationships... You realize how much it
can mean, even though it sounds so clichéd, but even if I only make a difference with
one person, that makes it all worth it.

Lance offered other insights into communicating with local people in Nepal. He said,

As a person who does more than just vacation, I consider myself a traveler who makes
friends with local people and who becomes a part of local communities. Or at least this
is my interest. But I watch other people all the time who are really actually tourists, and
I know this will sound judgmental but it's just embanassing and shameful how they act.
You really want nothing to do with so many of them, and if you are going to meet other
travelers, you have to really look for sincere people who are conscientious about where
they are and how they act around the people they are visiting. Especially tourists with a
lot of money. They seem to criticize everything. Like Nepali music for instance, they
say the music is just repeating the same thing over and over, but they don't try to
understand it, or another common example is when a local offers a foreigner a tikka,
why not just accept the tikka, or instead of saying "NO" I don't want it, instead
comment that it's very colorful, that it looks very nice on you, but I can't have one right
now because I don't understand it yet, just something else that can make positive
conversation and promote good relations, instead of just ending all possible friendship
right there...and then local people don't feel bad about offering something that is a part
of their culture, then they can explain, and they know the foreigner is open to hear about
their beliefs...

When Lance first started traveling in Nepal, he made a friend from Europe named Vince who was

also interested in art and meeting local people. One of their experiences stands out as one of the

best times in Lance's life, and his story represents common experiences between independent

volunteer travelers and Nepalis hosting them. It demonstrates trust, close and friendly

relationships, and the ability of both parties to adjust to one another. It also illustrates some of the

benefits for all involved parties that this type of travel can accomplish. The following represents a

scaleddown version of Lance's experience:

Two young European men, Lance and Vince, became fascinated with the intricate thanka

paintings they encountered while exploring the busy streets of Kathmandu. They wanted to meet

some of the painters, but learned that most of them did not live in the big city, and spoke only

Nepali. They enrolled in a Nepali language class in order to help make friends with local people,

and were planning on taking a thanka painting class. However, after being in Kathmandu for a

while, they decided they didn't want to take a class with other tourists. Instead, they decided to go

trekking and try to practice their new language skills.
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They contacted a local trekking agency and set out on a long trek on Annapurna. Two

weeks into the trek, they met a local named Krishna, who became a good friend and invited them

to spend some time with his family who lived in the trekking village. They talked about life,

dreams, goals, gods and art. They shared a mutual interest in thanka paintings, and one day

Krishna offered to take them to visit a nearby village where he had an older friend, Pundhari, who

was an exceptional thanka painter. They walked for four days to reach the painter's remote and

ancient village. Pundhari lived in a small two story home with his wife, and slept on the upper

floor, while his goats slept below. Pundhari told them about his family, and mentioned that his

three sons had moved to Katmandu and could not afford to visit often.

Taking note of Pundhari's amazing artwork and poverty stricken lifestyle, they came up

with an idea. On the second night of their visit, as they talked late in the evening after Pundhari

had gone to sleep, Lance and Vince asked Krishna if he thought Pundhari would be interested in

teaching them how to paint thankas. Krishna thought it would be a great idea, but when the guys

asked how much he thought it would cost, Krishna became concerned, and suggested that if

Pundhari did not want to be paid in cash, that instead they might offer to barter for the lessons...

perhaps they could help fix Pundhari's house. In the morning over milk tea, Lance said that he

and Vince asked Pundhari if he would be willing to teach them the art of thanka painting, and

offered to pay him any amount he wanted. Pundhari agreed to become their teacher for three

months, but refused to accept any money. So Lance and Vince offered to help Pundhari thatch the

roof, and make other needed repairs that Pundhari was unable to do himself because of his age.

For the next three months, Lance, Vince and Pundhari painted together every morning.

Pundhari supplied all the materials, teaching the guys how to make paint, mix paint, copy the

initial design, and to paint the intricate art that Nepal is famous for. In the afternoons, Pundhari,

Leelah (Pundhari's wife), Lance and Vince would sit together and have a simple meal of daal

baht (also supplied by Pundhari). In the early evenings, the guys worked on Pundhari's house.

But after several weeks, they ran out of things to fix. Pundhan was poor, and he had very little.

One day, a local came by and bought nine of Pundhari's paintings. Each painting represented

months of work, typically ten to twelve hour days. The guys were shocked at how little Pundhari

received for his work, knowing thankas were ten times more expensive in the markets of

Kathmandu. They realized Pundhari had no idea what his work would be sold for in the cities.

Lance and Vince were treated as family and honored guests in Pundhari's home. In the

Nepali fashion, they were considered "jahan" (members of the family). The boys called Leelah
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Pundhari gave them all the art supplies to learn how to paint. Before Lance and Vince came to

visit, Pundhari and Leelah were able to afford two simple meals daily. But when Lance and Vince

came along, they could only afford to make four total meals, so each "family member" was only

fed one meal a day. Later, Lance and Vince discovered the situation but never said anything to

Pundhari because they were afraid of insulting him. He fed them every day. Pundhan also shared

his one room with his guests, as all four "family members" slept together on the floor upstairs.

Lance said Pundhari was "the poorest person he had ever met, but at the same time he was also

the richest, in generosity and kindness. He laughed often and never complained."

Three months went by quickly. Lance and Vince felt they had received everything, but

had hardly repaid Pundhari at all. Again, they had an idea. They asked Pundhari if they could take

most of his paintings, and sell them in Kathmandu for him. They suggested they could receive

more money for them than Pundhari's last buyer. Pundhari agreed, and gave them what

represented a large portion of his life's work. The plan was to meet Krishna in two months

(figuring that it would take that long to find a store to sell Pundhari's work) in a town halfway

between Pundhari's village and Kathmandu. That way, the guys would only have to trek a couple

of week's roundtrip, instead of having to repeat their entire trek. When Lance and Vince left, they

took their backpacks, the one painting they had each painted, and over thirty of Pundhari's

thankas.

They walked four days to the trekking village, met up with Krishna, and the three trekked

together for a while, parting in the town where they were supposed to rendezvous. When Lance

and Vince returned to the city, they contacted all the local friends they had made during the time

they were learning Nepalese. They asked for help to find an honest shopkeeper who would buy

Pundhari's work at a fair price. In the beginning, they had no luck. They got together with their

local friends to discuss other options. Their local friends suggested that the best way to get the

best prices for Pundhari's paintings would be to sell them directly to tourists, and used their

connections with the local tourist businesses to meet tourists. Lance and Vince were able to make

friends with other foreigners, mostly other backpackers. They talked about Pundhari and his life,

and about how little Pundhari was paid for his thankas. They sold every painting in eleven days.

Unfortunately, they had no way to reach Krishna to tell him they would be coming sooner

than planned, and they had to trek all the way back to Krishna's village. Once there, they decided

to go back with Krishna to Pundhari's home, since it was only, after all, four more days away.
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FIGURE 41: THANKA PAINTINGS

They presented Pundhari with a large amount of rupees, the equivalent of $2,400.00 US

dollars, more money than Pundhari had ever dreamed of. Pundhari tried to give Krishna some of

the money for introducing him to Lance and Vince, which Krishna refused to take. Leelah cried,

and Pundhari laughed uncontrollably. Lance and Vince laughed too, as they retold the tale of their

thanka painting experience.

INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELER CASE STUDY 2

Laura is originally from Quebec, Canada. She is divorced and has three teenage

daughters. She has an advanced university degree which focused on social and political issues.

She currently owns and runs women's shelters in Quebec. She considers herself middleclass and

has been able to save $30,000.00 Canadian dollars for this trip and others she hopes to take in the

future. She spent four and a half months in Nepal living at an orphanage in very close contact

with the children and other members of the local community. She has extensively traveled in nine

other countries and knows four languages.

Laura shared her perspectives on the Nepali culture, communicating with Nepali people

and adjusting to Nepali life. She said she spent 24 hours a day with the children and "didis" of the

orphanage, as well as with other locals in the village. She said she honestly could not think of a

time she was not with someone; she slept, ate, bathed, and conversed with her new community on

a 24 hour, minutebyminute basis. She said she learned quickly to be able to live without
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privacy or private space or alone time, and still be happy. She also talked at length regarding her

insights on the children she worked with. She said,

They learn at a VERY early age, around 5 or 6, to be a responsible member of the
household, they have responsibilities that kids in our culture didn't have until at least
high school, if ever. It's also a very family oriented culture, which makes it even harder
for kids without homes. They grow up so much faster, especially in an orphanage where
they have constant contact with so many other children, it's fascinating to watch such a
different kind of development. These kids and really the people in rural areas of Nepal
(which is most of the people in Nepal) are just amazingly UNSELFISH people, and I
have never experienced anything like it... the way people are here makes you look at
first world cultures differently, here there is no sense of not sharing, people just share
everything naturally, it's a part of who they are.

I think you can really begin to get to know a culture through its children... for instance,
here the children are so civil, and they can play with nothing and be happy all day.
Yesterday I watched them for three hours, and no one had asked them to do anything,
but they figured out a way all on their own to rig up a tin can with a piece if string and
gather water and give it to the didis to use for washing... And you even see the children
saying yes to everything so they won't hurt your feelings or say the wrong thing. It's
not just the adults; the children are really a window into the culture.

I can always tell when a relationship has changed for the better with one of the kids
because they stop just agreeing with me about everything, finally they feel like we are
close enough to where they can begin to really tell me what they think or feel, and that's
such a great feeling. It's easy to earn their love and loyalty, but their trust comes later.
Of course, everyone's experience is different, but with me, I've been spending time
with kids who are starving for love and attention and affection. And when they get it,
they are happier. There is no doubt about it. But of course, you have to learn to read the
smiles, and know which ones mean that someone is happy, as opposed to being polite.
Or depressed. The smile is used for all of it here... it's a very polite culture in many
ways.

Laura also discussed what teaching was like in Nepal, especially having the freedom to teach the

way they wanted to, and not the way an organization or formal government group has instructed.

She said,

The problem is they learn by rote memorization, without ever really understanding why,

so we do a lot of explaining, we work with them to try a new approach, which is to try
and figure out something instead of just memorizing it without it having any meaning.

For me, the best way to learn about another culture is to give something back to it, be
immersed in a giving capacity, intimately. You have to have an intimate experience to
even begin to understand the place you are visiting. By experiencing their world for a
while, you give it validity, you show them their culture is important and has value for
you, which is very fulfilling on both sides of the fence. I also find that it's important not
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to westernize the culture, for example, for me, it was about not introducing western toys
and gadgets, and just respecting the way they wash clothes and dishes... You have to
remember that you're here more to experience the culture than to change it Which is
great, because you have the opportunity to really gain a nonwestern perspective about
life.

Laura also spoke about the ability to enjoy this kind of experience. She told me,

The thing is, anyone could do it but a lot of people wouldn't. On the one hand, the skills
required are the ability to give love and affection, something lots of people could do.
But on the other hand, you really have to be willing to totally adapt to this culture, you
can't try and insist on your own familiar ways of looking at life and of doing things or
you'll be unhappy. In fact, you must be a people person and truly enjoy working with
other people and being around other people all the time. And patience, you have to be
patient, and very easy going, you have to be able to go with the flow, and don't get
attached to your own ways of doing things. It's the only way to really adjust to another
culture and become accepted.

FIGURE 42: LOCAL KIDS FROM THE ORPHANAGE

I knew I was really adjusting to Nepali culture because we have squat toilets, that's
what you use when you're in Nepal, and a few months ago I bought 4 rolls of toilet
paper, and when I first came someone told me that I would learn that toilet paper is not
a necessity, and I thought "uh uh, I'm sony, but I need that" and at home I would have
been stressed, and my daughters would have been stressed, if we were finishing a roll
and could not get any till later that night; now here, I've been without toilet paper (no
kidding) for months, now I do what they do, now I've learned... and I was sick
yesterday, I was sick for two days, and I was laying in my bed and I thought about it,
and I was like, OK, I'm not using toilet paper anymore, and I'm not even worrying
about it... You just get used to a different mindset, and it really changes you...
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Laura was one of a party of three women traveling together who began their tnp to Asia

in Nepal. Laura said they had planned to travel for six months. She said that she had never had

the chance to travel in a developing country before, and that when her friends asked her to go, she

realized this was something "she just had to do." Laura and her friends saved money for a year

and a half for their trip. The first few weeks of their travels were spent in Bhaktapur, learning the

Nepali language in a crash course they'd seen advertised in Kathmandu. Laura wanted to learn

the Nepali language because she was interested in the rights of women in Asia and was interested

in helping battered women in some way. As fate would have it, she ended up helping over fifty

children instead.

Soon after their arrival in Nepal, Laura and her two companions traveled to a remote

village to explore the country and meet local people. The first day in the village they spent with a

large group of children who seemed to be free to run through the dusty streets and lush

mountainous areas. Many of the older ones spoke some English, but niost spoke only Nepalese.

Laura recalled that "I vividly remember how much these kids were starved for attention.

Everyone wanting to hold our hands, be picked up, have someone to pay attention to them..." In

that one day, a bond was forged between Laura, her traveling companions and the large group of

children. Laura told me that the children invited them to the afternoon meal, which meant having

dinner in Nepali terms, as locals serve only two main meals a day. It turned out that the kids lived

in a kind of informal orphanage, even though some of them had parents who could visit, but were

too poor to support their children.

That evening, Laura and her friends had changed their travel plans completely. They had

made arrangements with the three women that ran the orphanage (referred to as "didis" or

"sisters" in Nepalese) to teach and help take care of the kids, in return for room and board. At

first, they thought this would be a great way to become involved with local village life while also

saving money for the rest of their trip. It turned out that they were right about the first

assumption, but wrong about the latter. The more they became attached to the kids and the

"didis," the less they cared about the rest of their trip. They began to help with some of the didis'

chores, because the kids all had to share clothes and wore the same things every day

. .You know, they're kids, they get dirty, and how can you clean clothes for eighty
children very often? The didis have so many other things to do, just cooking and
cleaning and mending and bathing the little ones take up all their time, they can't really
do all those things more than once every week or two, and even then it's too much for
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three women. They seemed so neglected in those ways, we all just really wanted to help
somehow, even more because the kids never complained about anything...

The girls took the kids out on walking adventures every day. Once a week they went on a

small trip, paying for every child's way each time. As months passed, they became more involved

with teaching the kids, and were beginning to see promising students emerge from the classes. As

Laura and I talked during the interview at the orphanage, the kids would constantly come up to

me and ask if I was going to stay and take Laura's place. They knew she was leaving and did not

want her to go. They had never had a Westerner come and stay with them or help them like Laura

and her friends. The kids had become so attached to Laura that the thought of her leaving them

was devastating. Laura said she worried about what effect it would have on the kids, if they

would keep studying, what would happen to them... But Laura said that her visa was nearly

expired, and that she and her friends had spent their entire vacation in this one village, visiting

surrounding areas with the kids. They had given up the chance to go to the other destinations in

Nepal and Asia because they needed to return home in six months, and they had been at the

orphanage for the majority of their entire trip. Laura said,

. .Mostly, the kids were just desperate for some love, affection and attention. We were
with them twentyfour hours a day, which was hard to get used to at first... No privacy,
ever, and never enough time to get anything done... It was hard to adjust to. Also we
were living on their diet, which was very simple and sparse. Whenever we took them
places, we would get treats at local stores for all of them, but we were always careful to
make sure it was Nepali food and not Western. We shared everything we had with
them, our cameras, walkmans, clothes, shoes, time... love... People never really realize
what a big difference it can make just to offer your love to them, especially when it
comes to children. I'm a mother myself and I know how much they need it.

As a side note, my assistant (Dr. Mani) and I were so touched by the whole experience

that before leaving the village, we went to a local store and ordered eighty tshirts in varying

sizes and colors. The local store owner told us it was the biggest order he ever had in his entire

life, and we spent the evening with his family having a wonderful, traditional simple dinner of

daal bhat. The day the tshirts arrived, Laura and her companions were taking everyone from the

orphanage on one last trip, and the didis were nowhere to be found. We went into the little

classroom and put the shirts on a table, leaving our anonymous donation.

L
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INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER TRAVELER CASE STUDY 3

Joel is a single, 24 year old male who has an advanced university degree in nursing and

identifies himself as a medical practitioner. He is from the Philippines and was the only Filipino

to participate in the study. He also identifies himself as middle class at home, and has been

volunteering in different ways for over ten tears. So far, Joel has spent eight months in Nepal

working on medical projects organized by himself with the help of his local friends. He has had

very intensive experiences with Nepali people and has never spent time with other foreigners. He

has traveled extensively in twelve countries and is fluent in four languages.

Joel's perspectives on communicating with Nepali people, as well as adapting to Nepali

culture have been the focus of this interview. He explores his feelings about the positive

potentials of traveling alone and volunteering assistance, and speaks about how this type of

crosscultural interaction can be used as an opportunity to enhance understanding between

cultures and for creating lifetime friendships. He feels understanding can be reached through

adapting to and respecting another culture. He feels his work helps local people to become more

independent on medical terms, so that they don't have more faith in foreign medicines, doctors

and cures. He said he thinks he has given the locals he's worked with a sense of renewed respect

for local medication and remedies. Sociocultural, environmental and economic factors relating

to the impact of this cross-cultural encounter are illustrated throughout the interview dialogue.

Joel said that meeting people and figuring out ways to help them was the most enjoyable thing

he'd ever done in his life.

He spent years doing volunteer work on a professional level, but really wanted to branch

out on his own because the volunteer organizations he worked for were very political, and had too

many rules about how relationships were supposed to be with the people he was helping. He also

spent several years designing his own volunteer projects at home, and wanted to try to make

similar projects work in other countries. He feels that volunteering on his own has given him a

sense of confidence and a feeling that he is doing something meaningful and worthwhile with his

life. He said that "volunteering has a side benefit that it makes you feel good about yourself...

more people should try it, it's better than many other outlets a lot of people use to feel good, and

you're helping people and making friends at the same time."

He believes it's better than giving money to beggars, especially the younger kids who

beg. Joel also said it's a negative thing to do because he's discovered that when kids get money,

they skip school and want to beg instead. He also commented that tourists don't always
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Joel said that he considered it a complicated situation, because the money kids get from begging

is sometimes more money than their parents or friends make who have jobs and work hard every

day.

Joel had a great deal of insightful information to share regarding living in Nepal and

adapting to and understanding Nepali culture. Although his story focuses on this subject, he also

talked about specific advice he would give to other people who would like to come to Nepal and

help in their own individual way. He said one of the best things to do when you are new is to just

"be conservative and watch what other people are doing." He feels that working with people who

are not used to tourists is the most rewarding, which requires learning the Nepali language.

I feel like more than 95% of the people in this country are trustworthy, and I'd never
think they would cheat me or do anything to harm me in any way... Including the
people in the cities. It's really just the people who have had a lot of contact with tourists
that you have to be careful about, like any kind of business people, because over the
years they have been diluted (jaded) and it's not the same. But that's not most people in
this country, they are really innocent and trusting people, even people in the cities have
never even talked to a tourist before, even though they see them all the time if they live
near touristy areas.

As far as meeting local people and making friends, Joel said,

It is important to show interest in what they have and what they like. Learn a few of
their traditional, favorite songs and sing them (I know only three of their songs, but I
don't know them very well, so they are always helping me, and this also helps build
relationships). Also you should develop an all encompassing curiosity and complete
interest in where you are and what you are doing. I would like to tell other foreigners to
remember that Nepalis have good ideas and they are bright people, most of them just
never had a chance to get any education, but don't let that blind you to their
intelligence. And remember that Nepali people are the experts in Nepali culture, they
are your best consultants.

Joel also suggested that the best time to travel in Nepal is when the weather is the worst,

because it's not the high tourist season anymore and this makes it easier to meet local people. He

also commented that he has noticed many tourists (alternative types that are supposed to be more

sensitive about the culture) seem to complain a lot and criticize the Nepali government and how

bad it is. But Joel says Nepali people already feel bad about it, and of course then locals are often

heard saying "then why are they (the tourists) here if they can not accept our situation, if they

don't like us... nobody asked them to come here, it was their own decision, so why do they

always complain about us..." Joel emphasized that in this country, it is important for foreigners to



choose their words carefully, and really pay attention to what they say. "It's seems very common

to hear Nepalis talking about how they tried to meet some tourists today but nobody wanted to

talk with me, maybe tomorrow.. ." Joel said that this is one of the things which separate the

backpackers and other tourists from those individuals who visit here who take the time to learn to

speak Nepalese, and are in the country especially because they want to get to know and

understand Nepali people. Before coming to Nepal Joel was organizing volunteer programs, even

while he was still in medical school, which lasted weekly for three years. He gave me some of the

details of this experience:

I organized a medical clinic that saw patients every Sunday. I couldn't afford a clinic so
Ijust used a garage... I offered volunteer service to five villages, and since I was in
school, I had a lot of friends who were in the pharmaceutical business, and I asked them
to donate some medicine, so that's how I got the supplies together, and I asked my
friends who were doctors and nurses, and also those friends who were close to getting
their medical degrees, to volunteer on Sundays, so every Sunday we offered volunteer
free medical care, and it was a way for me to practice. After that, I graduated and
worked in the operating room for three years. I'm a surgical nurse. The next three years
I worked in an NGO called 'Flying Samaritans" like 'flying doctors' and we had
airplanes, and we flew to the very remote villages and islands in the Philippines, and
we'd do cataract and other eye surgeries, and skin surgeries and general medicine
This lasted for 6 years.

In Nepal, Joel took initiative and did the same kind of selforganized volunteer work he did while

at home in the Philippines. He made local friends and together they networked with medical

practitioners (both local and foreign) to offer medical assistance and supplies to remote mountain

villages on Annapurna. They gathered supplies and practitioners and went trekking to areas that

had never seen tourists before.

Sometimes the villages were only a few days away from popular trekking routes, and
this made things a little easier... But, the villages that need help most are usually the
ones the farthest away. Even then, word spreads, and people come from many different
villages even farther to get supplies. When we are just trekking in supplies we train
local villagers how to use them. Most of the supplies are from Nepal, so this makes it
better for locals if they ever need to request medicine again. Sometimes we would take
children to other villages that had local doctors, and then bring them back. Otherwise, I
don't think they would have survived. It is really hard in the remote villages in the
mountains, because they really have no way to get help, even big volunteer programs
don't want to go that far.

Joel also talked about his interests in Nepal:

I'm doing a variety of projects, trying to find out which ones are the most well
received... I just returned from several remote villages on Annapurna, where I organized
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and coordinated a project with 16 Americans who wanted to provide short term medical
care and information exchange in remote areas that did not usually receive any help. I
put a team of Nepali people together and set up medical camps. I noticed that the
Americans wanted to have positive relations with the locals, and they made efforts to be
culturally sensitive, but they also seemed to miss a lot of things... Once we'd spent a
full day setting things up, we used a system that the Nepali doctors in the villages were
familiar with, we were very careful about this, but then the Americans came in and
wanted everything different, which everyone complied with but it made no sense to us
and made things more confusing for the Nepali people who were being trained by the
American team, and eventually we had to change it all back...

We (the Nepali team and I) had to put ourselves into an American mindset and do
things like insist on giving our explanations, which was hard on everyone, but more
efficient than the Nepali way of not offending anyone. Like the Americans wanted to
just have all the Nepali people stand outside in line and just pass out medicines to them,
but we had it set up so they could come in one at a time and sit down in a chair and
have instructions explained to them until they really understood them, and they were
treated as individuals, not just some monkeys in a crowd, they are individual people,
every person matters, especially in this culture... that's all they have, that's what has
value here, not material possessions... you have to respect that.

Also on my projects I really noticed that if foreigners (especially some Europeans) were
aggressive with locals they would just shut off if you are too forward with people and
negative and too aggressive, (I know this because I'm Asian and I can recognize it here
in Nepal) people will just switch off and not share with you any more... Also I have
been having name cards prepared for everyone I involve in my projects it's important
in this culture to put names to faces and be more personal, everyone has names, they are
not numbers, you are not "Hey" or "excuse me" - I am always having to explain that to
foreigners... While I'm a visitor in Nepal, I want to act like a Nepali person would. I
recommend a similar experience to anyone coming here who wants to belong as much
as an outsider possibly can, which I think one can totally belong if you want to enough
and are willing to be someone that the Nepali people would fully accept, which is
mostly to say... be warm, sincere, open, nonjudgmental, and even if you are here to
teach, know in your heart and in your head that you are really the learner and the Nepali
people are really your teachers...

Joel also said that there were definite signs that showed he was being accepted by his Nepali

friends. For instance, he commented that,

Holding hands in this country is like a brother/sister kind of intention, but when
Nepali people hold your hand, it is also like a protective thing, because even when they
really are your friend, there will always be a part of them that feels you are 'vedishi'
which means you are a foreigner, and they feel protective of you and show that by
holding your hand, so let them, especially same gender situations. Anyway, don't make
Nepali people feel bad about their own culture, encourage them to do what they do and
be who they are, rather than judge them based on your own limited perceptions of what
is acceptable behavior or what is good, and if they take your hand, especially someone
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of the same gender, then just hold their hand back, it's an expression of saying 'you're
my friend, just like my Nepali friends, and believe me, it might seem strange at first, but
here it's very natural, and it's a wonderful feeling to belong.

An interesting aspect of Joel's experience as an independent volunteer traveler was that

since he was Filipino and spoke Nepalese fluently, he was able to experience the Nepali culture in

a different way than other foreigners. (Interestingly, his experience parallels many independent

volunteer travelers' stories, even though they were clearly not Nepali.) He said,

I was always being mistaken for a Nepali person, and locals were always surprised to
learn that I was Filipino, so I got to see what it would be like to be one of them more
than other people might... I have had so many experiences, too many to count, where I
have met someone that afternoon, and I am sleeping in their house that night... over
dinner, I admit I am not Nepali, but Filipino, and it was always a shock to convince my
new friends I wasn't from Nepal. But you can't even find people this friendly in the
Philippines it's a truly amazing thing, what these people are really like. Even in my
country, we don't do that.

Joel discussed at length the different types of adjustments he had to make to Nepali life:

In the remote areas, where people aren't used to tourists, it is very important to show
some understanding of the culture. For instance, learn about which hands to use, but
offer gifts with both hands. Take off your shoes, no matter what, whenever you go into
the home of a local. Also learn magic word, if they offer you more food, a second
helping, there may not be enough for them, don't say no thank you, they will only hear
thank you and give you more, but you can say "pookshah, or pogyough, which means
there is more than enough for now, though maybe at another time, and cover your food
with your hands this way you won't offend anyone. It's the only way to avoid
offending a Nepali mother. I used to think I had to finish all my food, and then I learned
that if you have a little left, it's okay, but a foreigner's food is considered contaminated,
even if you have become one of the family, and will be thrown away...

Joel also talked about specific things foreigners could do to make Nepalis more comfortable

around them. For instance, he said,

It can seem like Nepali people feel inferior to foreigners but that is a reflection of their
culture and the system that they have here. For example, they will say slightly
demeaning things like, well, you are from a rich country and mine is so poor, or I am
sure your home is more beautiful than mine, and they appreciate it if you tell them you
don't feel that way. Local people in this country really respond in a positive way when
you tell them you feel 'you are the same as they are,' especially now because the whole
caste system is changing here, not because of outside influence alone, people are
questioning things, as all people do in the course of history, but anyway, I'm talking
about on a personal level, it can be important to get the message across that you see
them as equals, no matter how much money either of you has or where either person is
from... They see affluent people as better, they apologize for being poor, but my
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response is always, "What, you mean materially? Or you mean the important ways of
being rich, because you have so much more than what material things can give...

Joel spoke about the ability to adjust to life in this country. He felt that it was important

to be able to enjoy constant adjustment. He commented that "In Nepal, they have no concept of

personal space, there is no such thing as that here, that's what a conversation or relationship is all

about, that we are in this space together." He also said that foreigners should not try to impose

their own culture in Nepal. "Instead, rise to the level where you are learning everyday... You also

have to be patient. You know you have made a good friend when locals don't just agree with you

to not offend you, but also offer their own opinions." Since he is organizing and funding his own

volunteer efforts, he does make one exception to following local customs, even when he is living

with a local family.

I tell people that are participating in the project that even though they don't have to
believe this or act this way on their own personal time, if they want to participate in this
project, then there is no caste and everyone is treated equally everyone must take
turns with all the jobs required to make a medical camp successful, so even the
Brahmins have to take a turn with cleaning and eat from dishes prepared by other castes
or foreigners... I've had really great success with that one condition so far. Plus,
everyone participating really benefits from the projects, so they don't mind as much as
one would think.

Joel said that his favorite experiences all relate to the Nepali people and being able to

give something back to them for all the joy they have brought into his life.

People are incredible here, they just want to give to you. Especially the people who are
not used to tourists, meaning the majority of people in the country. It seems like most
people are too poor to ever have anything to do with foreigners. It was amazing to
realize that when they do something for you, they're not always expecting something in
return... it's like you know people for five minutes and they are practically willing to
die for you... And the times I have been able to help people, save lives.. .One time this
small child came into a medical camp I'd set up, and asked if we could come to his
home to help his mother. We said yes, and after we were done working, we asked him
where his mother was. It turned out, she was really far away, and this little kid had
walked for days all by himself, sleeping on the ground and asking for food from other
locals on the way. He brought nothing with him, and he had no shoes. Literally. He
walked in bare feet. He said he heard about the camp and told his mother he would get
her some medicine. He didn't know his age, but we thought he was probably eight or
nine. A really small child. So we decided that a few of us (myself and three Nepalis)
would go to his village. We decided to take a few extra backpacks of medical supplies
with us.. .No one in the little boy's village had ever received any medical assistance
before, and we were surrounded by people the whole time. The boy's mother was really
sick, and it took us a while to determine her problem. It turned out to be very serious
but something very simple. We were able to help her using only Nepali medicine. She
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basically had parasites and was very dehydrated. It turned out there were about twenty
other people in that village suffering from the same thing. (People still die from
diarrhea and dehydration out here.)

We were able to help them all and give instructions about what to do if their symptoms
returned. The village threw us a party before we left and I still worry they prepared a
week's worth of food for us, and I hope they didn't suffer without food afterwards.
Even the sickest villagers attended. It can just break your heart when you think about
how giving and generous the poorest Nepali people are. That was one of the best
experiences I have had here so far. Not just here, actually, it was one of the best
experiences I have ever had in my entire medical career. It has actually made everything
I have worked for in my life all worth it for me. Nepal can make you feel that way.

NEPALI HOST CASE STUDY 4

Han and Shusma are a young couple that live in a remote Himalayan village on

Annapurna. Han is 28 years old, and explains to me that he and Shusma are "dampati," (husband

and wife). They have two sons. He is highly educated compared to other people in his area, and

has attained a School Leaving Certificate (SLC), which is the equivalent of a high school degree

in the U.S. years old and has attained a "Lower Secondary" level of education, and

has more formal education than most girls in her area. Han and Shusma are members of the

Gurung caste. Shusma is a housewife and farmer, and Han, in addition to being a farmer and

owning nearly twenty sheep, is also a soldier in the Nepali army. They identify themselves as

middleclass, even though some members of their families are very wealthy and some very poor.

They were both born in villages in the southern area of the Annapuma Himalaya, in westcentral

Nepal. They and their two sons spent five months with three female foreigners, who were the first

foreigners Han and Shusma had ever gotten to know. Han said that he is a very modern man and

believes in modem ideas. He is very religious but also says he has to be practical or else he would

never accomplish anything in life. Han and Shusma consider themselves different from other

villagers, because they are very open to new ideas and are always trying new and crazy things.

They both believe in the value of education. Han is currently helping Shusma to further her

education, although he understands this takes a lot of effort. Their family is part of the "charjaat"

and they are considered to have higher status than other villagers in their community.

Han spoke about getting to know and understand foreigners. He said,

My family and friends in my village are wellknown for being anukul (very friendly
people). I am always especially friendly and open to new things, and I always
encourage my wife and sons to be friendly and not too timid. We are easy to be with



and people enjoy our company. We have a big family in this village and everyone in the
village is like family to us. We all work together and cooperate to make good things
happen, even when we don't have enough money for all the things we dream of. This is
why we were happy to invite the foreign women to stay in our home. They were from
America and Canada, and their cultures are very friendly cultures, so we had a lot in
common and basically our personalities were very much alike... I think if you truly
want to meet foreigners and become friends, you must be very friendly. They smile and
laugh a lot, the same like we do. They are not afraid to trust us, and this makes us feel
very nice. Even in our community, they have angikar (acceptance). Also, I have to leave
my wife and children many times because I am a soldier, and I really enjoyed the idea
that my wife could have "didis" (younger sisters) around the house to help her and for
her to enjoy the company. My wife always loves to have the company, and our home is
always full of friends and family visiting. We have just a modest home, but it is big
enough to have guests to stay with us.

Shusma also spoke about many of the things she learned about communicating with

foreigners after getting to know three foreign girls she calls "didis." She said,

.You have to be very frank with them or else they will not understand. Our way is a
more polite way, but if you don't tell them exactly everything, they will never learn. It
takes a lot of patience, and you have to not be embarrassed and just tell them things.
They really only understand the exact words you say, so you have to make sure you tell
them things in very specific ways. Words are really important when you communicate
with foreigners. It took our new didis a long time to learn other ways to understand
about this, but finally they did begin to understand how to communicate with us in more
meaningful ways. And they are very interested in our culture, because they are coming
to our country, so it is always a great idea to share with them about Nepali culture and
habits. I really feel that the girls who were our guests became like sisters for us, and this
was very enjoyable. We talked and sang and played games all the time together, and
they showed a lot of interest and respect for our culture. I was very happy they wore
saris and spoke Nepali.

Han and Shusma both also commented that

The girls helped us so much; it was too much bhogdan (assistance) and we have a kind
of feeling like embarrassment because we wanted them to be our guests, and they were
already teaching all the children in the village, but they tutored our sons at home and
our sons really benefited from the education they received from them. Actually we need
the sahaya (the support). Definitely our sons think that they are their didis for sure. Han
said he felt that "they needed to help us so much for themselves, so maybe it was their
karma and their fate, but also we wanted to help them as well, and sometimes it was
hard to decide what we could do in return. They always compliment us for our
hospitality, but that is just the Nepali way. Since they tell us it is not the same in their
countries, it made it more fun to honor them as our guests. The worst part was when
they had to leave and my wife and sons were very depressed afterwards. But didis leave
the family and I tell my wife it is just like if she had sisters, we would have to have the
same kind of sad experience. Actually all the children in the village cried when they left
and then we had no more teachers, but the children still want to learn, so some of the
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older students taught the younger ones the lessons from the girls. (It was the idea of the
girls before they left.) But actually, it was a very difficult time for us when they had to
leave, I guess I was also depressed... if we could have the choice, we would have them
stay with us forever. My sons are now working in a different village with tourists, but
they say none of the others are like their "didis." They were very special people and I
am hoping they are happy and that someday they will come back and stay with us
again. They will always be citta (in my thoughts and memories).

Shusma told me that the experience came about because a group of children met the three

female travelers and invited them to come to their village. Once there, they (the three travelers)

met some of the parents of the children, and were invited to stay in several homes. Several days

after their arrival in the village, they were invited to stay and teach.

Everyone in the village was very interested in talking to the foreigners since they could
speak Nepali. Our young boys were two of the children they had followed into the
village and we were very involved in the local community and were working to build a
school for the children in the village. Since my husband (Han) is a soldier in the Nepali
army and often had to leave for long periods of time, we thought it would be nice to
have the girls stay with us. Before he had to leave for duty, we invited the girls to stay
in our home, because we felt that not only could we use some extra help while Han was
away, but we wanted our sons to learn English, because there was a nearby village close
to a trekking route where it was possible to work and make good money, but all the jobs
required some knowledge of the English language.

Also, our young sons had become very attached to the girls after several days and had
asked us if the girls could stay in our home. None of us had any idea what to expect,
and although we had hosted guests before, we had never hosted foreigners. Together,
our family sat down with the girls and discussed the ways in which we could make the
girls comfortable, (mostly about boiling water and drying dishes before serving food on
them) and the girls asked a lot of questions about how they could help us. Everyone
decided they would have to make some changes in order to help everyone feel good
about the situation. After several days, we were all so excited about the new adventure!

Han and Shusma told me about their experiences and feelings about hosting the girls.

One story in particular seemed to stand out in each of their memories. Han said,

In the beginning it was not so good, because they could never understand us very well,
even though they spoke Nepali and even when I spoke some English! In the beginning,
they were a little annoying and irritating, always wanting to learn about everything,
they were like small children, they asked child's questions about the bhedo (sheep) and
the fields, and it took a lot of effort to always explain and show them everything they
were teachers, so why did they want to learn about the fields and sheep? Only to bother
us like small children. But they helped our sons take care of our sheepwe have sheep
for wool to use and sell. But one day when my wife was helping a very sick neighbor in
the next village, and I had been away for two months in the army, and the day I came



home our foreign sisters had finished planting our new crop, and they had done it
correctly!

We grow rice in the summer and wheat in the winter. Our neighbors grow potatoes and
we trade food... They planted the wheat before they left, it was their gift to us, because
we might not have been able to plant the crop this year because I was gone and my wife
was gone. But foreign women! For no reason, they did it, just to be helpful. After that,
we were happier to explain everything. They helped so much, and we allowed them to
help us in the kitchen and preparing foods... we have bhar (trust) with them but we
usually would never have someone like a foreigner or different caste in the kitchen
because of our beliefs that our food would be polluted, but it is just the way we believe.
But then they really really became like "jahan" (family) and we consider them the same
as "natadar" (relatives). Really, it did not matter where they were from or what they
looked like. It is nice for having help for gahr hernu (the housework) when we are so
busy.

Shusma said when she was small her mother had a little girl but she got sick and died

when she was very young and she never had any sisters...

It was really nice for us to have sisters! Even though they were teaching school to all
the children in the village, they were very special to us and we had a very close
friendship. They helped us every day because my two sons had to study very hard, they
helped teach my sons how to speak some English, and then five months later they got
good jobs in the new trekking lodge in the restaurant it was a little far away, but the
extra money has helped us to build a new house so far. It was really a very good
experience for us, and I think my husband and sons were really better afterwards,
because they learned so many new things and they became open to learning more and
they became less timid about life. The girls helped me and my family, and we also
learned a lot of things while they were visiting us. When they left, our village had a big
celebration, and a big feast, and everyone dressed up and all the men wore their army
uniforms in order to compliment our guests and show respect for all the things the
teachers (and for us, they were our jahan) had done for our village. We write letters to
them and they write to us, even though it takes a very long time to receive the letters.
They sent us some pictures of our family and all of us together. They are the only
photographs we own.

Shusma added some input about her feelings for her foreign visitors.

At first, it was like the gods were testing us, and we had to make sure to create good
karma and then in the end, when we knew that the girls were gifts from the gods, I felt
like we were being rewarded! In the beginning, we would wonder if they were going to
be a big burden or big trouble for us, we were not the poorest in the village but still we
did not have so much. Also we never met the angrej (white man) before, and it was
apurva (strange). But then they made the whole life better, we had no idea in the
beginning, we just gave them everything they needed, they taught the children in the
village, and spent extra time with our sons, we provided daal bhat every day and gave
them whatever we had to give them, because they were guests and the guest is a god,
but then they began to repay us a hundred times, a thousand times, you can not imagine
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would help us so much. Even though they were mostly like sisters, like didis, I
sometimes sort of thought of them like chori, or daughters, because in the beginning
they were kind of like little kids even though we were close in age. Sometimes in Nepal
it is not so lucky to have daughters, but my husband and I don't feel this way.

When my husband was in the Nepali army I had to work in the field alone, and when
my husband came home he would come and help me with the farming, but he was not
home all the time usually I had to work for other people, and in turn they would help
me with our fields. A few of the women in the village were trying to help each other in
this way, but we all also had to take care of our children, and the sheep (we had the
sheep in our village at this time of year) and the fields and our homes. So it became
very difficult, and we were beginning to think that some of us would be unable to
harvest enough food to feed ourselves! But then the foreigners came, the three girls.
They were teaching because we had no teacher at that time, and then they began to help
us with our project to build a school. They had met a group of children from our village,
including my two young sons, and our children invited them to come visit our
community. The children are always doing crazy things, but they are very friendly, I
think friendlier than other villagers around here. The foreign girls could speak our
language, and the children were very interested in talking to foreigners for the first time,
and we invited them to stay with us. They helped in the fields, and they tutored the
children at the temple until the school was finished. A lot of the women and children
helped build the school.

When I was young there was no formal school and I didn't have the chance to learn very
much, but now I wish I could have. Sometimes I feel a little embarrassed that I am not
really able to read or write and I don't want my boys to feel that way. The women in our
village tried to get some money to build a school for our children. But in the end we
didn't have enough money, and our visitors, the foreign girls, learned about this, and
they helped us to get the rest of the materials to build the school, with their own money!
They make big acamma (surprise).

I felt very good about my role in this experience, because the girls, who were my didis
by this time, said they could afford to help us get the materials only because they were
staying with me and I was feeding them, so since they did not have to pay for lodging
and other expenses, they could help us in this way. I felt good about being able to help
my village like this. I have atmabhiman (more respect for myself and feel better about
myself). It made me very happy and I felt I began to get even closer to the girls at this
time. While we were working to build the school, we always joked a lot and laughed all
the time, and the girls became more and more accepted in our village. This was also
because all the children really enjoyed their lessons and the parents were happy that
their children were learning so much. Also one day we went shopping, and some men
came with us so we could get the best prices, and the didis purchased school supplies,
which was really important so the students could do their homework. Also they taught
the students lots of songs to help them learn, and lots of parents learned them from their
children for fun because the kids liked to sing them to their parents.



Finally, all the women in the village, along with the three foreign didis, built the school.
But these things took a long time out of my day, and it was very difficult. Having the
girls to help us made it possible to build the school and also take care of our land and
house and children. They helped the other women of the village, and told us we were
very special for building a school for our children. We never wanted them to leave, they
became part of the village, and it was very sad for me when they left and I cried for a
long time. However, before they left, they surprised me and planted our new crop. I was
away helping a friend who was very sick, and my husband was coming home from the
army, and I only had time to begin to get the land ready, but then I had to leave. When I
returned, they had given me a gift to say goodbye, and planted our crop. We only have
only euta tukra jagga (a small amount of land), but it meant very much to me. They
really cared about me and other people and the children in my village. I feel differently
now about what foreigners are really like. You never know, some of them might really
care about Nepali people, or maybe those girls were just very special. If lever have the
chance, I would invite other foreigners to stay in my home.

NEPALI HOST CASE STUDY 5

Raju is 43 years old. He is married and has three daughters and two sons. He has had no

formal education but has taught himself the equivalent of a lower secondary education level. He

is a member of the Chepang caste and is a farmer, although he sometimes hunts when it is

possible. He said he has always been very poor, one of the poorest people in his area, until his

experience with his tourist friends. He was born in a village near Bharatpur. He spent about 6

months with foreigners, and said his experience with them was intensive and special. He said he

has cousins who make liquor from grains and his family enjoys drinking and having big parties

and weddings, even though they have to borrow money for all these events. They allow marriage

with individuals from other castes who are not Chepangs, but then the married couple comes to

their community and both husband and wife are then considered to be Chepangs.

Raju said that he feels his people are very accepting of other castes, and will eat food

cooked by anyone except the lowest caste Hindu people, but in his family, they really don't

follow these kinds of rules since they are so poor and have sympathy for all castes except the

people who cheat them all the time, notably the Bahun (Brahmins). Raju spoke about his life and

said that he eloped when he married his wife, but he would like to arrange marriages for his

children now that things are better and they can afford more. In general, most of his people

depend on agriculture, but before his experience with the foreigners, he said they could only work

on government land and had to find potatoes and sometimes hunt. He told me that his family has

a different language (dialect) than other people in Nepal, but during his times of great struggle a

few of them had to get help and learn the Nepali language so they could find work, sometimes



working on the new roads. He said that even though people in his caste get paid less for this kind

of work, they had no choice but to try to do these things when there was no season to get work in

the fields.

Raju said that meeting the foreigners had changed his life, but that he did not really know

anything about foreigners "except the ones that became his sisters and brothers." We never see

goro (white skin) like theirs before," he said. He also told me that from the very beginning, he

was very motivated to become their friends because they were so kind to him and gave him food

and fed his family, and at the time he said they were starving and had no food to eat. Raju also

said that it was easy to become friends with these foreigners, because his caste does not have very

strict rules about these kinds of things. He said that the foreigners became like family, like

brothers and sisters, and they helped him to realize his potential for a fuller and more satisfying

life.

They were very easy to like. After we began to really become close and to understand
one another, it was like a dream. I would tell other Chepang people to be very friendly
to them, and they will be friendly back. They are the kind of people who are generous
and kind, and never make you feel ashamed for not being rich and not having a lot of
material things.

One time, when we were talking for many hours in the evening, they told us that we had
more important things than material wealth, and that we were happier people than those
who had more things. Yes, we said, we believe it, but we need to feed our families.
They asked us about education, if we had the way, would we want to go to school. I
have much acamma (surprise) when sons said they would like very much to read and
write, and learn about money so they would not be cheated by the Bahuns or other
people who do not like our caste. They told me in their countries they have no caste
system, but this is really impossible for me to imagine. But I have thought a lot about it
since things have changed for us, and I think if it were possible I would very much like
to visit a place where there is no caste and no one cares about this. If I did not trust
them so much and I completely trust them because they are my best friends and my
brothers and sisters, and in our relationship we always have bhar (trust) but if not, I
think they would not be telling the truth.

Now that things are better for us, I sometimes see other tourists but they do not try to
talk to me, and mostly they do not know Nepali or my language either. But they smile
sometimes, but sometimes they are a little rude and can hurt your feelings and ignore
you, so I do not really know what to think. What I believe is that the foreigners we
knew, who became jahan (family to us), were different kinds of people than some of the
other tourists in Kathmandu. A few times I have thought to have some contact with
other tourists and maybe try and make good relations, but I am a little shy and I have no
luck making tourist friends. My sons are not so shy, but they think no one else will be
like the ones who came and lived with us. We are thinking that next time they come to
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visit, we could ask them about it. We are very interested in meeting other foreigners
who would like to be friends and visit us and we could learn from each other things like
before.

Raju described in detail the first time he had ever seen foreigners, and why he was afraid of them.

The scenario he described illustrates how friendly and shy his family was at the time. He said,

When the tourists came to visit at this time, we did not know them as Australian or
Canadian or anything, just as tourists and foreigners and strangers, but even so most of
us had never seen a foreigner before. We saw them camping near our caves and we left
because we were afraid of them because we had never seen foreigners before and most
of all because they had a Bahun with them, we thought maybe they were from the
government. We could not imagine what they could want. But my two sons, they are
not shy like the rest of us, and they wanted to see the foreigners. Also they were too
young to understand that we did not have good relations with Bahun people. Then the
Bahun (Brahmin) man told my sons that he was the guide for the foreigners, and that
they were tourists, and he said they wanted to meet us.

Especially the children were interested in the foreigners, and they sat in the laps of the
foreigners and they gave our children some food, and we were very hungry, at that time
we had no food for many days, because it was the season before harvest and we had no
work and no food. So then they also offered us some food, and we ate everything, many
new things for us to eat. At that time they wanted to know if we used bows and arrows
and we showed them how we could shoot the arrows, but there were no more animals
anymore to eat. We still thought the tourists were from the government, but then we
were also thinking at the same time they had come to see us use the bows and arrows,
and we felt very bad we could not find some animals and make them a feast, but instead
they gave us all their food. The last night, we made some small potatoes for them, but
we could not give them a proper goodbye feast, so we sang some songs and they sang
songs, too.

However, rather than an ending, this is actually where the story begins. Raju told me, in an

excited and enthusiastic tone, that several days later, the tourists unexpectedly returned.

The next day when they left we were sad to have them leave, because they were so kind
and gave us food. But then they came back again, with a different guide, and he was
from a small village and he was friendlier to us than the other Bahun they had for their
guide before, and this time when they came back they brought a lot more food. We
shared it with our brothers and sisters in the village. At that time, only four of us knew
any Nepali language so we translated everything for the others. Then the foreigners
asked us what we needed, and we requested to talk with our other families in the
village then we told them we wanted baby chickens and goats. At this time we are
still thinking for sure they are from the government, and it was a little difficult for us to
understand their guide. They spoke some Nepali but at first it was also hard for us to
understand.
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Raju then described the six months that followed the tourists' return. He said that his new

foreign friends came back a week later, and brought small goats, roosters and mostly callo (young

chickens) to give to Raju and his extended family, in return for their hospitality and in honor of

their new friendship. Raju and his family accepted the gifts, and they invited their visitors to stay

with them for a while. Raju described how communication between the foreign guests and his

family and people in his village improved as months passed. Finally, after almost a half a year,

his guests had to leave. Raju said that his new brothers and sisters bought euta tukrajagga (some

land) for his family to take care of, and together they went to a nearby village to pick up

fertilizer and corn and rice to plant.

.It was the first time we could ever afford to plant a crop of our own. We were able to
sell some of the animals when they were older, and also use them for trade... We really
made a good nata (a good team). It was ramro (really good). Everybody always laughed
and had a good time. It really made everything different for us. We felt better about
ourselves, and it was so great to have new hopes for our families. Before they left, we
had special ceremonies where we became "brothers and sisters for the life." It was
really incredible for all of us. Also, we promised that we were going to take very good
care of their animals and land, because they had to leave, and we did not know when
they would return. Even though it became easier to understand each other and
communicate with each other as time passed, there were still a lot of things we could
not always understand when they talked to us. But they were easy to talk with. They
make everything sajilo (easy). But sometimes we just pretended to understand, and
always we are all smiling. It is the Nepali way and many people in Nepal do this. But
our friendships were deeper than any language! In general, we did not always need
language to communicate.

Then they were gone for a very long time, and the Brahmins wanted to take the land
and animals, but we said, never because we knew our foreign brothers and sisters
believed in us and we thought maybe they would be very disappointed if we sold their
land and animals, and they trusted us to take care of all the things. We really feel
abhiprerit (motivated) to take care because they have bhar (faith) in us. Also, it is
important to tell you that they helped us because they helped us feed the animals and
have everything we needed to plant crops on our land. It is because of this that we were
able to take care of everything. For the first time in my village, we had enough food!
We kept the animals until they had babies, and then we sold some of the new baby
animals when they were growing up, and the eggs from the chickens and the milk from
the goats, and we had a little corn and rice from the land, and we sold some extra, and
then we could come down from the caves and we could build a small house and have a
few clothes and we did not need to be so afraid of the Bahun, and we were very anxious
for our new brothers and sisters to return so we could show them how much everything
was improved and how we are so happy. But then it was a long time before they came
back. It was so long my sister had two new children! (And both of them lived and
they are healthy... before, sometimes the new babies die because we have trouble for
feeding the mother when she is pregnant.)



But finally they did return, we have bhar for this, we knew they would come back,
except one, she could not come back, and we were so anandi (happy) to see them again.
And some of the children have been in school, because now we can afford a little
money for school, and they are learning Nepali and English. Especially my sons want to
learn how to talk to our new brothers and sisters. They are like best friends, and they are
like family for us. And when they came back, they were also anandi but can you guess
what?? They have a new guide with them (he was not Bahun) and he told us they
GAVE us the land and animals they GAVE them to us at the beginning, before, but
we could not understand that they belonged to us!! We are not so educated but we are a
little more educated now than we were before, especially the children that can go to
school now. And then they gave us some copies of the papers from the government, and
they said that the land belongs to us, and no one can take it away from us. And we have
kept the land and we will always keep it, because it is all we have. It is the most we
have ever had before in our lives. I think maybe it is important for you to understand
this.

Can you imagine when we finally realized they gave us these things?! Maybe it is a
little hard for you to imagine how we would feel, but this is really a very great moment
in our lives. It will make us happy, throughout our whole entire lives. For instance, can
you imagine, when they first came to stay with us, the only thing we had to eat were
githa (potatoes) but sometimes we could get loan from a Bahun for food to feed our
children. Also, we decided not to tell the rest of the families in the village that we
owned the land and animals, because we are afraid that they will become greedy and
want to sell it, but we are more educated now, and we understand we need it to have
food and sell food it is better to keep the land, because we have a way to make money,
not just one time from selling it, but from each harvest. Now we feel secure. For the
first time in our lives and the lives of many generations of our family, we are debt free.

NEPAL! HOST CASE STUDY 6

Narayan is 19 years old. He is married and has one young son. He has attained his SLC

and is a member of the Bahun (Brahmin) caste. He used to be a farmer but now he is the owner

and manager of a popular internet business that caters to tourists in Pokhara. He considers himself

middle class although he says his family used to be very poor, even though they are members of

the highest caste. He was born in a village on Annapurna about a week away from Pokhara. He

spent nearly one year with his foreign guest. His English is excellent but I still had Dhruba

translate some of the deeper issues that were discussed during the interview.

Narayan talked about his life throughout our five hour discussion, and also told me a little

about his current beliefs regarding his duties and accomplishments. He said he is very happy he

has had one son, because he believes having a son is necessary in order to ensure that he will be

able to go to heaven. However, he would also love a daughter if he has one in the future, and



would not feel disappointed. His wife and baby live with him in Pokhara, but he visits his family

often, helps them in many ways and spends holidays with them. The interview is amazing but not

uncommon, and I believe it is better told in Narayan's exact words. Throughout his story,

Narayan talks about changes that took place in his village and in his life due to a situation in

which a single foreigner came to live in his community and became a very special friend, mentor

and brother to himself, his family and many other villagers.

Narayan's story is not unlike many of the other local's interviewed who had hosted these

types of travelers, especially the components that illustrate what it was like to meet a foreigner for

the first time, and how villagers were influenced by just one person. The story demonstrates some

of the beneficial impacts of hosting an independent volunteer traveler. It is an excellent example

from a local's point of view of how a "foreignstrangerturnedfriend" helped to provide locals

with opportunities to increase their incomes. It also demonstrates one way in which helping locals

to gain an excellent education helped to change their lives in positive and productive ways. The

story also explores the positive potential of this kind of hostguest relationship. In addition,

Narayan's story is an example of the kind of acculturation and adaptation that can take place

within this particular type of crosscultural experience.

It also explores the impacts these experiences have had on Nepalis hosting volunteer

traveling guests by highlighting soclocultural, environmental and economic factors relating to

the impact of this encounter. Finally, Narayan's experience demonstrates the potential that

independent volunteer travelers have on a small scale for alleviating environmental, economic

and sociocultural problems that are common in Nepal. It seemed appropriate to let him tell his

story because it represents so many other hosts' experiences who participated in the study. His

story also creates as many questions as it answers regarding the significance of the impacts of this

type of hostguest experience. Narayan began his story by talking about a foreigner named Neal

who befriended Narayan's uncle, who then invited Neal to come to teach in his village.

.We had to walk to school for an hourandahalf each way. Originally, my parents
would not send me to school, I was first son, and needed to be at home to help my
mother and father. But when the American (Neal) came to teach, everybody wanted to
send their children to the school, so I was allowed to go. I would work before and after
school as much as I could, because I loved this school and wanted to keep going.
Where I am talking about is a few hours away from here by bus. Going to school meant
we had to walk between five and six hours every day. But now there is a road and it
only takes a short amount of time to get there. And when Neal came to visit our village,
he made a big difference for everyone in our community. He met my uncle (who is my
age) near a trekking village and they became very good friends and my uncle invited



him to come live in our village to teach at our school, because we did not always have
teachers there, because they could not make enough money and they would leave.

Neal came from America, and when he came our place was completely changed. It
took a couple years, but everything was completely changed. We had a big parinati
(transformation). For example, there were so many houses in our village, but no one in
the village knew, for example, what is toilet. But sometimes, we would come to
Pokhara, and sometimes there would be a toilet, and we would see it, but we did not
know what it was. At that time, there are many big trees in our village, and we make
these big trees for the toilet. Also, there was a river near to us, and it was also used for
the toilet. Now when I look back on the past, I wonder what Neal really thought about
our village, and about us, because we had no toilets. Because of Neal, our village is
pragatishil (more progressive and modern) but this will become shown to you when I
tell you the truth about everything.

After he was teaching for a while, and everyone loved him, he began to teach us that we
should have toilets in our homes instead of using the river. He explained to us about
some of the things that could be happening with the water in the river, and he told us it
could be more healthy. At that time, no one in the village, not even my mother and
father, wanted to go to the trouble to have a toilet. At that time, it seemed very
impossible, and it seemed too much trouble to build toilets, but no one really
understood how to do this. We told Neal, we have the trees, and we have the river, so
why do we need toilets? So, we decided on a compromise. Neal would build a few
toilets in a few homes in the middle of town, and we would see what would happen.
We would see if we would want a toilet in our home as well. And he built, alone by
himself, 5 or 6 toilets. Alone, he did this.

He built the big hole to make the toilet all by himself. No one wanted to help him.
Then, what began to happen, was everybody in the village would use those toilets. And
then, everybody began to think that it was a good idea to have a toilet. It was nice not
to have to walk far from your home to go to the toilet. Also, the river was near a very
busy trail. When you could use the toilets that Neal built, it was more convenient. But
then the problem was that since everybody wanted to use the toilets, there were not
enough. Neal told us since we all wanted to use them, there was not enough for
everyone, and we needed to build more. Everyone in the village wanted their own
toilet, and so everyone made in their own home their own toilet. So now, everyone in
our village has (a) toilet.

Another point I wish to mention, is back at that time, we only planted corn, wheat,
millet and rice. At that time, we don't know what is the vegetable. Sometimes, when
we would come to Pokhara, we would see the vegetables, but we didn't know anything
about vegetables. During the monsoon, we would add to our diet with different spices,
but it was not like a plant, not like a vegetable. When Neal came, he brought many
kinds of vegetable seeds to our village. He would always come back from town with
another supply. Finally, my father agreed that he could plant some of the vegetables
near our house to see what would happen. And wow! It was incredible. For the first
time in our entire village, we had so many vegetables. Everything that we planted grew



very healthy. We were able eat all the different kinds of vegetables. He came to live in
our home, and we grew all the vegetables, and we used them in all our food. And
everyone from the village came to taste the vegetables, and everyone liked them. He
taught us how to plant the vegetables, and also, the healthy way to plant food for the
buffaloes and the goats and all the animals. We had animals, but at that time, it was a
very difficult to feed them. The land we used for feeding the animals was very far
away, and we had to always search for more of the government land to use.

The most important thing I think was that Neal taught us how to study, and he taught us
that it was important to learn. He explained to all our families, and our parents, what we
could do with the knowledge that we learned in school. It was really the first time my
village was icchuk, interested. For the first time, most of the parents in the village sent
their children to school, and in two years, many people have learned so many things, the
alphabet, a little bit about how to read and write, we learned many more things than we
learned in school before. We understand now how important is padhelekheka, which is
to be educated and be able to read and write.

At the time when Neal first came, and for long time when he was there, we did not feel
that we needed this person in our villageWe have matabhed (differences in our
opinions) with him in the beginning. He was just like a guest that was fun to have
because he was different and funny. But he caused so much trouble at the beginning.
Nobody thought that anything he had to say was important. Actually, we fought with
himthe village and everybody, we fought with him about everything. Nobody was
interested in any of the things that he wanted to suggest. In the beginning, we told him
that we never had used vegetables before So why do we need vegetables now? We
don't know the vegetable, so we don't think we have any use for them. Also, we can
find other places where we can go feed our animals. So, why do we need to plant
things for our animals? At that time, we did not understand that it would be more
difficult in the future to find places to feed all the animals. We are so lucky we don't
have to do that now. Also, we already had the river for a toilet, so why did we need
anything else.

Also I should mention that there were other areas where he never tried to suggest that
anything should be different He never talked about his religion, and he accepted our
Hindu traditions. He was very interested in all of the different things that we believed
in, and we enjoy very much to tell him about all the things that we know. Also my
mother and father, and the other people in the village, really everyone, also wanted to
tell him about our special traditions. But he never explained any of the things that he
believed for his religion. Only he talked about the school, and learning, and the
vegetables and milk, and the toilets. Once he told us about democracy and having no
caste system, but it was difficult to imagine.

In the beginning, we thought since he was probably Christian, and he probably ate
meat, that he should not come inside any of our homes. Also he was not allowed to eat
with any of us. But the longer that he was there, the more that we began to like him, and
so we wanted him to come inside of our houses and to be with us and to eat with us.
After a few weeks when he was living with my uncle, my family invited him to stay



with us, because at that time, my uncle was also leaving the village to work somewhere
else. That is how we first really got to know him. Whenever he came back from town,
he would bring many things to us, many things for our home. He was very good to us,
and we're very happy that he lived in our house. He became jahan (family) and he was
really, really my daju (older brother). I love him and everyone also loved him.

Later, when he finally had to leave, when he left the school, all the people in the village
were crying. All the students were crying, and we were very much afraid that we would
not be allowed to continue to go to school if we did not have Neal to teach at the school.
Also many people in the village were crying and crying, because if he left, we did not
know how we would learn new things. No one wanted him to leave. Everybody in the
village loved him so much. He became very important to us. But at first, nobody liked
him. Especially because we thought he was Christian and he could eat cows.

Our family is high caste, you know, Brahman. There are other castes in the village, but
at that time they could not come into our home. If they came to our home, and they
wanted to eat something, we could give them something, but they had to eat it outside
of the house. And those people can't touch us, and they can't touch our things. We
thought of Neal as a lower caste, but then we came to understand him, then we wanted
him to be inside of our house, and many things changed. Also we let other people come
inside our house, and share the food with us. This was very wonderful for our family,
and many people in the village began to like us very much. We decided that it was
enjoyable to be able to share our home and the meals with people, even if they were not
in our caste. This was a big change and our family gave the netritva (leadership and
guidance) for the village. We have the most sammati (acceptance) from the village
because we have Neal as our guest and brother.

We began to love Neal, and we did not care about his caste any more. But before
people knew him, when he came to live in our house, we got in a lot of trouble from the
other villagers. People ask us why, how could we let him stay inside, people told us that
it was no good. Everybody considered him the lowest caste, because at that time, we
considered tourists the lowest caste, because they ate the cow. We live at the top of the
village, and we have about 50 or 60 high caste houses there. So all our neighbors are
highest caste... No one could understand how we could let Neal stay inside our house.
But that was before everyone started to love him and invite him to have meals with
them and everything. All the parents of the students wanted Neal to come over and be
with their children. It was amazing how much it all changed after he stayed in the
village for a few months and everyone began to realize how great he was.

So, another point I wish to tell you is that the highest castes lived at the top of the
village, then there were different castes in between, and the lowest caste lived at the
bottom of the village. And the lowest caste had pigs. And at that time, there were very
very big problems with the lowest caste because of the pigs. Many of the people had 10
or 20 pigs in each house. And we are highest caste, and we cannot touch the pig. At
that time, we thought if we touched the pig, we would have to be in the lowest caste.
Every place pigs were free outside, and they would come in the village, and they would
come inside everyone's homes. It was a very big problem with the pigs. And they would



make a lot of mess in the village. When we use the toilet outside, then all the pigs
would come and eat the toilet. That is why the pigs were everywhere in the village. But
Neal had the idea that we could build a kind of a fence around the pigs, a fence for each
family, and they could still keep their homes clean, and the pigs could stay just in one
place. This was very good for our village, and it stopped a lot of fighting, because now
the pigs were not coming inside of all of the houses. It was a really great idea to put the
pigs in their own areas near each family's house who owned the pigs. We never used a
fence before, but it was a really good idea for the pigs. More pragati (progress) for the
village.

Before Neal came, I never had a plan for what to do it in my life. Ijust thought I would
stay at my parents' house, and live with them, and just do what I was doing the same as
when I was young. But after learning English, and becoming educated, my plans
changed. I wanted to help my parents, and I wanted to do something better. Or maybe
not better, but something more, something different than just living with my parents,
and having the same life from when I was born to when I will die. Because of the
ahiksha (education) and the English that I got from Neal, I started to have the idea that I
would open my own business here in Pokhara. It was exciting to have good amdani
(income) to help my family. Because of the English I learned, I was able to speak with
tourists, and learn about different things that they would like for a business in Pokhara.
But before Neal came, I tell you I never never thought about having this kind of
occupation.

I did so well on my exams, better than many other Nepali people from other villages,
and so I got a job right away with a travel agency here in Pokhara. I was so excited. I
was helping my family and my village more than anyone. It was because of my
education. After three years, I saved up enough money to have this place, and begin this
business. But before I came here, I never knew about computers, or the internet.
Nobody in my village or anybody who is near my village knows what is a computer or
what is the internet. So I have been working with the tourists for some years, but I have
learned that they're very different from the kind of foreigner who helps you by himself
just because he wants to. Sometimes, the tourists seem rude and they can make you feel
sad because they are not interested in being friends or caring about the Nepali people
even though they are visiting our country, but we are always thinking maybe that is
because they do not understand us. But From Neal I learned that foreigners can become
your best friends, but for sure not all foreigners are the same like this... He was the best
teacher I ever had, and he taught me the highest lessons about good karma. It is my
akanksha, my wish and hope and the highest honor for me, that I can be like him
someday and help someone the way he helped me.
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CHAPTER 7 QUANTITATIVE DATA AND DISCUSSION

The Siinstat (Provalis Research, 1995) software package was used to calculate this series

of correlations, and the statistical program I chose shows a "Pearson Correlation Matrix," which

estimates the relationship between two variables as a number between 1 and 1. A colTelation

represents a strong relationship between variables, and has been presented here to assess the

communication and acculturation experiences of participants. Correlations also give validity to

the degree to which inferences about relationships in the data are reasonable (Trochim 2001).

Independent Volunteer Travelers: Communication Strategies and Their Correlation to
Acculturation and Adaptation

In order to present an application of Young Yun Kim's theory of Communication and

CrossCultural Adaptation (2001) discussed in the literature review, and to explore the theory

further, informant's coded responses were entered into the "Simstat" software package in order to

obtain summary data about the frequency of each type of code. A Pearson correlation matrix was

carried out, in order to examine the strength of the relationships between interpersonal

communication techniques the independent volunteer travelers employed, and the acculturation

that resulted in the form of adjustments made and positive relationships developed.

Communication techniques and resulting acculturative experiences were correlated, in order to

illustrate the theory's organizing principle that the adaptation of an individual to a given cultural

environment occurs in and through communication. Data results reflect empirical relationships as

well as logical ones between the communication techniques considered most successful and the

acculturative aspects of the crosscultural experience that made adapting easier. Empirically, the

correlation matrix revealed particular crosscultural communication techniques that tended to be

most strongly correlated to acculturative developments. The associations were also logical

because they seemed to reflect what one might reasonably expect.

For instance, the independent volunteer travelers that reported they lived with families as

a communication technique to become closer to local people, changed their views regarding

concepts such as sanitation and communal orientation, indicating a positive adjustment to local

norms. This was not the case in terms of alternative types of travelers, as these were two of their

major complaints and were placed high on the list of their least favorite experiences. For

independent volunteer travelers, however, changing ideas of acceptable sanitary conditions were
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strongly correlated with being part of a family (correlation= 0.9232). In addition, changing views

regarding ideas of cleanliness were strongly correlated with the communication strategy of being

less individualistic and being more community oriented (correlation= 0.9250). Relatedly,

travelers across all categories with less exposure to family life had trouble adjusting to local

sanitary conditions, and none of those informants changed their views about the subject.

In the second case study, Laura spent four and a half months living in an orphanage in

very close contact with the orphaned children. She spent 24 hours a day with them, sleeping,

eating, and conversing with her new community on a constant basis. She learned quickly to be

able to live without any privacy and to share everything she owned, and still be happy and enjoy

her experience. She believed that anyone would be able to do what she did as far as her

responsibilities, but that many people wouldn't be able to handle the lack of privacy or sanitary

conditions in the orphanage. The point during her experience in Nepal when Laura felt she had

truly adjusted to the local culture was when she woke up one day and realized she had not had

spent an hour alone or used toilet paper in over a month. While living at the orphanage, Laura

began to understand what it was like to be less individualistic, and she changed her ideas

regarding the concept of acceptable sanitary conditions. Laura's experiences indicate a positive

adjustment to local cultural norms and illustrate the strong correlations mentioned above.

In addition, correlations found in the data results also reflect the proposition that

increased language competence will increase interpersonal communication. For instance,

successful language acquisition and acceptance of the local community were strongly correlated

with knowing the Nepalese language (correlation =.9020). Finally, being able to understand body

language was strongly correlated with making friends, and being perceived as friendly was

strongly correlated with knowing the local language (correlation= 0.6996).

Data results indicate that once the language barrier had been crossed, independent

volunteer travelers were able to create trust with local people and learn even more about

communicating in the local culture. For example, the firm belief that trust had been created

between hosts and guests was strongly correlated with two types of communication strategies.

First, independent volunteer travelers argued that once a basic level of the Nepalese language had

been learned, individuals were able to travel without other foreigners and still be able to converse

with companions.

Second, achieving trust with locals was strongly correlated to traveling alone or traveling

without other foreigners. In addition, independent volunteer travelers said that when
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communicating with locals, it is important to understand that it's not just what you say, but how

you say it that really creates a message. This insight into communicating with Nepali people was

considered by a majority of the independent volunteer travelers to be a successful strategy

regarding meaningful communication, and was also strongly correlated with the achievement of

gaining the trust of their hosts. These communication strategies were also strongly correlated to

the achievement of being able to live just like locals live, indicating not only that these strategies

helped independent volunteer travelers to adjust to their new environment, but also demonstrating

the connection between achieving trust and living like a local, with traveling alone and

developing insight into communicating with Nepali hosts.

Relatedly, the literature review discusses Young Yun Kim's theory which addresses the

different rates at which different visitors adapt to a new culture. The theory questions why some

individuals adapt faster than others, and why some attain greater levels of adaptation than others

do. In order to answer these queries, a number of key factors are presented that help to form a

kind of structure in the dynamic process of crosscultural adaptation. Two specific factors that

are identified in the theory are the ability of the guest to relate to the host environment and the

development of an intercultural identity.

The first three case studies involving independent volunteer travelers illustrate these two

factors which, in turn, demonstrate the above correlations. These visitors spent the majority of

their sojourn immersed within the local environment. For instance, each of these individuals

participated on a constant basis in social communication activities which occurred in local homes,

community work environments or classrooms. Each one of these guests was living with local

people in areas where there were no other tourists. In a sense, they were forced to adapt quickly to

the local culture. If they needed to ask questions, there were only local people available to supply

the answers. They had to use the local language, because that was the only language their peers

understood. They lived like locals lived because in their chosen communities, they had no choice:

they ate local food because it was the only food available, and they worked the same hours as

locals did because that helped them to earn respect in local villages.

Constant interaction with local people changed the way these guests interacted with their

hosts, as they increasingly developed the ability to communicate the way that locals in the host

environment communicated. Through repeated activities resulting in new learning and internal

reorganizing, these travelers developed the ability to relate to the host environment, and doing

things the way locals did them became a natural response. The case studies demonstrate that the
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daily activities of these travelers helped them to increasingly become a part of the local

community and allowed them to improve their interactions with local people in a more positive

and less ethnocentric way, demonstrating both the theory's process of crosscultural adaptation

and the strong correlation between learning to successfully communicate with local people and

the ability to live like locals live.

In addition to communicating with their hosts, travelers' social activities may also

involve communication with individuals from their own cultures or with those that have similar

ethnic backgrounds. The theory argues that communication with coethnics will make it harder

for guests to graduate past the perspectives of their own cultures and will make it more difficult

for travelers to understand and relate to the host environment. In short, ethnic social

communication activities tend to discourage the development of host communication competence

and deter adaptation to the host culture. However, independent volunteer travelers immersed

themselves in the host culture through their daily duties of working with local people, and thus

achieved a considerable level of adaptation in relatively short period of time. in the case studies

that have been presented, hosts and guests are continually interacting and mutually influencing

one another. This constant interaction, in concert with the fact that these guests did not spend

their sojourn in touristed areas, illustrates the strong correlations between achieving trust and

living like a local, with traveling in a small group and developing insight into communicating

with Nepali hosts.

The first case study demonstrates these strong correlations and theoretical principles: In

this instance, Lance said he believed that volunteering on his own felt more personal than

volunteering as part of an organization, because the dynamics were very different when

participating in this type of activity on an individual level. For example, he believed it was better

for meeting local people in any part of the world if one traveled without a big group of other

foreigners. Based on his previous extensive traveling history, he learned that when he was

traveling alone, he had more individual interaction with local people than he would have had if he

were with a big group. He employed the communication technique of not traveling in a big group

in order to develop closer relationships with local people. Since he was only traveling with one

other person, Pundhari was able to invite him to stay in his home and teach him to paint thankas,

which Lance did the majority of his trip. After living with Pundhari for over three months, Lance

was able to gain his trust. In fact, Pundhari trusted Lance with his life's work, in order to for

Lance to take it and sell it in Kathmandu; this trust was developed between Lance and Pundhari
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because of the close friendship they developed, made possible because Lance was only traveling

with one other person, because Lance could communicate with Pundhari since he had learned

Nepalese, and because he lived with Pundhari, demonstrating the strong correlations between

communication, achieving trust and living like locals.

In addition, the third case study also illustrates the above theoretical arguments and

correlations. In this case, Joel, a medical practitioner from the Philippines, spent eight months in

Nepal working on medical projects organized with only help of local people. He never spent time

with other foreigners. Joel was able to achieve meaningful relationships with local people by

adapting to and respecting Nepali culture. For instance, he only used local medicines and only

taught locals to use Nepali techniques for curing illnesses. While visiting Nepal, Joel attempted to

act in the same manner that local people did. For instance, he always ate with his right hand, took

off his shoes whenever he visited the home of a local person, and learned the correct way to

politely refuse more food when it was offered. He realized that speaking loudly was perceived of

as rude and offensive to local people, and was careful to observe the volume of his voice and

mimic the volume of others when in conversation with Nepalis. Joel recognized that he had been

accepted by local people when his friends stopped agreeing with him to be polite and not offend

him, and instead offered him their opinions, even if they were different from his own. His

experiences demonstrate the strong correlations between achieving trust and living like a local,

with traveling alone and developing insight into communicating with Nepali hosts.

Nepalis Hosting Independent Volunteer Travelers: Communication Strategies and Their
Correlation to Acculturation and Adaptation

Exploring Young Yun Kim's theory, I once again looked to the data to see if there was

any support for the argument that increased interpersonal communication with individuals from

another culture would result in increased acculturation. The study suggests that language

acquisition does play an important part of acculturative experiences. For instance, data results

indicate that over 50% of the locals who hosted independent volunteer travelers believed that

learning the language of their guests was an effective communication strategy, which was

strongly correlated with several types of acculturation, both behavioral and psychological. First,

learning the guest's language was strongly correlated with "a change in basic habits"

(correlation= 0.7907), including eating, dressing, bathing, and even child rearing. Also, this

strategy was strongly correlated (correlation= 0.8900) with a change in attention to "planning for
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with their guest.

In addition spending time engaged in conversation of a personal nature was strongly

correlated with enhancing personal relationships with guests. Logically, the communication

technique of "being more friendly" was strongly correlated with "feeling less shy" (correlation=

0.7906). Feeling less shy was equated with feeling more comfortable talking to other foreigners,

with traveling more, and with expressing personal opinions.

Finally, the concept of sanitation emerges again as a type of acculturative experience

related to communicative techniques. In particular, sharing one's possessions was considered an

effective communication strategy by Nepalis who hosted independent volunteer travelers. In turn,

sharing was strongly correlated (correlation= 0.7135) with an extreme change of habit and

perception regarding the concept of sanitation. Along the same lines, many local informants said

they made an effort to make things "foreigner clean" for their guests, so they would not become

ill. Working hard to ensure that water was boiled long enough for tea was considered a

communication strategy that expressed a host's concern about the welfare of a guest. This

technique was strongly correlated with life changes (correlation = 0.8805), although these habits

varied among informants.

In the sixth case study presented, Narayan describes his relationship with Neal, an

independent volunteer traveler from America who stayed for an extended period of time in his

village and his house. Narayan discussed several changes that took place in his life because Neal

came to live in his community and became a very special friend and mentor. For instance,

Narayan's experience with Neal motivated him to get a higher education, discover computers and

learn how to use the internet, which eventually led Narayan to open his own place of business in

Pokhara. This case study exemplifies the theory's main argument, which states that increased

interpersonal communication with individuals from another culture results in increased

acculturation.

Independent Volunteer Travelers: Motivation and Acculturation Correlations

The study utilizes theory which contends that motivation plays an important role in a

traveler's ability to adapt to a new culture, and that travelers who have strong motivations to

adapt will be more successful in accomplishing this task. This research focuses on how

motivations affect communication between independent volunteer travelers and their hosts,
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because, along with behavior, communication plays an important role in any social situation.

Along these lines, it is valuable to point out that successful host and guest adaptation may

partially depend on the level of adjustment each party is willing to make in order to create a

comfortable situation for one another. Operating within the "independent volunteertouristic

process" requires most sojourners go through a great deal of change to achieve their goals. While

different types of sojourners may not have as strong a desire to become part of the host culture,

independent volunteer travelers are highly motivated to "become insiders" and are willing to

adapt in order to do so.

Since motivation is believed to result in additional participation within the host culture, I

expected a positive correlation between the sojourners' expressed motivations and their

acculturating experiences, and data results regarding independent volunteer travelers' motivations

to become a part of the local community suggest this to be the case. Interview responses indicated

that the strong desire to become a part of the local community represented an important

component in the ability to actually be accepted as a community member by the locals.

Conclusions from the data reflect strong correlations between the independent volunteer

traveler's motivations, and the acculturative aspects of the encounter that were influenced by

them.

For instance, the motivation to become a part of the local community was most strongly

correlated with a change in the need for privacy (correlation = 0.4507), indicating that individuals

were able to acculturate in a key way that suggests the ability to live the way locals live, not just

physically but psychologically as well. However, independent volunteer travelers described the

lack of privacy as one of the most challenging local cultural norms to adjust to.

Perhaps some of the most logical correlations highlight acculturative developments

focused on gaining an understanding of the Nepali culture. The motivation to become an insider

most strongly correlates with the ability of the independent volunteer travelers to feel that they

were able to successfully adapt to the host environment (con-elation= 0.7995). Compared to other

types of travelers who also desire meaningful experiences, this particular phenomenon stands out

as a key element in the process of transitioning from one culture to another. One informant

summed it up when she said,

If you want to try and understand Nepali people, one way to do it is to do what they do,
speak their language, dress like they do, eat what they eat, sleep like they sleep... try as
much as you can to become one of them. I don't wear a sari every day (I do for special
occasions, and I can promise you Nepalis appreciate that) but I do wear a skirt most of
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the time, and people treat me differently than they would if I were wearing pants.
Minoring people is a great way to get close to them. Think about it. Everybody likes
people they have something in common with, not that you have to be the same or
anything, but there's always some common ground somewhere. The French girls
wearing bikini tops at temples in Katmandu aren't respected, Nepali men don't think
that's attractive, it's just embarrassing. And the one's that are dressing like this on the
trails, well, anyone can tell you why they'll never make any local friends. I know
everyone says an outsider can never really become a true insider, and that's true, but I
don't think about it like that. My Nepali family is family to me, just like family at
home, and I know the feeling is mutual... you have to live their life in order to begin to
understand it. I feel that I have relationships here that are more meaningful than many I
have back home, with people I've known forever who speak my language and drive
cars and went to college. Who says you can't become a closer friend to a local, than any
of their other friends? People that say it's not possible have never experienced it. But
just because you have never known the way, doesn't mean the way doesn't exist. You
can do it if you really want to. You just have to be yourself.

In addition, the motivation to feel needed was strongly correlated with making more local

friends than foreign friends (correlation = 0.5809) and feeling that Nepali friends and family

finally expressed their true feelings and opinions to the independent volunteer traveler, and

stopped just saying what they thought the independent volunteer traveler would want to

(correlation= 0.5032). This subject has already been discussed in greater detail, but the strong

correlations indicate greater validation regarding the relationship between the motivation to make

friends and the ability to fit into Nepali culture in such a way that this becomes a reality for both

hosts and guests.

Once again, the third case study helps to illustrate these strong correlations as well as the

theoretical orientations mentioned at the beginning of this section. An interesting aspect of Joel's

experience as an independent volunteer traveler was that since he was Filipino and spoke

Nepalese fluently, he was often mistaken for a local, and so he was able to experience the Nepali

culture in a different way than other foreigners. Joel's actions express his motivations to fit in and

make friends. For instance, Joel learned some traditional, local favorite songs and sang them to

his Nepali friends, asking them for help when he made mistakes. Iii addition, Joel learned that it

was an accepted practice for individuals of the same gender to hold hands in Nepal, indicating

that those individuals are like brothers or sisters. Participating in activities such as these helped

Joel make a statement that he accepted and respected the local culture, which encouraged locals

to treat him as one of them, rather than as a foreigner. By not judging local traditions based on his

own cultural perceptions of what constituted acceptable behavior, Joel was able to find a way to
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belong and make friends, even though he had to break through his comfort zone and try the local

way of doing things, rather than ways that were familiar to him in his own culture at home.

Motivations of Independent Volunteer Travelers: Mean, Standard Deviation and
Crosstabulations

The seventysix scale items relating to the motivation to volunteer in any capacity were

divided into four categories and utilized separately for coding and analysis. These scale items

were created based on information produced by Ellis and Vineyard (1990) regarding reasons why

individuals volunteer. These categories were further analyzed to gain as much information as

possible specifically regarding the motivations of independent volunteer travelers. Questions

regarding motivations were asked in a randomized manner, and then later divided into most

common responses within the independent volunteer traveler group. The motivational categories

were: Personal Development, Professional Development, Belief Systems, and Feelings and

Emotions. The motivational items were presented on a Likert scale.

Since there were multiple answers for each question, I calculated the frequencies for

"strongly agree" answers for each comparison. Again utilizing the Simstat program, the mean

and standard deviation were calculated for the responses to each of the questions within a group.

The calculations were then repeated for each of the four groups. Scaling was used for scoring

purposes in order to further analyze the rating data. The top ten responses were then ranked

highest to lowest; the highest scores were considered to be those which had the highest mean and

the lowest standard deviation. The standard deviation was calculated in order to determine the

most accurate responses and to seek the narrowest confidence level. In other words, the smaller

the deviation, the more similar the responses were, so the higher the rank (a larger standard

deviation would have represented a larger variety of responses). The standard deviation was

basically utilized to rank those responses that had a similar mean.

The prior sections have reported empirical and logical relationships between types of

communication experiences and acculturative aspects associated with those experiences, and

between the acculturative aspects associated with independent volunteer traveling experiences

and the motivations behind those crosscultural encounters. It is not unexpected, therefore, to find

empirical and logical relationships between the types of motivations most frequently identified by

respondents as "developmental" in nature (those aspects that relate to developing desired personal
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systems, which were considered to have positively impacted the experience.

Empirically, the crosstabulations shown revealed that four of the most frequently named

types of motivations related to informant's belief systems tended to be most strongly related to

seven of the most frequently named personal development motivations. The associations were

also logical because they seemed to reflect what one might reasonably expect. For example: The

motivation to honor human dignity was most frequently associated with the motivation to (I)

donate nonprofessional skills; (2) learn new things from the Nepali culture; (3) become an

insider; (4) experience life as part of the host community; (5) experience the culture in a

meaningful way; (6) develop relationships with local people; and (7) successfully overcome a

challenge.

In the second case study, Laura used her trip as an opportunity to donate non

professional skills such as love and affection to orphans. Laura realized that the clothes and

rooms of the children were only able to be washed and cleaned once every two or three weeks,

and wanted to help the children to feel valued and hoped to help some of the orphans stay

healthier by volunteering her assistance in these ways. She felt it was easy to earn their love and

loyalty, but earning their trust was a challenge that took a long time. Laura found that the best

way to learn about Nepali culture was to give something back to it, and immersed herself in

community activities. She felt that the children were neglected because of a lack of funding

available at the orphanage, and took on the challenge of helping the orphans and the women who

took care of them to make a better life for themselves, illustrating the aforementioned

associations between the different types of independent volunteer travelers' motivations.

Finally, these crosstabulations further describe the ways in which motivations of

independent volunteer travelers directly influenced the kinds of experiences they had. For

instance, the crosstabulations suggest that individuals participating in this touristic encounter find

excitement and personal accomplishment more from participating in local culture than from any

other activity during their sojourn, and that their sojourn motivations all directly relate to their

ability to become immersed in local culture.



CHAPTER 8 QUALITATIVE DATA: DISCUSSION AND EXPLANATION

The research data illustrates that the specific skills and experiences of successful

independent volunteer travelers differ widely, and can not easily explain how things like the

acquisition of cultural sensitivity and the ability to successfully interact and communicate with

hosts were developed. However, the type of encounter and kinds of activities that make up

participant experiences do seem to have significant bearing on the relationships that were

developed between hosts and guests, and indicate that communication may be affected by these

and other identifiable factors. Having considered both host and guest respondents that have had

successful independent volunteer traveling tourism experiences, what distinctions, if any can be

made? What factors helped to create the friendships between these hosts and guests in the first

place? How did this encounter affect the culture of the rural Nepali villagers who hosted these

travelers? With the increasing importance of tourism and the need for sustainable options, these

are important questions.

Communication between Hosts and Guests: Personalities of the Participants

This study shows that the personality traits which describe participants are consistent

with the characteristics identified by Young Yun Kim to have the most adaptive potential. For

instance, the theory argues that individuals who are wellprepared are more likely to handle the

challenges of a new environment, and that preparation is often positively affected by past cultural

learning experiences that individuals may have had prior to arrival in the new culture. Although

this describes the majority of independent volunteer travelers, the first three case studies in

particular serve to illustrate this point: Lance (from case study 1) has traveled extensively in

eleven other countries, Laura (from case study 2) has traveled extensively in nine other countries,

and Joel (from case study 3) has traveled extensively in twelve countries. The theory also

contends that guests who are the most likely to successfully adapt to host cultures are those

willing to spend a great deal of time and effort learning new languages; this concept is especially

relevant to the present study of independent volunteer traveling, since the majority of these

participants, including the case study informants, were fluent in four different languages

including Nepalese.

The study also suggests that the personalities of the participants greatly affected

communication between them, and was a strong reason for the connection to occur in the first
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place. It is clear that certain personality types are more likely to interact with each other within

this kind of hostguest encounter. The positive personality traits that were attributed to

independent volunteer travelers included: friendly, outgoing, open, adventurous, mentally and

physically healthy, alternative, courageous, humble, patient and caring. They were also

considered to be well educated, positive thinkers who had a sense of humor that guided much of

their dialogue during misunderstandings. Developing friendships and learning to live like the

locals lived, including gaining a greater understanding of the Nepali culture, were priorities for

these individuals. Independent volunteer travelers were also described as sensitive and

empathetic. As one informant said, "Without these qualities, it would be impossible to get beyond

the surface of Nepali life." Independent volunteer travelers had the capacities to sense and share

the feelings of the Nepalis, and were able to feel and understand some of what lies beneath. These

personality characteristics are related to Young Kim's contention that the most adaptive

personality traits are openness, strength and 'positivity.'

In general, Nepali counterparts were identified as having the same qualities as their

guests. Results of the study indicated that Nepalis hosting independent volunteer travelers were

most likely to be educated, openminded, progressive and alternative individuals, who were open

to change, but at the same time, who retained their core religious and cultural beliefs and

traditions. These characteristics increased the likelihood that these hosts and guests would meet

and establish a connection with one another.

The majority of Nepalis hosting independent volunteer travelers sent their children (both

boys and girls) to school because they believed that education was important, and they were

willing to suspend caste rules and customs in order to host and accommodate their guests. Such

characteristics indicate that these individuals do not represent the norm in rural Nepal. Also,

Nepali people often bring home someone they just met for a visit; however, inviting a foreigner to

come live with them for an extended period of time is not as common, especially with individuals

who belong to castes that have stringent rules about being polluted by a noncaste, or lower caste

person. But the Nepalis hosting independent volunteer travelers were generally comfortable

interacting with all castes and comfortable with the concept that there were exceptions to

traditional rules. And although their guests were assisting them in a variety of ways, these hosts

went to great lengths to make their guests feel at home.

Nepalis hosting these travelers spent a great deal of time teaching them how to operate in

their culture, without any expectation or desire of repayment, except the work that independent
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volunteer travelers were already performing in return for room and board. These hosts were not

the poorest members of their communities, and they were not the wealthiest. This meant that they

shared precious resources, including food and water, with their guests at their own cost, because

they wanted to. They were intensely curious about their foreign guests and prioritized teaching

them and learning from them. Many independent volunteer travelers said that until they realized it

was happening, it was not uncommon for one or two family members (usually the mother and

father) to skip meals so they could be fed.

The independent volunteer travelers in the study all contributed to their hosts in the ways

they were able to, and for many, that included contributing personal financial resources. But they

always waited to develop meaningful relationships with their hosts before they provided, or

desired to provide, additional assistance. They purposefully tried to seek out communities that did

not have much exposure to foreigners, because they did not want "money" to have any part in the

development of their relationships. These individuals were comfortable taking great risks and

going alone, with a new Nepali friend, to visit a very rural community to try and enhance the lives

of the locals, while enhancing their own lives. They became accepted in local communities.

Nepalis who hosted them said they "loved" their guests and described them as best friends and

family members. For anyone who has entered an unfamiliar culture or community before, it is

understandable that to be able to create this type of acceptance and love from people in another

culture so different from the guest's is extraordinary. Many people do not accomplish this in their

own communities at home.

That the travelers were invited to visit a local's village for an extended period of time is

not unusual in Nepal, but it is remarkable to note the relationships that developed as a result.

Certain personality traits attracted these hosts and guests to each other, and attraction to these

traits were the first things these individuals found they had in common. I believe the unusual

personality strengths of this population can be claimed as instrumental in the results of the study.

Prolonged Exposure and Intense Contact between Hosts and Guests

An objective observation of volunteer traveling in all its manifestations would not be

complete without mentioning its complications as well as its rewards. Nepali views of possible

negative impacts, considered in relation to personal experiences, are also essential to this study.

In addition, as discussed in the literature review, sustainability critics have suggested alternative

viewpoints that reflect positive, rather than negative influences regarding culture contact and
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culture change. Such viewpoints are relevant here because volunteer traveling represents

prolonged exposure and intense contact between hosts and guests, which some consider harmful

to local cultures. The research focuses on alternatives to these viewpoints because the feelings,

beliefs and opinions of informants interviewed in this study overwhelmingly parallel alternative

perspectives.

In general, social impacts resulting from cross-cultural contact are difficult to generalize

because they are different depending on the kinds of tourists and the types of visited areas.

However, the close contact between hosts and guests experienced through independent volunteer

traveling does affect host behavior somewhat. In particular, observed and reported influences are

reflected in modernizing trends and transforming cultural values. I believe these conditions are

facilitated, in part, by the structure of the examined touristic activity.

Modernizing Trends and Transforming Cultural Values

Generally, rural Himalayan villages hosting independent volunteer travelers represent

marginal communities dealing with severe poverty. Local informants frankly discussed their

struggles and hardships. They also discussed at length how much they enjoyed the advantages

afforded them by their guest's volunteer efforts. The majority of locals interviewed reported that

they felt the changes that came about directly due to this touristic encounter were extremely

positive. For instance, many of the independent volunteer travelers introduced their hosts to new

items such as Western or modern toys, technologically advanced gadgets and new types of music,

food and dress. While the importance of respecting and sustaining the Nepali culture was

considered a priority, informants also argued that if everything stayed the same, and the status

quo remained unchanged, then Nepal would remain one of the poorest countries in the world, and

both host and guest informants commented that they considered poverty to be a threat to

maintaining the culture and tradition that makes Nepal distinct. Furthermore, many hosts reported

that their guests had influenced alreadychanging views regarding cultural traditions involving

the rights of women in a variety of situations. In particular, these influences focused on mothers

being allowed to eat with the rest of her family, love marriages, and females waiting until they

were older (over 14) to get married.
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Perceptions of Host and Guest Participants

Both host and guest informants commented on changes taking place in the local culture

and consistently asked, "What is so wrong with the introduction of something new, if it just

represents an addition and not a substitution, doesn't hurt anyone and Nepali people like it?"

Along these lines, an independent volunteer traveler who was also a teacher commented,

Yes, it's great kids can play with dirt and sticks and be happy. Spoiled kids in Europe
could learn a lot from them. But their life is hard enough, so what's so wrong with
adding a little joy to it with bubbles, chalk or crayons? Shouldn't they be able to play
with them? Just because they are poor, or Hindu or Buddhist or from Nepal, that means
they don't have the right to play with chalk? Last month our students colored Nepali
flags and prayer flagsdoes that sound like something damaging to their culture? Art is
a big part of the Nepali culture... I believe it's more about poverty than a cultural issue,
even though colored chalk can be less expensive than traditional kinds of paint.

An older, experienced independent volunteer traveler said,

It's just selfish Western tourists that are worried about Nepal becoming 'westernized,'
because it's more of an adventure to go trek to a village without running water or
electricity or familiar western gadgets... But if they (Western tourists) were going to
live here for the rest of their lives, they might feel differently. Anyway, shouldn't
about what the locals want for themselves, and not what we think is best? To say local
people shouldn't have these things seems unfair."

Another independent volunteer traveler informant argued, "Spiritual beliefs aren't becoming

westernized, just because locals might do things like wear different clothes." An independent

volunteer traveler that had been in Nepal over eight months (and for over six months the year

before) said he believed that

Things are changing because things change. The introduction of GoreTex jackets and
high tech hiking gear shouldn't be blamed... I know locals never used to wear shoes
(they still go barefoot when it's not freezing) or gloves, but they also got frostbitten and
lost fingers and toes. Sure, it's interesting to see them on snowcovered trails in flip
flops, if you don't give a damn...

Locals hosting these travelers also had similar comments. For instance, a local father said,

My family is still the same, even though now we enjoy a lot of the things our friend left
for us. Just because my children are able to play with some different kinds of toys, they
are still the same people. And they share everything, because that is how we must be.
Sometimes I wear the sunglasses when I am working on my land, but this is fortunate
for my eyes, even though not so many Nepali people like to wear them. I still see things
the same for my culture and my future, life still has the same meaning for me. Why
should having new things mean that we will become different? We do not want to
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become different people, we only want to be ourselves, but we can still be the same
people and enjoy the walkman and the jackets from America...

Although the study utilizes theory which focuses on the importance of sustainability and

the value of preserving the Nepali culture, the above experiences parallel the theoretical

viewpoint which argues that the preservation of the status quo is not the best way to consider

meeting the needs of native people. Informants' beliefs and feelings about the ways in which

guests have influenced their hosts relates to the arguments of both Butcher and Meethan, who

contend that static conceptions of culture are unacceptable when related to Western cultures, and

so it is unfair to use them in the analysis of developing countries. The opinions of independent

volunteer travelers in the study reflect the belief that development should not be considered

culture specific, and that appropriate development should be defined by what local people desire,

rather than what Westerners desire for them.

The question posed by hosts and guests at the beginning of this discussion regarding the

introduction of new items into local culture parallels the viewpoints of sustainability critics who

argue that technology enjoyed in developed countries should not be considered

people in developing nations, and that culture should not be a determinant of the most appropriate

level of technology. The values of these informants also reflect Butcher's argument that it may be

more important to concentrate on improving local economies and societies (again, defined by the

opinions of locals rather than foreigners) instead of simply focusing on conserving what already

exists.

Along these lines, the issue of cultural sustainability was also a topic which hosts and

guests discussed at length. In general, although hosts were interested in learning about their

guests' cultures as well, they acknowledged that their guests were there specifically to learn about

Nepal and became constant teachers of native traditions. Many hosts felt their guests were like

family, and believed it was their duty to help their new brothers and sisters understand the Nepali

culture. Hosts also reported that knowledge of Nepali culture helped their guests to feel more

comfortable act more appropriately living in a local village and attending local ceremonies or

festivals. One local informant told me that during the time his foreign friend lived in his home,

his family talked more about their culture and traditions than they ever had before.

Sustainability critics suggest it is important to realize that certain established forms of

social organization may be perceived by native people as negative or oppressive, rather than
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instance, local informants (especially females and newlymarried couples) argued that they

considered certain traditions "unhealthy and degrading," and consequently had little desire to

preserve them. In addition, these informants also discussed their eagerness to learn about their

guests and argued that their guest's cultures were, in many ways, more "progressive." Host

informants reported that receptivity to Western ideas may have influenced their attitudes and

feelings about certain Nepali traditions. Specifically, locals hosting independent volunteer

travelers said that the majority of their guest's influences were represented by ideas and activities

such as sending females to school and placing a higher value on education (especially learning to

read, write, and compute basic math). A young local couple who had hosted an independent

volunteer traveler for over six months discussed some of the differences that had occurred during

the time their guest had lived with them. Their comments were similar in many respects to other

locals who had hosted these travelers. They told me that the ways in which their "brother" from

South Africa had changed their views about certain cultural traditions. For instance, they said,

Since our guest felt uncomfortable when we didn't eat together, we decided, why not,
we can eat together, everyone in the family, including all the women. And now he has
been gone for a long time, but we still eat like this, and we enjoy. Sometimes people
think we are crazy or they don't approve of us, but we have no care about this. Also we
decided since we only have daughters at this point, why not send them to school and
take advantage of the opportunity for a free and good education so all our children can
become educated and maybe have a better chance for success and happiness.

Another local informant told me,

Julie (their guest from England) always said that we should be the ones to decide how
to raise our daughters, and she never judged us for anything. But for sure she had much
influence in our lives anyway. For example, our daughter wants a love marriage and
now we think she will be the happiest in this way, although our opinion of her future
husband is important to her. We already know him and we like his family. He has good
habits and we think he will take care of her and be fair to her. We will surely approve of
her chosen husband if she continues to love him, but also we think we will wait until
she is at least 16 years before she get(s) married to him. That way, he can prove to us
that he really loves her, and we will feel more confident in her choice...

Many anthropologists argue that tourism has had a negative impact on cultural distinctiveness and

on local traditions. However, experiences involving participation in volunteer traveling are not

found to be consistent with this view: For example, both independent volunteer travelers and their

Nepali hosts said that local cultural practices and beliefs had not really changed, although there
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were superficial changes that had developed as a result of the cross-cultural experience, including

new interests in learning to speak English, wear jeans or listen to rock and roll music. One host

informant, an educated young father, commented,

Maybe we respect the differences between people and cultures, because that is what
makes the world interesting, it would be boring if everyone would be the same, but that
should not mean Nepali people should not be allowed to change, just like Western
societies did, just like other nonwestern societies have.

Another local informant argued, "Nepali culture is changing, but it is not becoming more like

Western cultures, it is becoming more like modern Nepali culture created by Nepali minds and

beliefs, not Western." An independent volunteer traveler who claimed she was staying in Nepal

indefinitely, said,

Sometimes it is hard for me to separate the ideas of what's modern and what's Western.
Different cultures influence each other, but as they become more alike, they also
become more different at the same time. And although some differences may be subtle
and imperceptible, not to recognize them is not to understand them. Miss that
understanding, and you've missed understanding Nepali culture, or any culture that's
changing, yet remaining essentially, culturally, rooted in who they truly are.

Foreign informants who expressed feelings of love for the country and people of Nepal

almost always commented that they hoped Nepali people never changed, because they are so

special. At the same time, however, those foreigners who truly got to know and understand the

Nepali way of life inevitably added to that statement by commenting that although they never

wanted the character or personality of the Nepali people to change, they would also wish for the

Nepali people to have better living standards, better medical care, more basic education, more

human rights, more gender equality, less acceptance of physically harmful abuse and running

water and more sanitary conditions, because they see the Nepali people experiencing hardship

without them. Along these lines, an independent volunteer traveler said, "It would be one thing if

people were healthy and had a way to experience their lifestyle without suffering, but this is

simply not the case in rural Nepal."

The majority of Nepalis hosting independent volunteer travelers stressed that they did not

feel their culture had changed as a result of the encounter. Now that television and tourists have

arrived in some lower mountain regions, observers are certain that the mountain people of Nepal

will leave behind the traditions that make them a distinct people and rush to become like the rest

of the world. But local Nepali informants were shocked when this idea was mentioned to them.
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by the gods," said one of the locals hosting an independent volunteer traveler. Another host said,

I feel that I am more Nepali than I have ever been, because that is all I have. I enjoy my
new friends, I love them, but I have no desire to belong to another culture, even maybe
we will want things, like your tape recorder, but that does not mean we want to be you.

It is impossible to think any other way. Nepal is what we are. The USA is what you are.
Because we are different we can have an interesting friendship. Sharing our cultures
does not mean we give them away and trade them for another. Sharing means we add
something to each other's way of understanding the world and the people in it. Maybe
because of our differences, we have more to learn from each other.

Host and guest informants suggest that poverty is destroying local culture, not

maintaining it, and claim "it is unfair not to encourage Nepali people to develop, grow, become

more and create change in order to improve their lives." Independent volunteer travelers claimed

that although "tourism and foreign influence in Himalayan areas can disrupt local (subsistence)

economies," they also argue that "it is the lack of development creating hardship in the Nepali

economy, rather than negative influences resulting from alternative types of tourism."

Independent Volunteer Traveling: Superficial Changes and Significant Cultural Impacts

Within this type of cross-cultural encounter, there is no doubt that prolonged exposure

and intense contact between hosts and guests contributed to changes in local cultures. Many of

the changes discussed during interviews centered on the new interests that local people had

regarding dress, music or food, which can only be considered as superficial trends that do not

really reflect a true change in local culture. However, there were conditions reported which do

reflect deeper changes in rural Himalayan villages, and even though this host-guest experience

may not be considered completely responsible for the changes, I believe it did influence local

people. For instance, since guests helped to create additional sources of income for local people

by donating land and animals to families, and offered free education to any locals who desired it,

participating in this experience enabled and encouraged participants to remain in their villages.

This helped hosts to improve their living standards in many areas, and boosted local economies in

remote Himalayan regions, contributing towards the development of Nepal's rural communities.

In addition, because of the friendships and many opportunities offered by this type of

tourism, women were encouraged to eat with their families, to get married at a later age, to get an

education and to be treated more fairly in family situations. These conditions contributed towards

improving the status of women and influenced both male and female informants to think about
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the participation of women in the family and community in new and different ways. However,

declining interest in certain traditional customs can not be determined to be the sole responsibility

of this touristic activity, yet it is not certain that it did not have any influence, either. Washing the

dirty feet of a husband or fatherinlaw and then drinking the dirty water is one example that

came up several times during interviews with female hosts. They explicitly spoke of both male

and female independent volunteer travelers that did not believe the practice was "healthy," which

seemed to influence the way in which the activity was currently perceived; however, these

women did not particularly believe in the cultural importance of the activity in the first place.

Although these changes may seem culturally insignificant when one considers the small

numbers of locals involved, the study nevertheless considers them to be highly relevant because

they also characterize changing cultural attitudes and beliefs in rural Himalayan areas of Nepal.

To the Nepali hosts interviewed in the study, these changes were considered progress in a forward

direction. Finally, it is important to note that these travelers consistently showed intense interest

and respect for their hosts' culture. Data results indicate that rather than corruption of local

cultural values, independent volunteer traveling encouraged pride in local beliefs and traditions.

In the local informants who were compared, those hosting independent volunteer

travelers appeared to be the most influenced on a sociocultural level, but they do not appear to

have changed their traditional practices or religious customs as much as the locals who worked

with alternative travelers did. Perhaps because the independent volunteer travelers lived with

locals and lived like locals served to reinforce local tradition in certain ways. On the other hand,

perhaps the trust that was developed between these hosts and their guests encouraged hosts to

explore less traditional or more progressive Nepali viewpoints. Study findings suggest both

situations reflect some cultural impact resulting from this type of tourism.

Nepali hosts and their guests reported that they became closer friends the same way

many people everywhere do by sharing ideas, personal histories, beliefs, feelings and interests

regarding a variety of subjects. Since the volunteer traveling informants were particularly

interested in Nepali culture and tradition, this was a subject discussed at length between these

hosts and their visitors. Locals claimed that they enjoyed teaching their guests about Nepali

traditions and beliefs, and proudly acknowledged their guest's interest in and respect towards

local customs. Local informants hosting independent volunteer travelers reported that while they

believed they were influenced by their guests, they did not believe they had become less

interested in their own culture or tradition. Actually, local informants claimed they became "even
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more interested in certain traditions, but in different ways, as new ideas were shared between

hosts and guests.

Interview results revealed that the majority of these hosts spent a great deal of time

talking with their guests about cultural and traditional beliefs. Based on these experiences, I

believe it is safe to conclude that rather than generating a declining interest in traditional customs,

this kind of communication created renewed interest and pride in local tradition, and strengthened

cultural beliefs. Through constantly teaching about and sharing their spiritual views and

traditional customs with their guests, hosts were able to hear them often and remind themselves of

what they value and believe is important in life. The most common sentiment related during the

interviews suggested that although acculturative changes did take place, the essential cultural

elements of the participants stayed the same, or in some cases, were strengthened in the process.

Nearly every local informant basically commented that, "We might change our ideas about

women... or we might want to dress different, eat some sweets or have a walkman, but we are

still the same in our culture, our traditions, our religion and our beliefs."
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSION

The sometimes sobering, always enlightening process of interviewing led to more

questions than it answered, and provided many lessons, not the least of which was the tremendous

personal contributions that many hosts and guests made toward mutual international

understanding, created by ordinary people who shared extraordinary experiences with other

ordinary people from around the world. Independent travelers who design their own volunteer

efforts during their sojourn are a diverse and complex population. There seem to be no limits to

the generosity, energy and creativity of these individuals. They are highly adaptive men and

women who have a strong sense of adventure and place great value on developing meaningful

intercultural relationships. They are willing to go to extreme lengths to truly live the way locals

do in every aspect. Attracted to the breathtaking scenery, simplicity of village life and the warm

and friendly local people, some came to Nepal seeking life changing experiences, but most of

them returned to Nepal from previous visits, this time to give something back to the people and

country that had already changed their lives forever.

Research findings are applied to the psychological framework created by John Berry, the

sustainability model suggested by Douglas Pearce, and the characteristics of specific touristic

traditions which fit well within the context of independent volunteer traveling. Finally, the study

addresses the positive psychological effects of helping others, found to be related to the

development of friendship and successful communication across cultural boundaries. In an era

searching for improved forms of international relations, this kind of travel poses an interesting

alternative to other types of tourism, because it completely depends on the development of

meaningful crosscultural relationships.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The Psychological Acculturation Process

Discussed in the literature review is Berry's (1990) acculturation framework which asks

specific questions about different cultures which come into contact with each other and

experience changes because of that contact. These queries focus on the purpose and length of

time of the encounter, as well as the population size and cultural qualities of the cultures in

contact. John Berry focuses his framework around these queries in order to obtain information
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regarding the examination of host and guest characteristics considered essential to the

acculturation process. Questions and answers within this framework include:

Purpose: Why is the contact taking place? What are the goals?

This is an important aspect of the acculturation phenomena taking place in the case of

independent volunteer traveling. The contact is occurring because both parties (independent

volunteer travelers and their Nepali hosts) have each offered to create for the other an opportunity

for a unique type of intimate interaction based on mutual needs and desires. The purpose and

goals of the experience may differ in detail, but the fact that they have in common a willingness

and desire to assist each other in ways that each perceives as positive greatly influences the

direction of their relationships, which, in turn, reflects the openness of each party to adopt some

practices of the other. The independent volunteer travelers strive to support locals in their efforts

to end their own hunger, to become literate, to ease their daytoday struggle for subsistence and

to improve their overall quality of life. The Nepali hosts strive to support independent volunteer

travelers in their efforts to experience native life; they befriend the travelers, welcome them into

their schools, communities and families, and share their homes, lives, personal and cultural

customs, traditions, ceremonies and celebrations. Feeling empowered and enriched by the process

is an end result demonstrated by both groups.

Length: For how long will the contact take place, and does it occur daily, seasonally or annually?

Although the length of time can vary, the general consensus among both groups is that it

is important for hosts and guests to interact a minimum of three to nine months. This research

indicates that any time less than three months is not sufficient enough for hosts and guests to

learn each other's language on a basic level, establish close and lasting relationships and truly

make a contribution to one another on a daily basis. Since these are high priorities of most

independent volunteer travelers, the length of time is seen as a crucial aspect for the sojourn to be

a success. The majority of travelers in the study stayed with their hosts for over five months.

Population Size: How many are there? Do they form a majority, or are there only a few?

In the cases being studied, there are typically between only one to three independent

volunteer travelers in a village or neighborhood at a time. Although the independent volunteer

travelers certainly do not constitute a majority, they appear to have a great deal of sociocultural
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influence. The Nepali villages vary greatly in population size as well, although it can be

generalized that most of the villages were quite small. The Nepalis also exert a great deal of

sociocultural influence on the independent volunteer travelers, who must adjust to the local

culture if the sojourn is to be a success.

Policy: What are the policies being exercised toward each of the (acculturating) groups?

Although there is no formal "policy" in this scenario, there are cultural norms that dictate

the treatment of guests, which are generally applied by Nepali people hosting independent

volunteer travelers; the most prominent is the ingrained concept that "the guest is a god in

disguise." This notion is taken very literally by the Nepali people, especially in more traditional

areas far from tourist routes. Locals believe they are responsible for feeding their guests well and

keeping them happy and comfortable. Hospitality is offered in every feasible way, and Nepalis

always consider the needs and desires of their guests to be more important than their own. The

independent volunteer travelers are never expected to contribute financially for anything, and are

considered "honored guests" no matter how long the sojourn lasts.

In turn, as diverse as these travelers are, they seem to have a general consensus regarding

their roles and efforts in the host community. Although independent volunteer traveling

represents a form of noninstitutionalized activity, and there are no formal "rules" or "policies,"

the following concepts represent a generalizable picture of beliefs and attitudes regarding an

independent volunteer traveling sojourn: individuals who believe themselves to be effectively

engaged in assisting local people believe that they can not solve local peoples' problems;

problems in a developing community are considered complex and the solutions equally difficult

to come by. Independent volunteer travelers are committed to supporting local people in their

struggle to become selfreliant, but they usually operate within the context that they should not

impose their views or expertise on local people. These travelers generally feel that only local

people really know what they need. Given this reality, independent volunteer travelers do not

supplant the role of local people. It is considered both inappropriate and counterproductive for

any outsider to propose to a local community what it is that they ought to do to improve their

livelihood or advance their human condition, unless their opinions and/or expertise are requested

(which commonly occurs). Much of the time, independent volunteer travelers only do what local

people specifically ask them to do. They mainly serve in a manner that is consistent with their

invitation.
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Can Independent Volunteer Traveling be Considered Alternative and Sustainable, Based on
the Data Examined in the Study?

Although there is no widely adopted definition for alternative or sustainable tourism, this

research proposes that it is important to provide a basis for distinguishing between different forms

of tourism, in order to identify independent volunteer traveling as an alternative and sustainable

travel phenomena. As previously discussed in the literature review, Pearce (1992) has created a

useful model for identifying sustainable types of tourism by asking a series of questions. By

answering these questions in terms of independent volunteer traveling, a greater understanding of

this travel typology is developed:

What are the contexts in which tourism has developed?

In general, independent volunteer traveling has developed through a combination of

friendships with and invitations from local people, and the desire of travelers to avoid a

superficial experience and make a personal contribution to local people. The desire of locals to

develop friendships with international travelers has also been a developing factor. For locals, the

idea that at the same time, they may benefit in some material way from the experience is usually

secondary; the majority of informants reported they never even considered benefits other than

friendship and help with basic chores.

One notable contrast to institutionalized volunteering and other alternative types of

tourism is that the independent volunteer travelers are invited by local people to come and live in

their villages, to become a part of their families and their lives. The fact that the locals choose a

particular traveler greatly affects hostguest interaction. However, independent volunteer

traveling affords the opportunity for both hosts and guests to be free to personally decide to do as

they regard best for everyone involved. In addition, both parties meet each other on equal ground,

as both depend on the hospitality, friendship and help of the other individuals involved in order to

make the encounter a success.

Data results illustrate that friendships are seen as more important to these hosts and

guests than any material measure of assistance provided or received; according to independent

volunteer travelers and the Nepalis hosting them that were consulted about their encounters, the

majority indicated that friendships were their only true indicators of the success of the experience.

Since friendship cannot be packaged, bought or planned for, both hosts and guests depend on

connecting with each other through a variety of informal circumstances, focusing this type of
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touristic experience on the ability of individuals to develop and maintain positive crosscultural

relationships. Along these lines, independent volunteer traveling promotes sound practical

reasons for utilizing local hospitality customs instead of regulated or traditional tourism interests;

since independent volunteer travelers attempt to adapt to Nepali life, and their sojourn is centered

on Nepali tradition, it can be considered less disruptive of local culture because it is more likely

to fit in with local activities.

In addition, independent volunteer traveling has been developed within the context of

authentic and noncommercialized hospitality. For instance, these travelers slept in the same

room, on the same floor, as their adopted Nepali families and friends. These hosts and guests

spent many hours, for many months, talking to each other, working together and helping each

other. Nepali hosts invited their guests to attend weddings, festivals and other community events,

not as a tourist who is watching from the outside, but as a community member and active

participant. Independent volunteer travelers knew the names and stories of the villagers in their

communities, and the villagers were on intimate terms with the volunteer travelers as well. A

volunteer traveling informant shared such views regarding depending on Nepali people and what

her experience was like. She said,

You rely on the hospitality of the local people the courtesy and support shown to
strangers by the Nepali people is something that leaves an unforgettable impression on
you. It seems impossible to communicate the experience there are words to describe a
normal vacation but this is no normal vacation it's a vacation of a lifetime, a way of
traveling you will never forget, it shapes you like no other type of tourism ever could,
and now I'll never be satisfied with anything less, I'll know how much more fun, more
fulfilling it is to be a part of the culture, and that being a part of it can be a reality... I
may always be a foreigner, but I'll be a foreigner who is thought of as a part of a
community, a sister, a part of a family, a foreigner who learned about the culture not
from reading books, but from living and working along side the locals... I don't know,
admittedly, what it feels like to not have the choice to leave if I want, but I do know
what it feels like to live this life every day, what it's like to get up, cook, clean, be in the
fields, care for the animals, do the gardening and washing, care for the children and the
neighbors and their children and go to market and sew the clothes (and doing all this in
a remote storybook village in the beautiful Himalayas). All the work is part of the
adventure of finding out what it's like to live the way locals do, it's hard but it's also
challenging, it's like going back in time, it's easy to forget where you came from.. .like
it or not, the rest of the world couldn't possibly seem farther away.

Nepalis hosting independent volunteer travelers indicated that hospitality offered and

received was based on close and meaningful friendships, and not on money. These hosts were

able to gain a unique understanding of their guests through the development of warm personal
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relationships. In turn, independent volunteer travelers had the opportunity to gain an empathetic

comprehension of their hosts by observing the society from within as community participants.

The intimacy of the encounter has resulted in lifelong friendships, treasured memories and

appreciation of foreign cultures. A local informant who had hosted an independent volunteer

traveler shared his feelings about his guest and gives an example of this type of hostguest

relationship. In his exact words, he said,

He was just like a brother for me, from the very beginning of the time he stayed with
us... and he help us so much, he want to do everything. He eat with his hands, and
sleep with my two sons and my daughter and my wife and me, on the top floor of our
house. He was crazy, and he would do anything! We had so much fun with him, we had
a really, really good time, and the other people in the village really like him a lot, and
he taught all the students and bought all the books and papers and pencils for all the
students, and he helped us learn better English. Sometimes he helped so much, he want
to do everything for us, and we feel a little bit bad because we have nothing, and we are
just serving him daal bhat every day, but he say he is so happy with us! And my parents
and brother were shy and they were worry because he was a foreigner, and they think
maybe their house would seem so poor, but we told them he was just like one of us!
The first morning he was with us, when my mother wake up to make the tea, and she
see him sleeping on the floor with all of us, she thought it was so funny! And when we
said goodbye, everyone in the family really miss him and feel really sad to say good
bye to him, because maybe they never see him again, but I am sure, really sure, he will
come back and visit, I really hope so, I really hope with my soul he come back...

Comparisons revealed that one of the major differences between independent volunteer

travelers and the other types of visitors examined in the study was that with independent

volunteer travelers, relationships were developed first, and gratitude in the form of financial

assistance came afterwards. With this in mind, it is safe to conclude that the development of such

crosscultural experiences is attributable to factors other than economic gain. Data results

illustrate that rather than a focus on financial exchange, these hostguest relationships were built

on trust and friendship, emphasizing authentic and noncommercialized hospitality, which helped

both hosts and guests to create a sense of personal growth, enjoyment, and humanistic

appreciation.

2) What is being developed?

Travel that is low key, small scale, and does not require tourist infrastructure or

development because travelers generally stay in local's homes and become functioning members

of the household, contributing to the well being of the family by helping with daily chores and
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participating in family and community events. Their chief form of entertainment is the same as it

is everywhere in the most remote corners of the Himalaya talking. The study illustrates that in

the case of the informants participating in the study, this was a positive aspect of the encounter.

Further, it is not exploitative of local people because the benefits flow to local residents

and in general to poorer communities. Communication between travelers and locals encourages

respect for different cultures and fosters meaningful relationships between different cultures;

through the desire of both travelers and Nepalis to develop noncommercialized friendships,

traditional and mutually supportive hostguest relationships are formed. In short, an alternative to

mass tourism, alternative types of adventure tourism and conventional volunteering is being

developed, where travelers utilize personal resources to assist local people with local goals, and

locals welcome travelers into their communities and share their unique culture and lifestyles. The

main attractions for independent volunteer travelers are the community and its location, as well as

the desire to live like locals and make a valuable contribution to native individuals and to the

country of Nepal.

Within this unique touristic system, tourist demand matches local consumption of natural

resources. In short, the use of local resources essentially remains the same, because independent

volunteer travelers represent small numbers and generally restrict themselves to consuming the

same amounts as locals do. For instance, independent volunteer travelers only shower with cold

water, go to sleep and get up when locals do, only eat two meals a day, and only eat what their

friends and families eat. In contrast, many official volunteers and alternative travelers reported

they used hot buckets of water (and sometimes hot showers) for bathing (which requires

additional wood for heating the water), stayed up later and got up later than locals did (which

requires additional firewood to keep them warm and additional energy for light for them to see

by), and eventually got tired of eating daal bhat (lentil soup, rice and sometimes curried

vegetables or spinach) twice a day, every day without a change as the locals do. Although many

official volunteers and alternative travelers reported attempting such tasks in the beginning of

their sojourn, most did not continue these practices. Trekkers and other alternative travelers often

had meals with other foreigners and ordered a variety of food, which takes more time to cook

than daal bhat does. Consequently, these visitors use more firewood than locals do, simply to eat

each day. In contrast, independent volunteer travelers ate daal bhat every day, twice a day, as

locals do. Such examples illustrate ways in which volunteer traveling tourism is derived from and

appropriate to Nepali culture and values.
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3) Where is tourism being developed?

One of the biggest differences between independent volunteer travel and other forms of

alternative tourism, such as trekking or international volunteering in Nepal, is the spatial patterns

of the visitors. Independent volunteer travelers often begin trekking on or near established routes,

but do not spend the majority of their sojourn in touristed areas. Probably the most pronounced

effect of this phenomenon is that it affords greater opportunity for locals who would normally not

have the resources or knowledge to participate or benefit from tourism. Independent volunteer

travelers generally stay in villages that are not connected to any kind of network to the tourism

industry. Most villagers do not have any outside contacts that might lead them into the tourism

business. Independent volunteer travelers generally stay in rural farming communities, which

currently do not have the financial means to provide any tourist facilities. The majority of these

informants reported that they specifically desired to experience Nepali life in places where locals

have not met many (or any) tourists. They are comfortable without tourist facilities of any kind.

They typically live with local villagers, and no attempt is made by the village to change its

physical or cultural characteristics for them, because they place the responsibility of adapting

upon themselves.

Thus, volunteer traveling provides scope for less negative impacts due to its spatial

patterns, because the development of tourism in a larger number of smaller places is less

destructive for the environment. The nature of independent volunteer traveling encourages more

travelers to disperse to different areas, because travelers are seeking communities that are remote

and removed from popular trekking routes and established tourist locations. When asked to

describe their favorite memories, over 70% of these informants reported that making friends and

communicating with locals who had never met a foreigner before was one of their most

memorable experiences during the sojourn.

The last consideration of enjoyment is worthy of mention as especially particular to this

type of travel: The spatial patterns of independent volunteer travelers reveal these travelers have

no one to depend on but themselves and their Nepali hosts. There is no organization or tourist

facility to fall back on, should things go wrong. There are no guarantees that things will work out,

and they are not clients of tourism agencies that have reputations to protect. Many of them

reported that they had no idea how to get back to established trekking routes in an emergency,

without the help of their hosts. Generally, there is no way for them to receive medical care of any

kind. If environmental disasters should occur (such as drought, flooding or avalanches) there is no
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way to avoid them; when lives are at risk, independent volunteer travelers are no exception. They

have no way to contact the outside world, and no one from their home country knows exactly

where they are located in Nepal. In an emergency, the only way to reach the outside world may

be to walk for eight hours a day for several weeks to reach motorized transportation, a doctor or a

telephone. This level of mutual interdependence between hosts and guests differentiates this type

of touristic encounter from similar cross-cultural experiences.

4) Who are the developers?

There has been increasing recognition over the past decade that the nature of the

developers and the form of ownership and control of tourist activities are critical factors that

influence the nature and extent of tourism's contribution to development. The developers of this

particular form of tourism are local, rather than foreign, and individual, rather than corporate.

They consist mainly of rural villagers, educated to some extent, who travel near tourist areas and

have the chance to meet foreigners. Since it is the local people who take the initiative in this case,

it stands apart from other tourism models; the local society is no longer taken as passive but as

capable of rejecting the dominant tourism model, and of coming up with one on its own.

Additionally, the independent volunteer travelers themselves could be seen as cocreators of the

experience, since they learn the local language and look for opportunities to interact with locals in

a meaningful way.

5) How has tourism developed?

This form of tourism has developed naturally, informally and on a small scale, initiated

by rural villagers in mountain areas, and encouraged by travelers who want to volunteer on an

independent level. The activity has been developed to improve the lives of both Nepali people

and individual travelers. The development of independent volunteer traveling tourism can be

described in terms of the interrelationships of a number of factors, including: (I) economic

needs of rural villagers (2) lack of physical inputs required except basic hygienic practices in

local homes (3) a slow-paced rate of development (4) the nature and extent of planning, namely

that there is none or little; respondents claim that it just happens spontaneously and comment that

it is not really possible to plan this experience (5) the processes involved, such as the connection

between locals and independent volunteer travelers, the discovery that each has something of

value to offer the other and the invitation to the sojourner to come live in a local's village and
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participate in some way in the community (6) the actual experience of developing and following

through with the volunteer touristic experience and (7) the form of results (mainly travelers and

locals living together, each party assisting the other in various ways and the impacts of that

assistance).

Relatedly, there are less monetary requirements for locals to become involved in this type

of tourism. All too often, particularly in rural areas, local people are denied any significant

opportunity to participate in the tourism market. Tourists on "all inclusive" packages are

particularly difficult for local entrepreneurs to access, and these sectors are growing rapidly in

Nepal. For instance, such packages are purchased for trekking tours, where trekkers visit remote

mountain villages, but are provided with tents for accommodation and meals cooked only by the

guides. In such cases, it is difficult for local people to benefit as they are unable to sell food or

offer lodging, since it is already provided. But volunteer traveling is organized in ways that

enable local people to have better access to travelers. Nepali villagers do not have to own a

guesthouse or restaurant, because their own homes and traditional meals are preferred over tourist

facilities, which allow more opportunity for local participation. In addition, there are virtually no

leakages within this type of tourism, because travelers spend the majority of their resources

within one community, or at the very least, within rural communities. Benefits trickle down to

even the poorest villagers, as is the case when travelers provide free education, books and school

supplies.

Study results illustrate that guests learned directly from their hosts exactly what their

hosts needed and wanted. Within this touristic system, it is the travelers that are fully dependent

on their hosts, not only for survival and friendship, but for making it possible for guests to enjoy

themselves through the act of giving and contributing to others in a way that would not be

possible in many other countries or cultures. Examination of the endresults of this hostguest

encounter suggest that rather than create dependency on tourist arrivals, volunteer traveling has

the potential to create less dependency on outside sources such as tourism for economic support.

Interview data suggests that the help Nepali hosts receive from independent volunteer travelers is

based on authentic need, is socially accepted and is economically viable.

6) Who are the tourists?

These tourists in the study are considered to be alternative types of travelers who develop

their own volunteer efforts. These individuals seek opportunities to make friends, adopt and be
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adopted by families and communities, and endeavor to make a contribution, financially or

otherwise, to those families, friends and communities. These travelers are predominantly well

educated, middle class and single. They make the effort to learn the language and customs of the

local people to increase their chances of developing meaningful crosscultural relationships, and

generally have the ability and desire to adapt to local environments. Different independent

volunteer travelers may offer a variety of professional and nonprofessional skills, and provide

alternative forms of financial assistance to their hosts (for the purpose of helping local people

become more self reliant) during their sojourn.

In addition, the research suggests that the nature of independent volunteer traveling is

likely to keep it small scale, which suggests another sustainable asset of this type of travel. In

other words, the travelers it attracts are likely to remain small in number; for these individuals, a

successful journey entails the experience of complete immersion into a new culture, which takes

time, education and a certain kind of adaptive personality. Enjoyment is defined by being able to

communicate with locals in the local language, develop meaningful relationships, work hard for a

minimum of ten hours a day to contribute to the well being of the local community, and by the

experience of giving back something to the community that has adopted them. While it is

generally acceptable for visitors in heavily touristed areas to operate outside cultural norms,

independent volunteer travelers are not expected to offend local traditions or break cultural rules.

Unlike many other types of alternative travelers, they have daily responsibilities which they must

keep.

Data results suggest that "personality" variables of these sojourners may very well assure

its sustainability, in the respect that it is highly unlikely to ever become a form of "mass"

alternative tourism due to the fact that these travelers are spending their vacation and personal

and financial resources on local people as a way of enjoying themselves. They have the available

discretionary income to spend their time in Nepal in any fashion they wish, and they choose to

spend their time participating in activities that require hard work and adjustment to challenging

conditions, without the support or protection of anyone they know or any outside agency. They

are not particularly affluent individuals, yet they typically spend a great deal of their personal

savings to help their adopted Nepali family and friends. It is logical to consider that it may take a

certain kind of person to desire to spend their entire sojourn working for an average of ten hours a

day, spend personal savings on local people instead of on themselves, spend time learning the

local language, spend time in places where no one can speak their native tongue, and spend
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between four and nine months living in one place. It may also take a certain personality to be

willing to deal with the aforementioned risk factors. Finally, there can be little doubt that a

particular personality type is required to be able to visit a country so different from the traveler's

home, and accomplish the development of meaningful friendships and physical and psychological

adaptation to new cultures and environments to the extent that volunteer traveling requires.

Thus, of the factors that generate and maintain independent volunteertouristic patterns in

Nepal (including discretionary income, education, mental and physical health and lack of familial

and career commitments in the home country), the personality of the independent volunteer

travelers may be one the most explanatory.

Touristic Traditions within the Context of Independent Volunteer Travel

First, in comparison with the idea that "tourism is a modern expression of the traditional

pilgrimage" (Grabum 1977), independent volunteer travelers also identified their sojourn as a

spiritual journey and a sacred experience, from the beauty of the mountain villages to the

harshness of daily life. Responses regarding how the experience had personally impacted these

travelers illustrate this issue. For instance, all these informants said that the experience had

"enriched their lives." Other responses included: "I have become a more spiritual person,"

"Working with Nepali people has made me feel alive again" and "My Nepali family and

community are a part of me now, and I will never be the same I will always have a greater

appreciation for everything in my life." This suggests that this type of tourism also relates to

Turner's (1973) proposition, wherein the traveler is compared to a pilgrim that undergoes a

"direct experience of the sacred."

Also discussed in the literature review is the perspective that the tourism process can be

considered a "ritual," in which the individual (pilgrim) goes through a threestage process:

Spatial and social separation, the experience of "communitas," and the reintegration stage. It can

be argued that independent volunteer travelers experience a similar process: First, by leaving

home and all familiar surroundings, and placing themselves in remote mountain villages, they

undergo spatial and social separation. Second, as they learn how to become functioning

participants in the native communities, they experience the "liminal stage," where their ordinary

roles are suspended and (due to the nature of the independent volunteer traveler encounter) they

experience "passing through the sacred," or an intense bonding period with their new community,

friends and adopted families. Informants often referred to this part of their sojourn as a "spiritual
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experience." Third, they return to their country of origin, feeling like different people than they

were before the experience.

In addition, demographic data reveals the activities that the independent volunteer

travelers were engaged in prior to their departure for Nepal. Overall, 100% were working in a full

time capacity prior to travel, while 32.7% were also involved in study. The high percentage

(92%) of those who quit a full time job to travel corresponds to the "rites of passage" theory that

indicates that these individuals utilize travel to mark a juncture in their life, be it the movement

from study to work, or from one career to another. Alternatively, there is a logical explanation of

these findings, in that in order to travel in this capacity for an extended period, one must usually

quit ajob after saving enough money. This is especially true for the independent volunteer

travelers who desire to offer both personal and financial assistance to their hosts.

In addition, independent volunteer traveling relates to the understanding of tourism as an

expression of basic cultural themes, because these travelers are highly motivated to "become

insiders," thereby confirming that they are trying to reach an emic understanding of the culture

they are interacting with. It is apparent that some level of emic perception is necessary for the

deeper levels of understanding these travelers attained in order to make the kinds of contributions

and develop the types of relationships equated with this endeavor. Along these lines, independent

volunteer traveling also fits within the framework of tourism as a type of ethnic relationship, as

this viewpoint focuses upon the relationships that tourists have with their hosts. The road to

crosscultural understanding is not an easy or quick one, and crosscultural communication and

understanding may be superficial until an individual has the opportunity to actually cross

language and cultural barriers and learn about these two systems. This happens in varying degrees

of intensity depending on the circumstances, and this research proposes that volunteer travel

represents such an opportunity for acquiring this experience.

Finally, the idea that tourism creates dependencies between touristgenerating countries

and touristreceiving nations (similar to colonial forms of domination) or "tourism as a form of

neocolonialism" can be contrasted with independent volunteer traveling. Based on the research

findings, the majority of respondents claimed that any assistance given or received helped locals

(among other things) to create greater independence and to become more selfreliant. While

independent volunteer travelers made note of the simple reality that it is not possible to merely

give others what they need to become selfreliant, they always made an effort to contribute in

ways that locals desired and considered appropriate.
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One factor commonly mentioned in the interviews was that of the nature of the volunteer

assistance the independent volunteer travelers performed for their hosts. The majority described it

is as "hard work, often involving physical labor and long hours." Nevertheless, the majority of

these informants also said they enjoyed the work, and received satisfaction from knowing how

much they were helping their new friends and adopted families. Most commented that they

experienced greater enjoyment from working hard and helping people than any other activity they

took part in during their sojourn. The majority noted that the rewards they received "made it all

worth it," and that without the work, the kinds of relationships they were able to develop, and the

kind of understanding they were able to achieve, would never have been possible. Despite the fact

that it was extremely challenging, these types of activities were preferred over more traditional

travel experiences. The majority of these informants described many scenarios in which they

were able to enjoy themselves, even while performing hard work.

The Complications and Rewards of Giving and Receiving

The evidence of this research indicates that there is a complex dynamic present in the

interaction between hosts and guests when giving and receiving activities are examined. In

particular, a sense of mutual interdependence and equality are maintained between hosts and

guests, because no matter who is giving and who is receiving, both parties continue to feel they

receive more than they are able to give. Furthermore, being generous in some special way to

friends and family that independent volunteer travelers have lived with is seen as appropriate, as

part of normal social human behavior, and is not considered to encourage the kind of begging that

has sprung up around trekker tourism. In fact, having their contributions accepted by local people

is considered another way that these hosts are able to accommodate and give joy to their guests.

Empirical data suggests that differences in the levels of wealth of the participants largely

affected the interaction between comparative groups of hosts and guests. For instance, many

Nepalis working with official volunteers had the perception that volunteer organizations were

using money that was supposed to go towards helping local people, that official volunteers had

more financial advantages than locals participating in volunteer projects did, and that volunteers

were the supposed to provide assistance and support, and locals were supposed to be the receivers

of this assistance. Nepalis working with alternative types of travelers felt that they were working

for wealthy foreigners in return for monetary payment, not working with friends on a joint project

with them. Both groups of guests felt pressured to give money to their hosts. In comparison,
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independent volunteer travelers specifically sought out experiences in which money would not

play a part in their relationships with their hosts by striving to find local communities that did not

have extensive experience with foreigners, which helped to circumvent any preconceived notions

regarding foreigners and wealth, and in many instances served to avoid the subject altogether.

They lived with locals and lived just like locals lived, and the Nepalis hosting them believed that

the situation was an equal form of exchange: In general, guests were teaching, participating in

community projects and assisting with family chores, and in return, hosts spent time and effort

teaching guests how to live in their communities and provided room and board. Hosts took on the

role of caretakers because they supported their guests and helped them to adjust to Nepali life,

and in return, guests provided services to the community and became functioning members of

village households. In a comparative sense, this type of cross-cultural experience provided a more

equal exchange between hosts and guests.

However, the majority of independent volunteer travelers also contributed in unexpected

ways to local people by donating items such as land and animals to their families and

communities. After living with locals and being welcomed into their homes and lives, these

guests went through life-changing experiences, and no longer felt it was adequate enough to

merely teach or help with chores. The experience taught these travelers about the harsh realities

of living in poverty-stricken conditions. Locals had fed them and taught them how to survive and

be happy in rural Himalayan areas, and they came to feel very close to their adopted Nepali

families and communities, and eventually realized how much locals had sacrificed to help them.

Halfway through the experience, after meaningful relationships were developed with their hosts,

these travelers began to desire to help their hosts in new and different ways that were outside the

bounds of their original agreement, but typically it was not until nearly the end of the encounter

that the majority of guests began making contributions as a way to express their appreciation for

all their hosts had done for them.

These travelers did not reveal their financial situation to their hosts in the beginning of

the encounter because, as previously mentioned they purposively wanted to avoid having money

issues become a part of their relationships. Furthermore, travelers wanted to be accepted into the

local community and become insiders as much as possible, and were concerned that their

privileged financial positions would affect relationships with local people. From the perspectives

of the independent volunteer travelers, their hosts had given them the most extraordinary
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experience they had ever had, and there were no material objects they could give to their hosts in

return that could even begin to say how much they appreciated the experience.

However, before these contributions were offered, there was already a positive dynamic

of an equal exchange between hosts and guest present in the encounter. Participants were truly

interdependent, and Nepalis felt comfortable in this position because they believed they had given

all they had to give, which was very important to the hosts interviewed. This situation helped

locals to feel good about themselves as hosts and positive about the experience in general.

At first glance, it would seem that the generous contributions that travelers desired to

give their hosts would be welcomed by local people, especially considering their daily struggles

involving monetary constraints and the fact that many of them desired to have the exact things

their guests wanted to give them, but were financially unable to obtain on their own. However,

there are certain circumstances to consider which complicate the conditions of these

contributions, including gift giving protocols and the fact that locals were previously unaware that

their guests were wealthy enough to purchase such items. Also, there was the perception that

accepting such gifts would cause the experience to become unbalanced because (at first) hosts felt

that if they accepted the contributions, then their guests would be giving more to them than they

were able to reciprocate, and this made them feel uncomfortable.

First, it is important to mention that random and frequent gift giving is generally frowned

upon in Nepal, and Nepalis don't do this. To Nepali people, this seems like an arrogant display of

wealth, does not impress anyone and is not considered respectful because even the poorest

foreigners have greater amounts of money than a Nepali could ever accumulate in a lifetime. To a

Nepali, it just seems that if a foreigner gives away his money, then money has no value for that

person. A gift given in this way does not merit much respect from the recipients, even if they are

poor and desperately need it. With this cultural custom in mind, independent volunteer travelers

limited their generosity to appreciation for something extraordinary that had been done for them.

Host and guest informants said that gifts should always emphasize the value of friendship over

material wealth.

A second complication that arises is that up until the time that travelers offered these

contributions to their hosts, these hosts were not aware of their guests' ability to do so. Even

though the offers came from the desire of the traveler to show their appreciation to their hosts, at

first many hosts felt confused and even slightly betrayed by their guests because they never

considered that their guests were wealthy. They had worked hard and sacrificed to feed and
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support them, never realizing their guests were richer than they would ever be. Many locals also

said that in the beginning, they thought either their guests were very poor, or that they must have

more money than locals did, but had never considered asking for any form of compensation for

the hospitality they provided because locals believed that accepting compensation for hospitality

was not something a gracious host would normally do.

Finally, accepting large contributions from their guests made hosts feel uncomfortable

because the trade was no longer perceived as equal; these contributions disrupted the balance of

the exchange between hosts and guests. Many hosts felt that it would be unfair to accept

additional assistance because they would be taking more from their guest than they were able to

give in return. Locals hosting these travelers believed that these contributions and donations were

unnecessary, because they believed their hospitality and friendship should be free; it was all they

had to offer. These travelers were considered to be honored guests and were given room and

board in return for the work they were already performing. In the end, the extra assistance was

appreciated and often helped locals make some their biggest dreams come true. However, many

of these informants also reported that it was difficult for them to accept the donations their guests

offered, and when they refused them out of embarrassment or for other reasons, it was common

for their guests to hide their contributions, which were later found after their guests had left. It

was very emotional for many hosts and they all reported needing the donations, even when they

were refused.

However, accepting gifts turned out to be yet another way that local individuals hosting

independent volunteer travelers were able to add to happiness of their guests: in the end, both host

and guest participants felt that they received more than they gave. Over 90% of the independent

volunteer travelers said that the act of contributing in some way, no matter how big or small, was

one of their favorite and most lifechanging experiences during their sojourn. In turn, the locals

receiving donations also said their guest's generosity had changed their lives in many positive

ways.

The data illustrates that certain types of touristic encounters and kinds of daily activities

had significant bearing on the relationships that were developed between hosts and guests. This

suggests that it may be valuable to focus on distinguishing certain patterns existing within the

volunteertouristic encounter. Along these lines, there is one point that stands out as unusual

When looking at the data from different perspectives, there is one particular element of this

cross-cultural touristic experience that contributes to its success: Only in the case of independent
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volunteer travelers and their Nepali hosts do we see both groups helping each other out of

friendship on an individual basis, for no other reason than to get to know each other, enjoy

themselves and later to repay one another for the experience. Evaluated on the basis of the

feelings expressed by the participants, it appears to be this aspect of the experience that defines

this form of tourism, and makes it stand out against comparable crosscultural encounters.

This research indicates that this condition has had the most profound effect on both hosts

and guests. Participants claimed that there was an incredible, almost unexplainable positive

feeling that came from helping each other to make truly valuable and positive changes in their

lives. This situation seemed to create momentum on a daily basis, which gave extra energy to

participants to do more, give more, and care more during their encounter together. Independent

volunteer travelers came to believe that happiness in life was achieved not from what they had,

but rather how they lived; what they did with what they had became more important than having

material possessions. Nepalis hosting these guests reported the experience reaffirmed that even

the smallest things can make a big difference in someone's life, even if that someone is

'wealthier' than they are. Both host and guest participants felt good because they knew they had

done something good for someone else. They focused on the rewards of giving to others (the

happiness and fulfillment it brought to their lives) in addition to the crosscultural nature of the

experience itself.

Informants reported discovering that service is a selfish thing they did it because it felt

good. And because it felt good, they wanted to do more. In this case, the gift was given

simultaneously to both the givers and the receivers, becoming a positive cycle between hosts and

guests. Participants spent conscious time and effort figuring out new and unique ways to get more

out of life by adding value to other people's lives, and this affected how they felt about

themselves, which was a very powerful and empowering experience. Both hosts and guests also

reported that their desire to help others became stronger after the experience, because it was

fulfilling and fun. Finally, empirical data provides additional evidence that independent volunteer

traveling made a difference if, for no other reason, than it made people feel good, and added joy

and meaning to the lives of both host and guest participants.

CONTRIBUTION OF THE STUDY

One of the goals of this research has been to introduce the complexities within the

independent volunteer traveler's experiences and activities crossculturally, and to show how this
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broadens the scope of studying tounsms' social systems. By examining their experiences, the

study has built theoretical and empirical constructs that analyze the variations among travelers

and the hosts they interact with, as they form an understanding of this particular traveler's role in

tourism, culture and society.

There was another objective to this study, one that came about as a byproduct of its

subject's existence: proof that these travelers are out there and are succeeding in procuring their

own aidgiving situations. Any addition to the literature on these sojourners is of value at the

moment. Any possible serious inquiry into the field will need foundation studies, of which this

can be a part. Further, despite the growing amount of literature about international volunteers, the

truth is that very little has been written specifically about different types of international

volunteers, the different kinds of work they do, or the various cultures they are involved with.

Studies tend to lump categories of volunteers working in foreign cultures together into large

aggregates that do not illuminate possible important differences in patterns of international

volunteering among various populations. It is my contention that we need a clearer description of

who independently volunteers, what they do and why they do it. Along these lines, this study

helps to build a firmer foundation of knowledge about independently volunteering on an

international level, helping others to move on to more indepth studies of other issues relating to

international volunteers and their potential to enhance crosscultural relations.

Pearce (1982) points out that while anthropologists clearly have much to offer in studying

the hosts in the touristhost contact situation, they have tended to ignore the impact of the cross

cultural experiences on the tourists. He calls for research which gives an anthropological account

of the tourists, noting tourists' rituals, changing dynamics and the meaning of the travel

experience. In addition, he suggests that any psychological account of the effects of touring on

the tourists will provide a more complete account of tourism than presently exists, and argues that

emphasis on host and guest behavior and psychological appraisal of the situation will advance the

study of tourism (Pearce (1982:16-22).

Pearce, Smith, MacCannel!, Nash, Nunez and others also argue that it is important to

attempt to understand the effects of hostguest contact on the tourists, and note that since

anthropologists have concerned themselves primarily with the impact of contact on the hosts,

there have been too few accounts of the tourists' reactions to their contact experience. Further,

both Nash and Nunez have specifically challenged anthropologists to explain why tourists make

the choices they do, and sociologists such as MacCannell have called for more detailed studies of
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how people experience tourist settings, so as to provide a better understanding of tourists. Finally,

Shaw and Williams (1994) argue that identifying different types of tourists, the recognition of

pushpull factors within tourist motivation, and learning more about how individuals change as

tourists over time are critical issues which need to be researched.

The anthropological view of tourism presented in this thesis has been informed by the

essentials of the claims and concerns just described. The emphasis throughout the research, which

is concerned with the communication between specific types of hosts and guests, is consistent

with the aforementioned subjects. This research can usefully complement the above arguments as

it shifts focus from the hosts to the tourists themselves, their experiences, attitudes and

motivations. Concepts used to discuss the impact of tourism on the local people in

anthropological literature have been used in this research in an attempt to understand the effects

of contact not only on the hosts, but on the travelers as well. For instance, concepts such as

acculturation and adaptation have been used to account for visitors' behavior in specific contact

situations. In the past, anthropologists have been interested mostly in the "host" or destination end

of the touristic process, in which a concern for tourism's social impact on host societies has

predominated (Nash 1996:145). This research is an opportunity to advance anthropological

enterprise through the study of the "guest" end of the touristic process, which focuses on how

tourism's social impact has affected a particular kind of alternative tourist, namely, the

"independent volunteer traveler." This investigation not only responds to the interests of various

independent volunteer travelers, but builds on past research that associates hosts' attitudes

towards volunteerism development among Nepali people with sociodemographic variables such

as level of contact with volunteers and tourists, and any kind of dependency developed between

participants.

In addition, Wall (1993) argues that it is not easy to find examples in the literature of

successful smallscale indigenous tourism developments in developing countries. He contends

that empirical evidence for the veracity of the exhortations of advocates of smallscale

developments is not widely available. The research on independent volunteer traveling tourism

contributes to this discussion through documentation of independent volunteer travel experiences,

which also lends coherence to investigations of smallscale native responses to tourism, helping

to assess the strength of the arguments of the supporters of such development.

The study of the character of crosscultural interaction reflects current anthropological

inquiry and offers an important opportunity for the development of our field. It is ethically
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desirable that anthropologists suggest logical alternatives (in this case, to traditional forms of

volunteerism and tourism) that enhance positive hostguest relations. The independent volunteer

travelerhost interaction may be, in some instances, the best alternative available to a community.

By shedding light upon these heretofore obscure independent volunteering travelers, their

potential value as instruments for crosscultural understanding can be assessed. Further, by

isolating the factors they and their hosts consider important in this process, the ability to

accomplish it successfully will be enhanced within those who desire to undertake it in the future.

The appraisal of independent volunteer travel as a type of sustainable tourism

development prompts critical study of the interactive roles of people and places for development

purposes. It may also positively link independent volunteer travel with the need to maintain

environmental and cultural traditions, and with economic incentives to do so. This study also

contributes to alternative solutions for some of the most depressing problems in Nepal. The

United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the World Bank argue that "No country has

made the transformation to the sort of growth path that is necessary to eliminate poverty in Nepal

without widespread education to at least the primary level" (1991 :82). On a small scale,

independent volunteer travelers help Nepali people to alleviate poverty and get a basic education;

both of these activities have had a noticeable transformational effect on the Nepalis hosting these

travelers.

Finally, as D'Amore (1988:269) argues, "Beyond its economic significance, people and

nations increasingly recognize the role of international travel in promoting understanding and

trust among different cultures and, therefore, as a force for world peace." This study contributes

to this vision of peace, through shedding light on alternative possibilities for traveling and

volunteering on an independent level. Through this type of sojourn, host and guest participants

reveal enjoyable ways to relate to one another and help each other. The combination of traveling

and volunteering on an independent level offers individuals the opportunity to discover the world

and other cultures through firsthand, direct contact.

According to volunteer traveling informants, it is estimated that there are hundreds of

individuals participating in this type of encounter every day, in Nepal and in other developing

countries around the globe. This research suggests that because the experience focuses on helping

and giving to others, and emphasizes respect and appreciation of different cultures, these

encounters can be an extraordinary force for enhanced crosscultural relations among hosts and

guests around the world.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

This was an exploratory study of the crosscultural interaction between independent

volunteer travelers and their Nepali hosts. It has been specifically designed to open up a new line

of research, and so may have raised more questions then it answered. However, based on the

findings of this study, I believe there are several ways in which this experience could be

improved for future hosts and guests participating in this type of cross-cultural encounter.

First, I believe that both local and foreign participants need to keep in mind that the long

term impacts of independent volunteer traveling are very little understood. The majority of

interviews took place within in a relatively recent time frame in relation to the actual experiences

of participants. Although the results of the study suggest that in the short term, the experience

proved to be a positive one which afforded greater opportunities for locals who would normally

not have the resources to participate or benefit from tourism, bringing tourism to peripheral areas

that have not yet been greatly affected by the "outside world" is likely to have both positive and

negative impacts. Although such future impacts are beyond the scope of this research and could

not be determined here, there are several factors which future participants need to take into

serious consideration:

Two integral aspects of Nepali society are the existence of the caste system and the

strong influence of Hinduism and Buddhism. Since most of locals hosting independent volunteer

travelers in the study were Buddhist, it may be possible to conclude that this type of tourism may

affect more Buddhists than Hindus; on the other hand, this type of tourism may have a greater

impact on Hindu people because even though the minority of these hosts were strict Hindus, these

individuals changed their beliefs about more caste rules than did Buddhists for their guests. In

Nepal, foreigners are generally considered to be in a lower caste since they do not follow Hindu

beliefs and especially because they often eat meat. Most Hindus would believe the presence of a

foreigner in their home would be polluting and unacceptable under normal circumstances. In

order to host these travelers Hindus had no choice but to suspend many of their strictest cultural

traditions. Further, although many of the locals hosting these travelers were not considered to be

members of the highest castes, because of the presence and contributions of their guests, their

position within their communities was changed. I believe that even though the cultural and

religious rigidity of the caste system is slowly beginning to diminish, for better or for worse this

type of activity may be influencing the system and upsetting local cultural norms.
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In addition, the study reveals that after close friendships with locals had been forged,

many independent volunteer travelers offered a great deal of financial assistance to the local

people before they left their adopted communities to return home or to continue traveling. In

general, rather than give locals money, they offered opportunities to their Nepali hosts that they

hoped would improve their lives and help them to become more selfreliant. Most of the time,

both hosts and guests believed that entire communities were able to benefit in several ways from

the assistance. However, I recommend that future participants need to think more fully about the

future effects these gifts may have and the changes they might bring about. For instance, many

travelers donated animals to their hosts, however, many of the animals were young and needed to

be cared for until they were old enough to either be sold for a high price or able to reproduce. In

many cases, the locals receiving these animals had no way of caring for them until this time, and

although most benefited from them eventually, some locals could not afford to care for the

animals until the time when they could profit from them. In some cases it was an even greater

financial burden when land was donated to hosts who could not afford to fertilize, plant and

harvest it. Based on these examples, I feel it is important for both hosts and guest participants to

think in terms of the future care of such donations before offering or accepting them.

The form of volunteer assistance proffered is one other issue regarding the longterm

impacts of the encounter that future participants should take into greater consideration. The

biggest impact this type of travel had on the local culture may have been through the types of

activities that travelers volunteered to perform for their hosts. Although the majority of

independent volunteer travelers in the study offered nonprofessional skills to their hosts (such as

providing love and affection to children and helping families and friends with chores) nearly

every informant was also asked to teach in rural villages, even though they were not teachers and

had never taught anything before. In most cases, not only did travelers not know how to teach, but

they did not understand the Nepali way of teaching. Many focused on teaching advanced students

English, rather than on teaching less advanced students Nepalese, since many locals requested to

learn English.

Although learning English enabled locals to get higher paying jobs, in some cases it also

encouraged them to leave their villages to look for work, and increased their interaction with

foreigners. A suggestion for future independent volunteer travelers is that since it is highly likely

that they will take language lessons before embarking on this journey, they should keep all their

class notes and teach less advanced students the same Nepalese lessons they learned from their
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Nepali teachers, beginning with the Nepali alphabet. (It is highly recommended that future

travelers always take local language lessons.) Along these lines, because travelers intend to make

local friends and already desire to contribute to local people in some way, I believe it would

benefit all future participants if independent volunteer travelers came to visit remote Himalayan

villages with more diverse skills.

In order to realistically determine whether independent volunteer traveling tourism

development remains compatible with the culture and values of the people affected by it, and to

ascertain whether or not resources have been managed so that they can support future

generations, would take many years and subsequent revisiting of past participants, which is

more time than this study allowed. Such issues are important criteria for the longterm success of

Nepal's natural and cultural environment. These criteria remain unresolved, and because they

influence the sustainability of independent volunteer traveling tourism development in Nepal's

remote Himalayan regions, they constitute an important agenda for future participants to consider.

In addition, although the study illustrated that the spatial patterns of independent

volunteer travelers revealed the amount of risk they were willing to take in order to have this

experience (and that this trend is unlikely to change due to the alternative nature of this type of

sojourn), future participants would benefit from a system which could reduce the risks involved

in this crosscultural activity. Aside from the aforementioned risks, there are many other aspects

of the experience that involve a gamble. For instance, even though the informants in the study

turned out to be very compatible for a variety of reasons, they did not really know much about

each other before they engaged in this encounter. The majority of participants had only met one

another a few days (or in many cases, only a few hours) before offering or accepting an invitation

to visit a local's village and live in a local's home. I believe that if the general risks that the

encounter represents could be reduced, more individuals would be apt to participate in the

experience and gain the opportunity to positively benefit from it. Relatedly, some type of

informal network needs to be established so that locals and travelers have some way to find each

other, and future participants could have another option to connect with one another aside from

chance meetings. This might also make the experience safer for individuals (particularly women)

traveling alone because participants may be able to learn more about each other beforehand, and

perhaps feel more secure about the people (and places) they will be interacting with. Without

'formalizing' or 'institutionalizing' the process, there needs to be a way for travelers and hosts

who want to participate in the experience to find ways to connect with one another.
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A final and very significant issue for future participants to consider is that there needs to

be more preliminary conversation between hosts and guests at the beginning of the encounter

focusing on the hopes and expectations that each party has regarding the experience. Nearly every

volunteer traveling informant lived in their hosts' homes, slept in one upstairs room with the other

family members and worked alongside locals every day. In the beginning of the encounter, most

hosts were unprepared for the financial and psychological burden that these travelers would be,

because although they helped with all the major chores in all the ways they were able, they also

represented another mouth to feed, and took up valuable extra time and attention in order to be

taught how to act appropriately and effectively in the local environment. In turn, not only did

most of these travelers not realize the burden they would place on their local friends and families,

they were not used to the lack of privacy and long, harsh working hours their new conditions

required, and many informants reported that they became ill during the first month of the

encounter because they were not used to local sanitary conditions. This forced locals to learn new

ways of keeping things clean, in order to keep their guests healthy so that they could become

functioning members of the family and community, and so that locals were not forced to take the

time to care for a sick guest who was sleeping and living in the same space as they were. In

addition, since most travelers were not completely fluent in the local language before they

arrived, there was a constant, exhausting effort in order for participants to communicate with one

another.

Due to these and other reasons previously mentioned, even though future participants are

likely to feel shy about discussing their needs and expectations when they do not know each other

very well, the importance of such a discussion can not be emphasized enough. It will reduce

many of the stressful situations which will inevitably occur during this type of crosscultural

encounter and make the experience better for everyone involved. In particular, hosts need to

develop a clear idea of what they would like their guests to do and then explain to their guests the

type of work and non-work related activities that they would like (and expect) them to participate

in and the hours that such activities will require on a daily basis. Independent volunteer travelers

need to explain their abilities and the ways in which they wish to help. They also need to politely

and tactfully explain that in order to stay healthy, they need dishes to be washed in clean water

and dried before use, and that water needs to be boiled for exact periods of time for daily tea and

other drinks and food items to be safe enough for their consumption. These types of preliminary



conversations will not only help hosts and guests adapt to each other more quickly, but will also

greatly lesson the anxieties that they may have about the experience.

Although it may seem to be one of the most stressful conditions of this hostguest

encounter, living together also represents one of the most positive aspects of this crosscultural

experience. It brought participants closer together, and helped them to develop close and

meaningful relationships. In the final analysis, I believe that hosts and guests can only prepare for

the experience to a certain extent, but that nothing can truly prepare participants for the

experience but the experience itself.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR NEPALIS HOSTING INDEPENDENT
VOLUNTEER TRAVELERS

The Situation Itself:

where, what, how, why, when, how long, (please describe the entire situation in detail)
how did a traveler(s) come to be involved in this situation
how did you meet the traveler(s)
do you or your family members speak the travelers language
does/did the traveler(s) speak your language
does/did you communicate in other ways besides using language (hand gestures, smiles)
how did you work out the initial arrangements
does/did the traveler(s) live with you
what kinds of things changed at the very beginning of this experience
how long has/did the traveler(s) live with you
what does/did the traveler(s) do all day
how does/did your family feel about the things the traveler(s) does/did
how does/did your community feel about the things the traveler(s) does/did
how do/did you feel the experience has affected your community
would you recommend this experience to other Nepali people
what advice would you give to other Nepalis wanting to participate in a similar
experience
what advice would you give to other foreign travelers wanting to participate in a similar
experience
what kind of advice would you give to a traveler(s) about how to make friends with
Nepalese people?
what kind of advice would you give to a Nepalese person about how to make friends with
a traveler(s)?
how do/did you think the traveler(s) felt about the experience (please describe)
can you describe in detail your best/worst experiences during this time
have you had contact with foreigners before (please describe)
does/did the traveler(s) have any special skills that were useful
what does/did you like or dislike about the travelers personality
are/were there any major changes brought about because of the experience (including
cultural, religious, way of life, how everyone affected spent their time, environmental,
other)
Are there any other ways in which the traveler(s) affected your life or the lives of anyone
they were involved with
How would you describe your relationship with the traveler(s)
How do you, personally, feel about the traveler(s) and your experience with him or her
now
Why did you choose to host a foreign traveler(s) in your home/community
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Communication with Travelers:
did you spend time in conversation (please describe)
what did you talk about (please describe)
did you spend recreational time together, if yes, what kinds of activities did you do
together,
do you feel that you developed a level of trust with the traveler(s) (please describe)
was communication difficult in the beginning and did this change (why/why not) (please
describe)
were you comfortable with the traveler(s) --did they appear comfortable with you (please
describe)
did you learn anything about communicating with people from different cultures (please
describe)
how did you learn to communicate with people from different countries/cultures (please
describe)
did you gain any insight/ greater understanding into a different culture (please describe)
what kind of advice would you give to a traveler(s) about how to communicate with
Nepalese people?
what kind of advice would you give to a Nepalese person about how to communicate
with a traveler(s)?

Demographic and Background Information:
gender(M/F)
age 5-15, 15-25, 25-35, 35-50, 50-60, 60+
where did you grow up (is this place a city, rural but near to a town, near the Terai, in the
mountains, or in a very high or low area?)
are you married or single
if married, do you have children? If yes, how many?
How many brothers and sisters do you have?
What is your occupation
What do your parents do
What do your children do, if grown?
How do you spend most of your time
Is there anything in particular about your family or personal history you could share, so
that we may know you better?
have you had or desired any formal education
how many languages do you know
If you can speak any language other than your native language, how did you learn
how would you describe your personality
what has had the greatest influence on your life
Is there anything else we can learn about you (interests, dreams, likes and dislikes)
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR NEPALIS PARTICIPATING IN
OFFICIAL FOREIGN VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

The Program Itself:

where, what, how, why, when, how long, description of program participating in
(what type of work or program have you / are you participating in (i.e. --education,
health, technical, info technology, social and community work) please describe in detail
did! does the situation encourage communication with the foreigners (please describe)
what did you enjoy/dislike about the program (please describe)
what benefits (if any) did you receive in return for participating in the program (please
describe)
how did/do you feel your program has affected both the local and foreign communities
that are/were participating
how do you think the foreigners feel about the program (please describe)
would you recommend it to other Nepali people and why (please describe)
length of time participated in program (short or long term)
how did you come to be involved with this program (please describe)
what advice would you give to others wanting to participate in a program with foreign
volunteers
can you describe in detail your best/worst experiences while participating in this program
were there any special personality traits required to function in this capacity (please
describe)
did you have! need any kind of training, and if yes, what was your training like (please
describe)
how would/did! you measure the effectiveness of the program (please describe)
have you ever worked with foreigners before (please describe)
Why did you want to participate in this program
How do you feel about working with foreigners

Communication with Foreigners:

how would you rate communication with foreign volunteers (unsuccessful, mediocre,
successful, very successful)
what does "communicating successfully" mean to you
did you speak language of foreign volunteers
did you spend time in conversation (please describe)
was conversation about work only (please describe)
was conversation personal (about subjects other than work) (please describe)
how much time is spent communicating about the program (1 hr a day, 3 hrs a day,
more...)
how much time is spent communicating about non-work issues (1 hr a day, 3 hrs a day,
more..)
did you spend free/recreational time together, if yes, what kinds of activities outside of
work did you participate in,
if no, why not? (please describe)
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do you feel that you developed a level of trust with foreign volunteers (if yes, how??)
(please describe)
was communication difficult in the beginning and did this change (why/why not) (please
describe)
did you communicate in any way other than words ((please describe--i.e., hand gestures,
nods, smiles, etc)
were you comfortable with foreign volunteers --did they appear comfortable with you
(please describe)
what would you recommend to someone about to be in your position regarding
communication with a volunteer
can you describe some personal communication strategies you employed
did you learn anything about communicating with people from different cultures (please
describe)
what advice would you give to others wanting to work with foreign volunteers
did you make good friends with a foreign volunteer(s) (please describe)
would you desire to have this experience again (why/why not-would you change anything
next time (please describe)
how did you learn to communicate with people from different countries/cultures (please
describe)
did you gain any insight/ greater understanding into a different culture (please describe)
why do you want to participate in this program (did this change from the beginning)
(please describe)
what kind of advice would you give to a new volunteer about how to make friends with
Nepalese people?
what kind of advice would you give to a Nepalese person about how to make friends with
a volunteer?
Is it easy or difficult to work with volunteers? what makes it hard or easy?
do you (or do you plan to) keep in touch with aJ any foreign volunteer(s)
would you want to work with volunteers in the future? Why or why not?

Demographic and Background Information:

gender(MIF)
age 5-15, 15-25, 25-35, 35-50, 50-60, 60+
where did you grow up (is this place a city, rural but near to a town, near the Terai, in the
mountains, or in a very high or low area?)
are you married or single
if married, do you have children? If yes, how many?
How many brothers and sisters do you have?
What is your occupation
What do your parents do
What do your children do, if grown?
How do you spend most of your time
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Is there anything in particular about your family or personal history you could share, so
that we may know you better?
have you had or desired any formal education
how many languages do you know
If you can speak any language other than your native language, how did you learn
If no, does the volunteer(s) you work with speak Nepalese
how would you describe your personality
what has had the greatest influence on your life
Is there anything else we can learn about you (interests, dreams, likes and dislikes)
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APPENDIX C: INTER VIEW QUESTIONS FOR NEPALIS PARTICIPATING IN ANY
TOURISTIC CAPACITY

The Work Itself:

where, what, how, why, when, how long, detailed description of work performed
can you please describe a typical working day, from beginning to end
did you have any training that focused on relating to tourists
does your work encourage communication with tourists (please describe)
are any special skills required to function in this capacity (please describe)
are there any special personality traits required to function in this capacity (please
describe)
What kind of advice would you give to other Nepali people on how to be successful in
your specific job with tourists
Do you consider the work difficult or easy
what do you enjoy/dislike about the work (please describe)
How did you come to be in this position
Do you enjoy working with tourists
Why did you choose to work with tourists
Do any of your family members work in the same capacity as you do
If yes, how do they feel about working with tourists
Does anyone you know feel the opposite way that you do about working with tourists,
and if yes, why
How has working with tourists influenced your life
How has working with tourists influenced your family's life
How has working with tourists influenced your community
Would you like your children to work with tourists

Communicating with Tourists:

how do you feel about communicating with tourists (what could be better, what kinds of
things work the best)
what do you enjoy/dislike about communicating with tourists (please describe)
how do you feel about tourists in general- do you dislike/like them, etc.
What are different kinds of tourists like
What are the differences between the tourists you like, and the ones you don't
Do you have, or have you had, any friendships develop with tourists (please describe)
What kind of advice would you give to tourists on how to make friends with Nepali
people
What kind of advice would you give to other Nepali people on how to make friends with
tourists
Could you please describe your "ideal" experience with a tourist
Could you please describe your worst and best experiences with tourists
how would you rate communication with tourists (unsuccessful, mediocre, successful,
very successful)
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do you speak language of foreign volunteers
do you spend time in conversation (please describe)
is conversation about work only (please describe)
is conversation personal (about subjects other than work) (please describe)
did you spend free/recreational time with tourists
do you feel it is difficult or easy to develop trust with tourists (please describe)
do you communicate in any way other than words ((please describe-- i.e., hand gestures,
nods, smiles, etc)
are you comfortable with tourists --do they appear comfortable with you (please describe)
what are your personal strategies for successful cross cultural communication (strategies
for developing successful communication with individuals from other countries) (please
describe)
have you learned anything specific about communicating with people from different
cultures (please describe)
have you gained any insight! greater understanding into a different culture (please
describe)
have you ever met any foreigners who were volunteering in Nepal
If yes, have you ever noticed any differences between volunteers and tourists (please
describe)

Demographic and Background Information:

gender(M/F)
age 5-15, 15-25, 25-35, 35-50, 50-60, 60+
where did you grow up (is this place a city, rural but near to a town, near the Terai, in the
mountains, or in a very high or low area?)
are you married or single
if married, do you have children? If yes, how many?
How many brothers and sisters do you have?
What is your occupation
What do your parents do
What do your children do, if grown?
How do you spend most of your time
Is there anything in particular about your family or personal history you could share, so
that we may know you better?
have you had or desired any formal education
how many languages do you know
If you can speak any language other than your native language, how did you learn
how would you describe your personality
what has had the greatest influence on your life
Is there anything else we can learn about you (interests, dreams, likes and dislikes)



APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER
TRAVELERS:

The Situation Itself:

Where, what, how, why, when, how long, (please describe the entire situation in detail)
How did you come to be involved in this situation
Do you speak Nepalese (or the native language where you were volunteer-traveling)
Do/did the people you were assisting speak your language
Do/did you communicate in other ways besides using language (hand gestures, smiles)
How did you work out the initial arrangements
Do/did you live in a Nepali or Native person's home, if no, what were your living
arrangements
If yes, how long have/did you live in a Nepali or Native Host's home
What kinds of things changed from the very beginning of this experience
What do/did you do all day
How do you feel about the experience
How do/did the Nepali or Native Host community feel about the experience
Would you recommend this experience to other travelers (why, why not)
What advice would you give to other travelers wanting to participate in a similar
experience
What advice would you give to Nepalis or other Native Hosts wanting to participate in a
similar experience
What kind of advice would you give to a traveler(s) about how to make friends with
Nepalese or Native People?
What kind of advice would you give to a Nepalese or other Native Person about how to
make friends with a traveler(s)?
Can you describe in detail your best/worst experiences during this time
Have you had contact with foreigners before (please describe)
Do/did you have any special skills that were useful
How did/do you feel the experience affected the local community (please describe)
How did/do you feel the experience affected the people you lived with (please describe)
How did/do you feel the experience affected you personally (please describe)
Are/were there any major changes within you that were brought about because of the
experience
Are there any other ways in which the experience affected your life or the lives of those
you were involved with
How would you describe your relationship with the Nepalis or Native Hosts
How do you, personally, feel about the Nepalis or Native Hosts now
Why do/did you choose to travel in this way (volunteer-traveling)
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Cornniunication with Nepali Hosts:

Did you spend time in conversation (please describe)
What did you talk about (please describe)

Did you spend recreational time together, if yes, what kinds of activities did you do
together
Do you feel that you developed a level of trust with the Nepalis or other Native Hosts
(please describe)
Was communication difficult in the beginning and did this change (why/why not) (please
describe)
Were you comfortable with the Nepalis or other Native Hosts --did they appear
comfortable with you (please describe)
Did you learn anything about communicating with people from different cultures (please
describe)
How did you learn to communicate with people from different countries/cultures (please
describe)
Did you gain any insight! greater understanding into a different culture (please describe)
What kind of advice would you give to a fellow traveler about how to communicate with
Nepalese or other Native Hosts?
What kind of advice would you give to a Nepalese or other Native Host about how to
communicate with a foreign traveler?
Can you describe bestlworst volunteer work experiences
Were any special skills required to function in this capacity (please describe)
Were there any special personality traits required to function in this capacity (please
describe)
What was your "training" like (please describe)
How would/did! you measure the effectiveness of the work (please describe)
Have you worked only with organized volunteer programs/non-organized volunteer
capacity/ both
Did you pay to volunteer (please describe)
How would you rate communication with hosts (unsuccessful, mediocre, successful,
very successful)
Was communication difficult (why/why not) (please describe)
Did you communicate in any way other than words (describe- i.e., hand gestures, nods,
smiles, etc)
Were you comfortable with hosts --did they appear comfortable with you (please
describe)
What are your personal strategies for successful cross cultural communication (strategies
for developing successful Communication with individuals from other countries)\
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What would you recommend to someone about to be in your (past) position regarding
successful communication Techniques (please describe)
Can you describe some successful communication strategies you employed
Would you desire to have this experience again (why/why not-would you change
anything next time

Volunteering (General):

Joys/challenges (describe)
Why do/did you want to volunteer (did this change from the beginning)
What do/did you hope to gain from the experience
Did you receive academic credit for the work
Do you feel long term or short term work is "best" and why
Compare with tourism (your own experience, your thoughts, insights, etc.)
What do you look for in a host
Compare personal host-guest communication of volunteerism to tourism

Do you have any comments regarding:

Service philosophy
Entitlement mentality
Targeting needs
Working towards change versus working to preserve tradition
Strengths/weaknesses of volunteering
Positive contributions on both sides (mutual interdependence variables)

Demographic and -Background Information:

Gender(MIF)
Age
Nationality
Married/single
Economic level (average annual income equal or equivalent to USD):
0-5,000
5,000-10,000
10,000-20,000
20,000-30,000
30,000-40,000
40,000-60,000
60,000+
Education level
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Pre-high school
High school
Trade school
Business School
College
University
Graduate SchooliOther
Profession
Professional skills/experience
Personality type (integrity, culture, wisdom, humility, spiritual, respect, love, outgoing,
shy,
comfortable with unpredictability, desire for adventure/stability, desire for self-reliance,
etc.)
Influences: to volunteer/accept volunteer assistance, to travel, to get to know other
cultures
Interests! hobbies
Travel history
Volunteer history
Did you, yourself, grow up in poverty or wealth?
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APPENDIX E: INTER VIEW QUESTIONS FOR OFFICIAL FOREIGN
VOLUNTEERS

The Work Itself:

where, what, how, why, when, how long, description of work performed
(what type of work (i.e., education, health, technical, info technology, social and
community work) describe in detail)
did the work performed encourage communication with the hosts (please describe)
what did you enjoy/dislike about the work (please describe)
what benefits (if any) did you receive in return for the work performed (please describe)
how did/do you feel your efforts have affected the local community (please describe)
how do you think the hosts feel about your work/efforts (please describe)
would you recommend it to others and why (please describe)
what advice would you give to others considering similar endeavors (please describe)
what kind of feedback did you receive regarding work from hosts (please describe)
length of time worked (short or long term) and how many hours per day/ week
have you ever organized your own volunteer experience, and if so, how and describe:
how did you come to be in a volunteer position (please describe)
how would you recommend others get a similar position (please describe)
have you ever done any other volunteer work (where, when, how, why, describe)
have you ever participated in similar activities or worked in a similar capacity (where,
when, how, why, describe)
can you describe best/worst volunteer work experiences (stories)
were any special skills required to function in this capacity (please describe)
were there any special personality traits required to function in this capacity (please
describe)
what was your training like (please describe)
how would/did/ you measure the effectiveness of the work (please describe)
have you worked only with organized volunteer programs/non-organized volunteer
capacity! both
did you pay to volunteer
If you received any monetary benefits (stipends) can you describe (room, board, etc.)
Why did you choose to have this experience

Communication with Hosts:

how would you rate communication with hosts (unsuccessful, mediocre, successful, very
successful)
did you speak language of hosts
How much interaction do you have with Nepali people outside of work
did you spend time in conversation (please describe)
was conversation about work only (please describe)
was conversation personal (about subjects other than work) (please describe)
how much time is spent communicating about the work (1 hr a day, 3 hrs a day, more..)
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did you spend free/recreational time together, if yes, what kinds of activities outside of
work did you participate in, if no, why not?
do you feel that you developed a level of trust with hosts (if yes, how??)
was communication difficult (why/why not) (please describe)
did you communicate in any way other than words (describe-- i.e., hand gestures, nods,
smiles, etc)
were you comfortable with hosts --did they appear comfortable with you (please
describe)
what are your personal strategies for successful cross cultural communication (strategies
for developing successful communication with individuals from other countries)
what would you recommend to someone about to be in your (past) position regarding
successful communication techniques (please describe)
can you describe some successful communication strategies you employed
did you learn anything about communicating with people from different cultures (please
describe)
in your opinion, what does it take to successfully communicate with hosts (please
describe)
what advice would you give to others wanting to volunteer -regarding communication
(i.e. respect local prerogative, don't impose judgments, etc)
did you connect with/make good friends with mostly Nepalis or the other volunteers
(please describe)
would you desire to have this experience again (why/why not-would you change anything
next time
how did you learn to communicate with people from different countries/cultures (please
describe)
did you gain any insight/ greater understanding into a different culture (please describe)

Volunteering (General):

joys/challenges (describe)
why do you want to volunteer (did this change from the beginning)
what do you hope to gain from the experience
did you receive academic credit for the work
do you feel long term or short term work is "best" and why
compare with tourism (your own experience, your thoughts, insights, etc.)
what do you look for in a host and in a program
compare personal host-guest communication of volunteerism to tourism
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Do you have any comments you could share regarding:

service philosophy
entitlement mentality
working towards change versus working to preserve tradition
strengths/weaknesses of volunteering
positive contributions on both sides (mutual interdependence variables)

Demographic and - Background Information:

Gender(M/F)
Age
Nationality
Married/single
Economic level (average annual income equal or equivalent to USD):
class a- 0-5,000
classb 5,000-10,000
class c- 10,000-20,000
class d- 20,000-30,000
class e- 30,000-40,000
class f- 40,000-60,000
class g- 60,000+
Education level
Pre-high school
High school
Trade school
Business School
College
University
Graduate School/Other
Profession
Professional skills/experience
Personality type (integrity, culture, wisdom, humility, spiritual, respect, love, outgoing,
shy,
comfortable with unpredictability, desire for adventure/stability, desire for self-reliance,
etc.)
Influences: to volunteer/accept volunteer assistance, to travel, to get to know other
cultures
Interests/ hobbies
Travel history
Volunteer history
Did you, yourself, grow up in poverty or wealth?
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APPENDIX F: INTER VIEW QUESTIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE TYPES OF
TRAVELERS

The Trip Itself:

where, what, how, why, when, how long, description of travel experience
(what type of travel (i.e. nature, ethnic, adventure, shopping) describe in detail
have you learned anything about this culture you could share here
did the travel experience encourage/discourage communication with the hosts (describe)
how did/do you feel you have affected the local community
how do you think the hosts feel about you travel experience
would you recommend it to others and why
what advice would you give to others considering similar travel plans
what factors were present in your decision for the length of this trip (short or long term)
how and where were your travel arrangements made
do you prefer to have travel arrangements professionally made for you
how did you decide what kind of trip you wanted to take
have you traveled before (where, when, how, why, describe)
what are the most important elements of your travel experience
can you describe best/worst travel experiences (stories)
are there any special personality traits that would enhance the enjoyment of this
experience
would you change anything about this trip
is it a priority to you to have meaningful relationships with the natives of the place(s) you
visit
did you learn anything about communicating with people from different cultures (please
describe)
please describe your "ideal vacation"
what is your native language
how many languages do you speak
do you depend on guides, guide books, other travelers or locals for travel information
what are your favorite activities to participate in while traveling
would you return- why or why not
what did you like the least/best about this travel experience
Would you consider volunteering in a foreign country, why or why not
Why do you travel

Demographic and Background Information:

Gender(M/F)
Age
Nationality
Married/single
Economic level (average annual income equal or equivalent to USD):
class a- 0-5,000
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classb 5,000-10,000
class c- 10,000-20,000
class d- 20,000-30,000
class e- 30,000-40,000
class f- 40,000-60,000
class g- 60,000+
Education level
Pre-high school
High school
Trade school
Business School
College
University
Graduate school
Other
Profession
Professional skills/experience
Personality type (integrity, culture, wisdom, humility, spiritual, respect, love, outgoing,
shy,
comfortable with unpredictability, desire for adventure/stability, desire for self-reliance,
etc.)
Influences: to volunteer/accept volunteer assistance, to travel, to get to know other
cultures
Interests/ hobbies
Travel history
Did you, yourself, grow up in poverty or wealth?
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APPENDIX G: MOTIVATION TO VOLUNTEER SURVEY QUESTIONS

Why Volunteer? (A)Yes. (B) Somewhat, or (C) Not at all
(please elaborate if any reasons are particularly important to you)

* First, please describe in detail the reasons you volunteer in whatever capacity you have chosen.
Your personal comments are valued, appreciated and preferred over the list below. If this is the
only question you answer, that will also be preferable. (This also the last question on the survey.)

1) To demonstrate commitment to a cause or belief

2) As a duty

3) To repay a debt

4) To have an impact

5) To help a friend

6) Because of guilt

7) To feel proud

8) To help someone

9) For fun

10) To keep skills alive

11) To be part ofa team

12) To be an agent of change

13) To feel needed

14) To gain leadership skills

15) Because of pressure from friend or relative

16) To donate your professional skills

17) To donate non professional skills

18) To learn something new

19) For escape

20) To make a contribution

21) To make friends

22) As therapy

23) For religious reasons

24) Because an agency was nearby

25) To assure progress

26) To gain status
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APPENDIX G (Continued)

27) Because you saw others suffer

28) Because you saw others in need

29) Because of personal experience with a problem, illness, or cause

30) To share a skill

31) To act out a fantasy

32) Because there is no one else to do it

33) Because no one else was doing it

34) To fill up some free time

35) To become an "insider"

36) To explore a career

37) To do something different from your job

38) To earn academic credit

39) To have an excuse to do what you love

40) To feel good

41) To explore another culture

42) To learn a new language

43) Because you were asked

44) To stand up and be counted

45) To get to know a community

46) To learn new skills

47) To feel better about yourself

48) To feel needed

49) To act in a socially desired way

50) To help those less fortunate

51) To do something different than give money to beggars

52) To allow you to act on deeply held beliefs

53) To allow you to act on deeply held beliefs about the importance of helping others

54) To relieve yourself of unpleasant feelings like loneliness or guilt

55) To better understand the people you serve

56) To better understand yourself
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57) To make a difference

58) To experience a new culture in an intimate and meaningful way

59) To serve the global community

60) For excitement and adventure

61) To establish close relationships and friendships

62) To make a contribution towards world peace

63) For the challenge

64) To empower others towards self reliance

65) To facilitate, advise or encourage

66) To work shoulder to shoulder with local people

67) To help find solutions

68) To serve others

69) To honor human dignity

70) To help alleviate hardship

71) To gain training and experience which may lead to employment

72) To lengthen travel experience

73) To heighten travel experience

74) It was an accident

75) Because you have always wanted to make some significant change in the world

76) To be able to remain in a foreign country for a longer amount of time

77) OTHER/PLEASE DESCRIBE (*This is the most important question on this list; your

personal comments are valued, appreciated and preferred over the above list.)

Source: Modified from Ellis (1990) In About Volunteerism (Ellis, 1990).
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APPENDIX H: THE MAIN TYPOLOGIES OF TOURISTS

Destination Impacts

Cohen (1972)A
theoretically derived
approach not based on
any empirical survey:

Non-Institutionalized Drifter Search for exotic Little because of small
Traveler and strange numbers

environment

Explorer Arrange own Local facilities
trip and try to sufficient and contact
get off the with residents high
beaten track

Institutionalized Individual Mass Arrangements Growing
Traveler Tourist made through commercialization and

tourist agency to specialization as
popular demand grows
destinations

Organized Mass Search for development of
Tourist familiar, travel artificial facilities,

in the security of growth of foreign
own investment, reduced
"environmental local control
bubble" and
guided tour

Schwartz (1991) A Foreign Arrange own Little because of small
descriptive approach Individual itinerary! numbers
based on empirical Traveler develop personal
information: (F.I.T.) relationships

with
locals/travel
individually.

Smith (1977)A
theoretical approach
limited to empirical
information:

The Explorer These travelers They easily
are very limited accommodate to local
in number, norms in housing, food,
looking for and lifestyle of local
discovery of people.
new places and
involvement
with local
people.
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APPENDIX H:
THE MAIN TYPOLOGIES OF TOURISTS (Continued)

The Elite These visitors They also prefer
prefer to experiences such as
individually sleeping in native's
tailor their travel hammocks outdoors and
plans to visit are willing to get sick
exotic places. from local food or be

bitten by bugs, as long
as they are having an
"exotic" experience.

The Off-Beat These tourists Small in number and
Travelers desire to get easily adapted into

away from the surrounding
crowds and environments
participate in
experiences that
are considered =

"beyond the
norm."

Unusual These people destinations
Travelers visit destinations can be simple but

with 'peculiar' support based -needs to
objectives, such have full range of
as physical services
danger or
isolation. These
groups tend to
be interested in
local culture, but
actually prefer a
safe box lunch
rather than a
native feast.

Incipient Mass A steady flow of Numbers increasing as
Tourists travelers, destination becomes

traveling alone popular, growing
or in small demand for services and
organized facilities
groups, using
shared services
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APPENDIX H: THE MAIN TYPOLOGIES OF TOURISTS (Continued)

Mass Tourists This type of Tourism now a major
tourism is built industry, little
upon middle interaction with local
class Western people beyond
income and commercial links.
values, and the
impact of sheer
numbers is high.
They rarely part
with group
package tour
plans, which
lead to the
development of
the "tourist
bubble."

Charter Tourists These tourists Massive Arrivals; to
(Mass) participate in avoid complaints, hotels

mass travel to and facilities
'relaxation' standardized to Western
destinations tastes
which
incorporate as
many
standardized
Western
facilities as
possible

Cognitive-Normative Allocentric Adventuresome small in number, board
Models: PIog (1972) and individual with local residents
Based on original work exploration
for 16 airline and travel
companies

Mid-Centric Individuals Increased
travel to areas commercialization of
with growing host-guest relationship
reputation

Psycho-Centric organized large scale business,
package holiday with facilities similar to
to popular visitors home area
destinations



APPENDIX H: THE MAIN TYPOLOGIES OF TOURISTS (Continued)

Cohen (1979a) a
theoretically-based
approach:

modern pilgrimage Existential Leave world of Few participants are
every day life of absorbed into local
practicality to community: little
escape to impact on local life
selective center'
for spiritual
sustenance

Experimental Quest for Assimilated into
alternative destination areas
lifestyle and to
engage in
authentic life of
others

because of small
numbers and desire

Experiential Look for Some impact as
meaning in life destination provides
of others, accommodation and
enjoyment of facilities to "show"
authenticity local culture

search for pleasure Diversionary Escape from Mass tourism with large
boredom and demand for recreation
routine of and leisure facilities,
everyday large impact because of
existence, numbers and
therapy which
makes alienation

commercialization

Recreational

endurable

Trip as Artificial pleasure
entertainment, environment created:
relaxation to major impact on local
restore physical lifestyles
and mental
powers
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American Express
(1989): Based on results
from a classification of
6500 respondents in
USA Europe and Japan

Adventurers New Independent travelers,
experiences of affluent and better
different educated; limited
cultures and impact
activities

Worriers Mainly older, less educated,
domestic-based limited impact
trips, limited
travel

Dreamers Attach great Modest income group,
importance to rely on guidebook and
meaning of stick to main tourist
travel and areas
experiences;
orientation
towards
relaxation

Economists Travel a routine average income: mainly
outlet for goes to tourist areas
relaxation rather
than experience

[Tidulgers High demand for Generally stay in large
travel and hotel and resort
making above complexes; willing to
average trips pay for better services

Sources: Modified from Murphy (1985) and Lowyck (1990) in Critical Issues in Tourism
(Shaw and Williams, 1994)
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APPENDIX I: DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMANT ACTIVITIES

TABLE A: DEVELOPMENT OF OFFICIAL VOLUNTEER ACTIVITY

Groups Volunteers

The contexts International Aid-Giving Agencies and Overseas Development Organizations were formed
in which the within the context that the problems of the Nepali people, including the existence of massive
travel activity poverty, mass illiteracy, and massive ill health of the general population could not be
developed adequately addressed by the local government or private sectors, and within the context of the

desire to conthbute to changing these and other conditions through this medium

What is being
developed

Transfer of medical expertise and aidferofknowIede__
Where is the Everywhere, within rural, vHlage, town and city communities
activity being

Who are the International Aid-Giving Agencies and Overseas Development Organizations

p!rs
How has the Work opportunities offered through international agencies in an effort to assist Nepali people to
travel activity improve lives

Who are the

J
Officially recognized volunteers associated

TABLE B: DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE TRAVELER ACTIVITY

Groups Alternative Travelers

The contexts in which the International business and industry, as well as national and local business and industry
inKatmandu

What is being developed an alternative to mass tourism that avoids the negative impacts of large scale tourism,
requires minimal tourist infrastructure or development, and is respectful of the host
environment

Where is the activity being In areas with valuable scenic natural resources in the particular, specific parts of the
developed

Who are the developers International business owners, industry owners, Nepali government, and local industry
and business owners in Katmandu

How has the travel activity Commercial activity encouraged by international industry and National Government,

Who are the travelers Alternative types of travelers; independent, educated and predominantly Western,
wishing to get off the beaten path and/or explore country in a more meaningful and

yrouyjçonventionaUourists
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APPENDIX I: DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMANT ACTIVITIES (Continued)

TABLE C: DEVELOPMENT OF INDEPENDENT VOLUNTEER
TRAVELER ACTIVITY

Groups Independent Volunteer Travelers

The contexts
in which the Through invitations from local people
travel activity
developed Desire of travelers to have a "non-touristy" experience and make a personal contribution

to local people, and desire of local people to develop friendships with international
travelers, while at the same time

What is being An alternative to mass tourism, adventure tourism and conventional volunteering, where
developed

Travel that is low key, small scale, and does not require tourist infrastructure or
ment in this wa it does not dama e the environment

Travel that is not exploitative of local people because the benefits go directly to locals or
to those in poor communities

Travel that encourages respect for different cultures and encourages meaningful
relationships between different cultures/ Through the desire of both travelers and
Nepaleseto develop non-commercialized forms of friendships and rationships

Where is the - Everywhere, within both rural and city communities

Mainly in rural Himalayan villagesactivity being

Who are the Rural villagers and altemative travelers

How has the Naturally, informally and small scale, initiated by rural villagers in mountain areas,
travel activity encouraged by travelers who want to volunteer on an independent level; the activity
developed developed to improve the lives of both N!pa[pldindividualtravelers

Who are the Alternative types of travelers operating as independent volunteers, predominantly well
travelers educated, middle class and single




